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1. DELAYED SWORD ___________________________________________________Front: Right lapel grab
2. ALTERNATING MACES______________________________________________ Front: Two-handed push
3. SWORD OF DESTRUCTION ___________________________ Front: Left straight, or roundhouse, punch
4. DEFLECTING HAMMER ________________________________ Front: Right thrusting ball kick to groin
5. CAPTURED TWIGS _____________________________ Rear: Bear hug, around waist, with arms pinned
6. THE GRASP OF DEATH ____________________________________________ Left flank: Right headlock
7. CHECKING THE STORM _______________________________ Front: Right step-through overhead club
8. MACE OF AGGRESSION __________________________________________ Front: Two-hand lapel grab
9. ATTACKING MACE ___________________________________ Front: Right step through straight punch
10 SWORD AND HAMMER ____________________________________ Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab
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DELAYED SWORD _____________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Front: Right lapel grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your left foot toward 6:00 into a right neutral bow stance facing 12:00,
while simultaneously executing a right inward block to the right inner wrist of your opponent. At the same time
position your left hand at solar-plexus level as a precautionary check against further action. (Your block should
clear your opponent’s right arm, and expose the width of his body.)
2. Immediately slide your right foot back into a cat stance.
3. Without hesitation deliver a right front snap ball kick to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent’s reaction should
cause him to bend forward at the waist.)
4. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00) to check your opponent’s right knee, as you
deliver a right outward handsword strike to the right side of your opponent’s neck. Remember to maintain the
position of your left hand as a precautionary check. Immediately slide your right hand (after the strike) to the
right wrist of your opponent as a precautionary check. (Your opponent’s response should cause him to fall to the
ground.)
ALTERNATING MACES _________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Front: Two-hand chest push)
1. While Standing Naturally, and as your opponent attempts to push you, step back with your left foot toward 6:00
into a right neutral bow stance (facing 12:00). Simultaneously execute a right inward block to the outside of your
opponent’s left arm, while your left hand checks at your solar plexus. (This action should turn the width of your
opponent’s body and redirect his forward momentum off center.)
2. Immediately collapse your right arm across the top of both of your opponent’s arms (to act as a check), as you
deliver a left vertical thrust punch (tracking over your right arm) to your opponent’s sternum or solar plexus. This
is done while pivoting into a right forward bow stance. Remember both the stance change and punch must work
in synchronization with each other in order to maximize the force of your left vertical thrust punch. (Your opponent’s reaction should cause his body to bend forward at the waist.)
3. Immediately convert your left punch into a check by having it shift, palm open and down, on top of both your
opponent’s arms. Simultaneously have your right hand rapidly travel inside and over your left arm as you deliver
a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right temple. This transition is done while pivoting back
into a right neutral bow stance. (The torque stemming from your stance change helps to increase the whipping
action of your right hand. Properly executed this should cause your opponent’s head to be driven up and back,
with perhaps his arms flailing upward.)
4. Immediately have your right hand snap back, as it then acts as a Positional Check.
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SWORD OF DESTRUCTION _____________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Left roundhouse punch to the head)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your left foot toward 6:00 into a right neutral bow stance (facing 12:00),
as you simultaneously execute a right extended outward block to the inner forearm of your opponent’s left
punch. Your left hand should be in a Positional Check, covering your solar-plexus.
2. Immediately slide your right foot back into a cat stance.
3. Without hesitation deliver a right front snap ball kick to your opponent's groin. (Your kick should cause your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
4. Plant your right foot forward inside of your opponent’s left leg into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00), and while
employing Marriage of Gravity, execute a right inward handsword strike to the left side of your opponent’s neck.
(Such action should cause your opponent to fall to the ground.)
5. Immediately snap your right hand back to the left shoulder of your opponent to act as a check.
DEFLECTING HAMMER _________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right thrusting ball kick to groin)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your left foot toward 7:30 into a right neutral bow stance (to move out
of your opponent’s Line of Attack), as you simultaneously execute a right downward diagonal block against the
outside of your opponent’s right kicking leg. Be sure to have your left hand check at your solar-plexus during
your block. (Your opponent’s body should turn slightly to his left when your block is properly executed. Your
block should additionally turn your opponent’s width and cause injury to his leg.)
2. Without hesitation and while still in your right neutral bow, shuffle forward as your left hand checks inward, toward and between your opponent’s right shoulder and biceps. Your right hand continues to circle and it will reorbit into an inward elbow strike. (Make sure your left hand checks your opponent’s forward momentum as well
as the width of his upper body.)
3. Just as you conclude your forward shuffle, execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent’s
face. This is done simultaneously “with” a left sliding check down and onto your opponent’s right elbow. (Your
action should cause your opponent’s head to snap back and possibly have your opponent drop to the ground.)
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CAPTURED TWIGS ____________________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Rear: Bear hug, around waist, with arms pinned)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent’s arms around your arms, step off and to your left toward 9
o’clock with your left foot into a horse stance (while looking over your right shoulder), as you simultaneously pin
your opponent’s hand to your body with your left hand. Just as your weight settles into your horse stance execute a right back hammerfist strike to your opponent’s groin. (This action should cause your opponent to bend
forward at the waist and possibly release his grasp.)
2. Immediately slide your right foot into a right cat stance (turning 90 degrees while facing 3 o’clock) as your left
hand releases the pin, clears your opponent’s right arm, and covers in front of your face as a Positional Check.
Simultaneous with the action of your left arm have your right hand cover your groin and proceed to clear your
opponent’s left arm.
3. Execute a right heel stomp to your opponent’s left instep, causing your opponent to bend forward even further.
4. Slide your right foot back toward 3:00 into a horse stance. Immediately have your right forearm Contour up the
middle of your opponent’s body as you execute a right vertical obscure elbow strike to the underside of your
opponent’s chin. Have your right arm snap back after the strike and cover your groin. (Your opponent’s head
should have been popped up and back and his body may also spiral away from you if done properly.)
THE GRASP OF DEATH ________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Left flank: Right headlock)
1. With your head forced to bend forward and your opponent to your left flank (applying a headlock with his right
arm), initiate your action by tucking your chin to the left and against your chest, as you grab your opponent’s
right wrist with your right hand. All of this is done as your right foot steps toward 12 o’clock into a right
close kneel stance while simultaneously grabbing your opponent’s right inner thigh with your left hand and
pinching (Crab-Hand Pinch) the flesh of that leg with as much strength as possible. Your opponent will experience a horse-bite effect if it is done correctly. Be sure you continue checking the outside of your opponent’s
right leg with your left knee. (Your opponent’s right knee may bend and double up or his leg may pop forward
and up off the ground. In addition your efforts should cause your opponent to loosen his grip.)
2. As your opponent reacts to your pinch and partially or totally releases his grip, have your right hand bring his
right arm over your head and down to your chest, making sure that your right elbow is anchored to aid you in
controlling your opponent’s Height Zones.
3. Immediately release the grip of your left hand and have your left foot step forward toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow stance as you simultaneously strike the back of your opponent’s right elbow with your left forearm while
pulling in and toward you with your right hand. (This action should cause your opponent to step forward with his
left foot prior to bending over at the waist.)
4. Roll your left forearm on the back of your opponent’s right elbow until your left forearm is parallel to the ground.
Now strike your left hand to your opponent’s right elbow. While controlling your opponent’s right elbow with your
left hand, pivot into a left forward bow, facing 10:30. As you pivot execute a right snapping vertical punch to the
base of your opponent’s skull, behind his right mastoid bone. (This action should cause your opponent’s head
to move away, and possibly followed by his body falling to the ground.)
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CHECKING THE STORM ________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Front: Right overhead club attack)
1. While Standing Naturally, as your opponent swings his club in an overhead fashion, quickly step off to your right
with your right foot toward 3 o’clock. Simultaneously drag your left foot toward your right foot as you form a left
45 degree cat stance facing 10:30. Without a break in the flow of your action execute a left extended outward
handsword block to the inner wrist of your opponent’s right arm. During the natural flow of your motion have
your right hand precede your left hand as a right parry (executed in the manner of a right inward block) that
stops, hand open, to act as a check in front of your solar-plexus.
2. Immediately execute a left front snap ball kick to your opponent’s groin. (This should cause your opponent to
bend forward at the waist.)
3. Plant your left foot (toward 10:00). Be sure to properly gauge the distance between you and your opponent, as
you deliver a right snapping knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee. (Your action should
cause your opponent’s right knee to bend out and away from you, but cause his head to move closer to you.)
4. Plant your right foot toward 10:00 into a right neutral bow, and while employing Marriage of Gravity, execute a
right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s left temple, as your left hand remains checking at your solar plexus. (This action should drive your opponent’s head away from you and possibly cause his body to drop
to the ground.)
MACE OF AGGRESSION ________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Front: Two handed lapel grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent grabbing your lapel with both of his hands, while pulling you in
and toward him, execute a right stomp on the arch of your opponent’s right foot. Simultaneously strike diagonally through the bridge of your opponent’s nose (toward 10:30) with a right inward downward raking back knuckle
strike. Have your left hand pin and check both of your opponent’s hands to your chest at the same time the
stomp and strike are taking place. (Your opponent’s knees should buckle from the stomp as your back knuckle
strike breaks his nose and momentarily drives his head away.)
2. Continue the motion of your right arm so that it travels horizontally and down, striking both of your opponent’s
forearms which, in turn, will force your opponent to bend forward.
3. Immediately execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw making sure
that you follow through with your action. (This will turn your opponent’s head to his right.)
4. Without hesitation return with a right outward horizontal elbow strike to the right side of your opponent’s jaw.
(This will force your opponent away from you.)
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ATTACKING MACE ____________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Front: Right straight punch to face)
1. With your feet together, drop back with your right foot toward 6:00 into a left neutral bow stance (facing 12:00),
as you execute a left inward block to the outside of your opponent’s right punch. During this action your right
hand cocks forward and slightly to the right of your solar plexus (fist clenched and palm up). (You are turning
the width of your opponent’s body.)
2. Immediately pivot into a left forward bow stance as you execute a right straight thrust punch to the right lower
ribcage of your opponent. Make sure that your left hand is open as it checks your opponent’s right elbow. (Your
action should cause your opponent to bend forward at the waist and to be forced back slightly.)
3. Circle your right hand down, out, over and around your opponent’s right arm as your countergrab the outside of
your opponent’s right wrist. Immediately pull your opponent’s arm diagonally down past your right hip while simultaneously delivering a right roundhouse kick to his groin. During this action, cock your left hand slightly above
your left ribcage (fist clenched and palm up). Your kick and pull should cause your opponent to bend forward
even further, thus exposing his right kidney.)
4. Drop forward into a right forward bow toward 12:00, while simultaneously executing a left snapping vertical
punch to your opponent’s right kidney, “with” your right leg on and over the Line of Entry. (Make sure your right
knee is inside of your opponent’s right knee and pressing up against it.) Your punch combined with your buckle
will drop your opponent to the ground as well as move him away from you.)

SWORD & HAMMER __________________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab)
1. While Standing Naturally (facing 12 o’clock), your opponent (standing between 3 and 4 o’clock) grabs your right
shoulder with his left hand. Step off and to your right with your right foot toward 3 o’clock into a horse stance
(with your head and eyes turned toward your opponent) while striking your opponent’s throat with a right outward handsword. Simultaneous with this action, pin your opponent’s left hand to your right shoulder with your
left hand. (This action should cause your opponent’s head to move away from you.)
2. As your opponent reacts to your handsword strike and bends backward, execute a right back hammerfist strike
to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent should then bend forward at the waist.)
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1. CLUTCHING FEATHERS ____________________________________________ Front: Left hand hair grab
2. TRIGGERED SALUTE ___________________________________________Front: Right hand direct push
3. DANCE OF DEATH _____________________________ Front: Straight right punch, with left leg forward
4. THRUSTING SALUTE __________________________________________ Front: Right step through kick
5. GIFT OF DESTRUCTION __________________________________________________ Front: Handshake
6. LOCKING HORNS _________________________________________________________ Front: Headlock
7. LONE KIMONO___________________________________________________ Front: Left hand lapel grab
8. GLANCING SALUTE ____________________________________________ Front: Right hand cross push
9. FIVE SWORDS ___________________________________ Front: Right step through roundhouse punch
10. BUCKLING BRANCH _____________________________________ Front: Left step through straight kick
11. SCRAPING HOOF ________________________________________________________ Rear: Full Nelson
12. GRIP OF DEATH ______________________________________________ Left flank: Right arm headlock
13. CROSSING TALON _____________________________________________ Front: Right cross wrist grab
14. REPEATING MACE _________________________________ Front: Left hand step through lunging push
15. SHIELDING HAMMER __________________________________ Front: Left step through hooking punch
16. STRIKING SERPENT'S HEAD _______________________________________ Front: Bear hug - arms free
17. LOCKED WING ________________________________________________________ Rear: Hammer lock
18. OBSCURE WING _________________________________________ Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab
19. REVERSING MACE ___________________________________ Front: Left step thorough straight punch
20. THRUSTING PRONGS __________________________________________ Front: Bear hug - arms pinned
21. TWISTED TWIG __________________________________________________________ Front: Wrist lock
22. OBSCURE SWORD _______________________________________ Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab
23. RAINING CLAW ________________________________________________ Front: Right uppercut punch
24. CRASHING WINGS _______________________________________________ Rear: Bear hug - arms free
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CLUTCHING FEATHERS ________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Front: Left hand hair grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back toward 6 o'clock with your left foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o'clock). Simultaneously pin your opponent's left hand to your head with your left hand as you thrust a right vertical middle-knuckle fist to your opponent's left armpit. (This action should cause your opponent to bend forward.)
2. As your opponent begins to bend over and toward you, pivot into a right forward bow (facing 12:00) as you deliver a left thrusting heel palm strike to your opponent's jaw, simultaneous "with" a right extended outward block
to the inside of your opponent's left forearm. (Your opponent's head should snap back.)
3. Immediately pivot back to a right neutral bow (facing 12:00) while delivering a right inward raking back knuckle
strike diagonally across the bridge of your opponent's nose (to cause a corrugated effect).
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Without disrupting the flow and momentum of your right hand strike, pivot counterclockwise into a right reverse bow (while slightly altering your orbit), and convert your right hand into a right downward hammerfist
strike to your opponent’s groin. Simultaneously have your left hand check near the right side of your face.
5. Immediately pivot back to a right neutral bow, facing 12 o’clock, while executing a right outward back knuckle
strike to the right side of your opponent’s face. Simultaneously have your left hand positionally check.
6. Utilizing Progressive Directional Harmony, have your left foot cross over and in front of your right foot into a left
front twist stance, facing 12 o’clock. Prior to planting your left foot execute a left vertical punch to your opponent’s sternum, simultaneous with a right horizontal forearm check, below your left punch. As your left foot
plants into the twist stance, execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent’s left maxillary
hinge. Simultaneous with this strike execute a left inward horizontal heel palm strike to his right maxillary hinge,
thus causing a sandwiching effect.
7. Simultaneously, thread a right knee kick to your opponent’s groin, execute a right outward heel palm strike to
his solar plexus, execute a left inward five-finger circular claw across your opponent’s face.
8. Commence by having your left hand hook around the left side of your opponent’s neck, and with your left elbow
anchored, pull his head forward and down. Then simultaneously drop into a right neutral bow, facing 12 o’clock,
as you execute a right inward overhead hammerfist to the back of your opponent’s neck.
9. Pivot into a transitional right reverse bow, as you roll your right forearm clockwise to hook your opponent’s
head, guiding it down and toward your right leg. Instantly flow into a right knee kick to your opponent’s face.
10. From the Point of Contact of your right knee kick, execute a right front crossover and cover out twice toward
7:30.
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TRIGGERED SALUTE __________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Front: Right hand direct push)
1. While Standing Naturally, your opponent pushes your left shoulder with his right hand. Immediately and simultaneously turn your left shoulder counterclockwise and ride your opponent's right push as you step forward with
your right foot into a right neutral bow (between 11:00 and 12 :00), buckle the inside of your opponent's right
knee with your right knee, thrust a right heel palm strike to your opponent's chin, as you have your left hand pin
and check your opponent's right hand to your chest. (Your opponent's head should snap back and away from
you.)
2. Forecasting the response of your opponent's upper body, frictionally slide your right hand down your opponent's
right arm (Frictional Pull) while forming the shape of the crane (making sure to anchor your elbow), hook your
opponent's right arm down and toward 5:30; Round the Corner with your right arm as you unhesitatingly deliver
a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's solar plexus. (The Frictional Pull will bring your opponent's upper body forward and diagonally to his right. The force of your elbow strike should make him bend forward at the waist.)
3. After following through with your right inward elbow strike, deliver a right outward horizontal elbow strike to your
opponent's right floating ribs. (This should cause your opponent to bend even further.)
4. Using Residual Torque , follow-up with a right outward horizontal back knuckle strike to your opponent's right
floating ribs or kidney and immediately cock your right fist to your right hip. (Your repeated follow-up should
magnifying the damage to his ribs.)
5. Without any loss of motion thrust a right vertical back knuckle strike (right fist is inverted and horizontal) up and
under your opponent's chin while your left hand continues to pin your opponent's right hand against your left
shoulder. (This Contouring Fit should drive your opponent's head back.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
6. Immediately shift into a left rear crossover (toward 1:30) as you release your pinning left hand and convert it
into a left inward diagonal five-finger claw to the right side of your opponent’s face, while executing a right back
elbow strike (palm up) to your opponent’s solar plexus. Have your left hand, as it passes through your opponent’s face, then guard your own face. Have your right forearm flow into a sweeping check prior to your right
elbow striking your opponent’s solar plexus.
7. Without disturbing the flow of your momentum, have your right foot step inside of your opponent’s left leg toward 1:30 (with the knee slightly bent), convert your right leg into a right reverse bow as it buckles your opponent’s left knee from inside out, while executing a right downward hammerfist or heel palm strike to your opponent’s groin. Continue to guard your face with your left hand.
8. Without delay execute a right knee kick to your opponent’s right inner knee to buckle it out as well as to render
pain.
9. From the Point of Contact, of your knee kick, proceed into a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 7:30.
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DANCE OF DEATH _____________________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Straight right punch, with left leg forward)
1.

While Standing Naturally, step toward 10:30 with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) as you get out of the
Line of Attack. Simultaneously deliver a left inward block toward and to the outside of your opponent's right punch (ending at
or above the elbow) as your right arm hangs naturally to the right side of your body. (Your inward block will nullify the width
of your opponent's body.)

2.

Immediately pivot into a left forward bow (facing 12:00). While still maintaining a left Bracing Angle Check to your opponent's
right arm with your left hand, strike to your opponent's groin with a right underhand reverse handsword. (This strike should
cause your opponent to bend at the waist and possibly move back.)

3.

Immediately step through with your right foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00), while your right inward elbow strikes
horizontally to your opponent's right lower ribcage. During this action your left hand Contours down the right side of your
opponent's body, slides along his right leg (which is not the lead leg), grabs the back of your opponent's right knee and then
pulls toward you, so that your left hand grab concludes at your opponent's right ankle. (Be sure to have his right foot pass to
the left and outside of your left thigh, and pin his right foot to your left hip with your left hand.) The pull and strike must counteract each other to be effective. (Please refer to the Notes to study the What If factors that can alter your plans.)

4.

Use of precise synchronization of Body Momentum should help you to drop your opponent onto his back. In anticipation of
your opponent's left leg popping up (Unintentional Move), execute a right outward back knuckle strike to the inside of your
opponent's left knee. Immediately have your right hand continue in a "figure 8 pattern", drop into a right wide kneel stance,
and while taking advantage of Marriage of Gravity execute a right inward downward handsword to your opponent's groin.
(Be conscious of the possibility of your opponent's legs drawing together.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.

5.

Now release your left hand grab and slide it from the outside of your opponent’s right heel to the top of his toes. This is done
while simultaneously grabbing the outside of your opponent’s right heel with your right hand.

6.

Immediately push down on your opponent’s toes with the heel of your left palm, while simultaneously pulling up and toward
you, on the right outside heel of your opponent, with your right hand to explosively twist your opponent’s right ankle clockwise to sprain, or fracture, it. All action on your opponent’s ankle is coordinated with your pivoting from a right neutral bow
into a right forward bow, facing 12 o’clock. Use your left hip as a contour guide.

7.

Follow through with your clockwise twist and rotate your opponent onto his stomach.

8.

Release the ankle grab and execute a left heel stomp to your opponent’s lower spine while simultaneously counterbalancing
your action by switching your arms to the right side of your body. (Your left forearm is horizontal, to the front of your stomach, with your palm facing in. Your right arm is to the right of your right ribcage as if executing a right back elbow strike.)

9.

Immediately shift your entire body weight onto your left leg as you stand on top of your opponent’s spine, have your right leg
close to your left leg and plant your right foot toward 4:30 so that it ends back and to the right of your opponent’s body.

10. Lift your left leg off of your opponent’s spine, shift it back toward you (balancing your weight on your right leg), and as you re
-plant it toward 10:30, have your left foot stomp and pinch your opponent’s right kidney before landing to the right of your
opponent’s right ribcage.
11. Immediately drop into a left wide kneel stance, and while taking advantage of Gravitational Marriage, have your left hand
check your opponent’s right shoulder blade as you execute a right inward overhead handsword to the back of your opponent’s neck.
12. Without delay raise up and execute a right heel stomp to your opponent’s upper spine. This is done while simultaneously
counterbalancing your action by switching your arms to the left side of your body. (Your right forearm is horizontal, to the
front of your stomach, with your palm facing in. Your left arm is to the left of your left ribcage as if executing a left back elbow strike.)
13. Immediately shift your entire body weight onto your right leg as you stand on top of your opponent’s upper spine, and have
your left leg step through, and plant toward 10:30, so that it ends to the front and left of your opponent’s head, into a
Zones of Sanctuary.
14. Deliver a right back heel stomp to your opponent’s head.
15. From the contact point of your stomp execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 10:30.
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THRUSTING SALUTE __________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right step through kick)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your right foot to 4:30 (to get you out of the Line of Attack) into a left
neutral bow, as you deliver a left downward block to the inside of your opponent's right kicking leg. Instantly recoil your left hand counterclockwise into a vertical position, to act as a Positional Check (hand open). (Your
downward block should deflect your opponent's right kicking leg out, to your left, and away from you.) During
this action your right hand cocks near your right ribcage (palm up and fist clenched).
2. Immediately execute a right front snap ball kick to your opponent's groin. (Do not be surprised if your opponent
violently bends forward at the waist.)
3. Plant your right foot forward (toward 10:30) into a right neutral bow (inside of your opponent's right knee so that
your right knee can check or buckle his right knee). Simultaneously with the plant (while capitalizing on the forward momentum and Gravitational Marriage), execute a right torquing (counterclockwise) heel palm strike to
your opponent's jaw. Have your left hand relocate its Positional Check near your right ribcage. (This action
should cause your opponent's head to snap back and possibly cause his entire body to move away from you.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
4. Without delay execute a left front crossover as you deliver a left vertical punch to your opponent’s solar plexus,
simultaneous with a right outward horizontal heel palm strike across your opponent’s mid-section. This action
should momentarily check your opponent’s Width and Depth Zones as well as hurt and disturb his breathing.
5. Immediately unwind and pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow, while simultaneously executing a left inward
horizontal elbow strike to your opponent’s right rib cage, as you have your right open hand cover, palm out, in
front of your face. Rapid explosive action will add to the effects of your Body Momentum, in terms of power.
6. Pivot into a left forward bow as you have your left forearm and left hand check your opponent’s mid-section and
left arm respectively (to check both Height Zones and Width Zones) while you deliver a right inward chopping
punch to your opponent’s pubic bone.
7. Without delay and with your left arm still checking, reverse the motion of your right arm as you execute a right
inward overhead looping back knuckle punch (or strike) to the left temple of your opponent.
8. Without disrupting the continuity of your looping back knuckle strike, have your right forearm and right hand
loop down and check your opponent’s mid-section and right arm respectively (to check both Width and
Height Zones) as you simultaneously deliver a left inward overhead looping back knuckle punch (or strike) to
the right temple of your opponent..
9. Again without disrupting the continuity of your left looping back knuckle strike, have both of your arms flow into
positional checks as you execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 4:30.
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GIFT OF DESTRUCTION ________________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Front: Handshake)
1. With your right hand shaking your opponent's right hand, hop forward and slightly to your left to 11 o'clock, with
your left foot, as your right hand Jerks (taking advantage of your opponent's dead weight to launch you forward)
your opponent's right hand toward, and diagonally down past your right hip. This action is aided by rotating your
right arm clockwise so that the palm of your right hand faces up. This should aid you in properly exposing the
joint of your opponent's right arm.
2. With the above action, simultaneously strike in and against the joint your opponent's right elbow with your left
heel palm, as you deliver a right knee kick to your opponent's groin. (This dual action should check your opponent's Height Zones and Width Zones, as well as force him to bend forward at the waist.)
3. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow, simultaneously buckle the inside of your opponent's right
knee with your right knee, deliver a right inward elbow strike to the left side of your opponent's jaw, as your left
hand checks down and on top of your opponent's right arm. (This action should cause your opponent's head to
move back and away from you.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Immediately slide your left foot counterclockwise (up the circle) toward 4:30 (into a right neutral bow) as you
grab your opponent’s right shoulder with your right hand to pull your opponent down and toward you. Simultaneously, and as part of the continuous flow of your left hand, execute a left inward heel palm five-finger claw to
the right side of your opponent’s face. (Because of the difference of distance of travel, your right hand shoulder
grab should slightly precede the left heel palm claw strike.) When properly executed the Body Momentum of
your left foot sliding up the circle should add to the force of your left heel palm strike and claw. As part of the
continuous flow of action have your right hand release its grab and positionally check low (in the vicinity of your
navel).
5. Without hesitation, pivot into a right forward bow as you execute a right outward raking back knuckle strike to
the right side of the bridge of your opponent’s nose to break it. As part of the continuous flow of action simultaneously thrust a left outward heel palm down on top of your opponent’s left hip.
6. Immediately reverse the motion of your right hand and execute a right inward downward hammerfist strike to
your opponent’s left jaw hinge in order to break or dislocate it.
7. As you continue the flow of your right hammerfist strike (and without loss of Body Momentum), have your left
foot shift a little to your right into a side horse stance, settle your weight, while simultaneously delivering a right
(slightly looping) downward hammerfist strike (with your right elbow anchored) to your opponent’s upper abdominal region. Have your left hand switch and positionally check in front of your right chest. (This strike should
interrupt his breathing.)
8. Execute a left front crossover toward 10:30, and during your transitional left front twist stance deliver a left
thrusting vertical punch to the left side of your opponent’s head. During this action have your right arm check
horizontally in front of you to cancel your opponent’s arms.
9. Thread a right knee kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee.
10. From the Point of Contact (of your right knee kick) diversify your Angle of Attack by dropping your right foot toward 1:30 into a right reverse bow to buckle the inside of your opponent’s left knee. Simultaneous with this action deliver a left inward horizontal heel palm claw to the right side of your opponent’s face, and a right downward heel palm to his groin.
11. From the Point of Contact (of your buckle) execute a right front crossover and cover out twice in the direction of
7:30.
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LOCKING HORNS _____________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Front headlock)
1. With your feet in line with each other and your body bent forward (caused by your opponent applying a front
headlock using his right arm to lock you with) simultaneously step forward with your right foot toward 11 o'clock
into a right wide kneel stance between your opponent's legs, deliver a right underhand reverse handsword to
your opponent's groin, have your left hand check just above your opponent's right knee while turning your chin
to the left and tucking it against your chest to prevent your opponent from cutting off your air supply. (Your opponent should loosen his grip and bend forward at the waist. Depending on the effectiveness of your strike,
your opponent's legs can conceivably move back and away from you.)
2. Immediately follow-up with a right vertical obscure elbow strike to the underside of your opponent's jaw, "with"
your left hand still checking the knee, and while keeping low in your right neutral bow. (This elbow strike should
force your opponent's head up in preparation for the next strike.)
3. After snapping your opponent's jaw upward with your right obscure elbow, simultaneously shuffle forward, deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the left side of your opponent's jaw, along with a left heel palm strike
that hooks in and to the right side of your opponent's jaw. (The force of this sandwich may cause your opponent
to pass out and fall to the ground.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Left front crossover (toward 12 o’clock) into a left front twist stance as your execute a right outward horizontal
back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right floating ribs, simultaneous with a left heel palm push-down strike to
your opponent’s solar plexus (fingers are horizontal and pointed in). Your left arm is over that of your right arm.
5. Without delay, deliver a right knee kick to your opponent’s groin. This action is done while threading your kick
from your left front twist stance.
6. From the position of your right knee kick, immediately have your right foot stomp your opponent’s right instep.
7. With your right foot still planted on your opponent’s right foot, have your left foot cross back of your right foot
and stomp his left instep.
8. Left step through reverse, right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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LONE KIMONO ________________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Front: Left hand lapel grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back toward 6 o'clock with your left foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00).
Simultaneously pin your opponent's left hand to your chest, as you rotate your left hand clockwise to expose
and properly position his left elbow, while delivering a right upward forearm strike against his left elbow just
above the joint to cause the elbow to break. (This action can cause your opponent to rise up on the tips of his
toes.)
2. Immediately circle your right arm counterclockwise (over and down) and convert it into an inward-downward
strike to your opponent’s left forearm. Complete this strike with your right palm up, and your left hand checking
high. Make sure that your opponent’s left arm is driven diagonally and down to your left. (This move should now
cancel your opponent’s Width and Height Zones.)
3. With your action forcing your opponent’s head and body down and toward 7:30, Round Off The Corner with
your right hand and immediately execute a right snapping outward handsword strike to the right side of your
opponent's neck. Be sure to maintain a left hand check in the Neutral Zone.
4. Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
1st Brown Version:
1. While Standing Naturally, step back toward 6 o'clock with your left foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12:00).
Simultaneously pin your opponent's left hand to your chest, as you rotate your left hand clockwise to expose
and properly position his left elbow, while delivering a right upward forearm strike against his left elbow just
above the joint to cause the elbow to break. (This action can cause your opponent to rise up on the tips of his
toes.)
2. Immediately have your left foot slide toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow facing 10:30 (Shorting the Circle) as
you execute a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s solar plexus. Your left hand continues to
check your opponent’s left arm.
3. Pivot into a right forward bow, facing 10:30, as you execute a right extended outward block to the inside of your
opponent’s left arm. Since this move is traveling in a Geometric Path of Action it is likely that you will also rake a
back knuckle strike across your opponent’s face. Simultaneous with this action execute a left thrusting heel
palm strike to your opponent’s throat.
4. Shuffle your left foot to your right foot, pivot counterclockwise, as you execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick
to the inside of your opponent’s right knee. Simultaneously deliver a right inward handsword to the left side of
your opponent’s neck. (The kick should make contact a 1/4 beat before the handsword.) Have your left hand
positionally check near your solar plexus.
5. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, execute a right front crossover and cover out twice in the direction
of 4:30.
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GLANCING SALUTE ___________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Front: Right hand cross push)
1. While Standing Naturally, while your opponent pushes your right shoulder with his right hand, step forward and
slightly to your left (11 o'clock) with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing 12 :00), pivot to your right into a
right forward bow toward 3:00 (to ride the force of your opponent's push) as your right arm pins your opponent's
right wrist to the right side of your chest, along with the execution of a left inward vertical forearm strike against
the joint of your opponent's right elbow to cause a break. (This action should cause your opponent to turn counterclockwise, as well as cancel his width zones.)
2. Pivot to your left (toward 12 o'clock) into a left forward bow as your left had pins your opponent's right arm to his
body, and simultaneously execute a right thrusting heel palm strike to his jaw. (The action of your left pinning
hand should bring your opponent's head down and forward into your right heel palm strike. This strike should
force his head up and back.)
3. Have your right hand circle to the right of your opponent's face as it then hooks around and back of his neck
(forming the shape of the crane), pulls your opponent's head down and toward the ground (Anchoring your right
elbow in the process) while executing a right knee kick to your opponent's stomach. (Your opponent's strength
should wane, with his feet moving back and away from you.)
4. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow, as your right knee checks (and possibly buckles) the inside
of your opponent's right knee. Simultaneous with the plant (while capitalizing on your forward momentum and
Gravitational Marriage), execute a right inward elbow strike to your opponent's face, as your left hand pins your
opponent's right arm to his body. (This should cause your opponent's head to move up and back.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
5. Execute a left rear crossover, simultaneous with a right outward (diagonally downward) heel palm strike to your
opponent’s solar plexus, and a left inward horizontal heel palm/claw to your opponent’s face.
6. Immediately slide your right foot toward 1:30 (on the inside of your opponent’s left knee, being sure to keep
your right knee bent during the transition). Stiffen your right knee at the very instant you plant your right foot into
a right reverse bow. This action should buckle your opponent’s left knee from the inside out. Simultaneous with
the action execute a right downward heel palm strike to your opponent’s groin. Have your left hand positionally
check to the right side of your opponent’s face.
7. Have your left hand wrap around the left side of your opponent’s neck, and with your elbow anchored pull him
down into a right over-the-shoulder back knuckle strike to the face.
8. Without delay execute a right knee kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee to buckle him outward
(clockwise). During the kick have your hands continue to check high.
9. As your right knee travels through your opponent’s right knee pivot clockwise and plant your right foot into a
right front twist stance, facing your opponent. As you plant, execute a left inward two-finger hook to your opponent’s eyes.
10. Left step through reverse into a right neutral bow, facing 12 o’clock, as you execute a right outward back knuckle to your opponent’s face.
11. Right front crossover and cover out twice in the direction of 7:30.
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FIVE SWORDS ________________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Front: Right step through roundhouse punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) while
checking the inside of your opponent's right knee with your right knee. Simultaneously execute a right inward
block to the inside of your opponent's right forearm, while using your left hand to check high at your opponent's
wrist. (The effect of both actions is to expose the width of his body.)
2. Immediately strike to the right side of your opponent's neck with a right outward handsword. (This action should
help to nullify the Height Zones, Width Zones and Depth Zones of your opponent.)
3. Pivot into a right forward bow (facing 12 o'clock), as you execute a left five-finger thrust (palm down) to your
opponent's eyes while your right hand cocks to your right hip (fist clenched and palm up). (The effect of this
poke should snap your opponent's head back and away from you.)
4. Having your opponent's head to move away from you should cause his midsection to jut forward. Take advantage of this anticipated response by pivoting into a right neural bow, execute a right uppercut punch to your
opponent's stomach as your left hand becomes a Cocking check (guarding horizontally and palm down) near
your right biceps. (This action should result in your opponent bending over at the waist.)
5. With your opponent now bending over, immediately have your left foot slide counterclockwise (toward 4:30) into
a right forward bow (while now facing 10:30), as your left outward handsword strikes to the left side of your opponent's neck. Your right hand acts as a Positional Check against any potential danger from your opponent's
left arm.
6. Without hesitation, and while pivoting into a right neutral bow, have your left hand (during the interim) hook to
the left side of, as well as on top of, your opponent's neck, to aid you in pulling his head down if necessary.
Within the double flow (the Circular Movements of both of your hands) of your action, execute a right inward
handsword to the back of your opponent's neck. At the time your right handsword strikes, your left hand should
be checking low.
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
7. Immediately (from your left hand checking position) execute a left inward-upward heel palm under your opponent’s chin. Instantly convert this strike into an inward five-finger circular claw across your opponent’s face, as
your right hand cocks (palm up) to the left side of your heart. This action should turn your opponent’s head toward you.
8. Instantly pivot counterclockwise into a right reverse bow as you execute a right outward (diagonally upward)
handsword to the right side of your opponent’s neck.
9. From your right reverse bow deliver a right back stiff-leg lifting kick to your opponent’s groin. (Drag your left foot
toward your right foot, if you need to gauge your distance.)
10. From the Point of Contact of your kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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BUCKLING BRANCH __________________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Front: Left step through straight kick)
1. While Standing Naturally, with both feet together, step back with your right foot toward 4:30 into a left neutral
bow. Simultaneously block your opponent’s left kick (from the outside) with a left downward block as your right
hand positionally checks. Instantly recoil your left hand counterclockwise into a diagonal position as a Positional Check. (Your intent is to generate pain to your opponent’s left leg, as well as to increase the width of his body
from your deflection.)
2. With your opponent’s back turning toward you, deliver a right front snap ball kick to your opponent’s groin
(entering from the rear). (This should make your opponent bend over at the waist. Both you and your opponent
should be facing 10:30.)
3. Plant your right foot forward (again toward 10:30) into a right front twist stance (modifying it if necessary), and
deliver a left knife-edge kick to the inside and back of your opponent’s right knee (keeping both of your hands
open and in a defensive position). (This kick should buckle your opponent to his knees.)
Have your left kick flow into a left front crossover and cover out toward 4:30.
4. From the contact point of your left knife-edge kick, have your left foot plant toward 9:30 into a transitory left reverse bow.
5. Immediately twist (counterclockwise and in-place) into a left front rotating twist stance, check your opponent’s
left shoulder blade with your left hand, execute a right inward overhead hammerfist strike, having it travel over
your opponent’s left shoulder, and to the front of his solar plexus, followed by a right knee kick to your opponent’s middle spine.
6. Replant your right foot back to its Point of Origin as you immediately pivot clockwise into a left reverse bow
while executing a right vertical upward heel palm claw to the left side of your opponent’s chin and face, followed
by a left inward heel palm claw to the left side of his jaw. (Execute your left arm in a stiff-arm manner, using
Body Fusion.
7. Without delay, shift your left foot counterclockwise (toward 5:30), drop into a right close kneel stance as you
execute a right underhand back knuckle strike (slight stiff-arm using Body Fusion) to your opponent’s head, as
he is dropping.
8. Immediately leap and pivot counterclockwise in the air, and land on your left foot while simultaneously executing a right downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent’s sternum. (This kick is similar to that used in
“Leap of “Death”).
9. Have your right foot flow into a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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SCRAPING HOOF ____________________________________________________________________ No. 11
(Rear: Full Nelson)
1. While in a Full Nelson, thrust both of your fists toward the ground (to help free you from your opponent's grasp
and to pin his arms to your body). Simultaneous with this action cheat your left foot toward your right foot, as
you straighten your knees, back, and neck into a full upright position. (The intent here is to have your opponent
focus his attention on your arms and the pressure applied to your neck.)
2. Immediately bend your left knee (Reverse Marriage of Gravity) as you deliver a right back side scooping heel
kick to your opponent's left inner knee, followed by a right knife-edge kick to your opponent's right shin, replaced by a scrape down his right shin, and concluding with a right stomp on top of his right instep with the heel
of your right foot. (This sequence of action should buckle your opponent's legs as well as move his legs outward.)
Step with your right foot to 11:00 and left front crossover and cover out toward 10:30.
3. From your right stomp, vigorously shoot (while sliding) your right foot back toward 7:30 into a right reverse bow
to buckle your opponent's left leg from the inside out. Simultaneously guard and cover with your hands and
arms throughout this maneuver.
4. Immediately execute a left front crossover (toward 4:30) and step out toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow (angle
switching) as you buckle your opponent's right knee from inside out. This action should force your opponent
onto his back with his legs spread apart.
5. Without delay execute a left rear crossover followed by a right back thrusting heel kick to your opponent's groin
(while he's still on his back).
6. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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GRIP OF DEATH ______________________________________________________________________ No. 12
(Left flank: Right arm headlock)
1. With your opponent applying a headlock from your left side, step forward and to your left (to 10:30) with your
right foot into a right close kneel stance (checking the outside of your opponent's right knee with your left knee),
while turning your head to the left and tucking your chin against your chest. Simultaneously deliver a right hammerfist to your opponent's groin and a left hammerfist to your opponent's left kidney. (This action should buckle
your opponent.)
2. Immediately circle your left arm over your opponent's right shoulder, have the fingers of your left hand press
under your opponent's nose (or depending upon the circumstances, have your left hand grab your opponent's
hair) and vigorously force your opponent's head back, using the top and back of his shoulder as a fulcrum. (This
should cause sharp pain to his philtrum, as you also cancel his Height Zones.)
3. Without delay pivot into a left forward bow toward 6 o'clock and while taking advantage of your Rotational Force
deliver a right heel palm strike to your opponent's chin while executing a left sliding check down your opponent's right arm, ending at the elbow. (Make sure that the head of your opponent, in either of the above cases,
is arched, forced back and pressed down to minimize your opponent's leverage and to control his Height Zones.
Pivot back to a left neutral bow. Left front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
4. With your left foot positioned back and slightly to the right of your opponent's right leg, execute a left front crossover sweep (toward 10:30) against your opponent's right foot. Follow through with your left sweep so that it settles into a left front twist stance (toward 10:30). This action should force your opponent's right foot forward
(toward 10:30), spread his legs, and disturb his balance. At this point his right leg has become his lead leg with
his left leg situated to the rear. Your left hand still maintains a pinning check against your opponent's right arm
as your right hand positionally checks to the left of your face
5. With you now basically positioned behind your opponent, have your right foot shift very slightly (clockwise) toward 6 o'clock. This is just a short step (while still remaining in your left front twist stance) to help you align
yourself for the next move. Immediately shoot your left foot back toward 7:30 into a left reverse bow to outwardly buckle your opponent's left inner knee. Have both hands and arms checking your opponent's back, left hand
low and right hand high.
6. From your left reverse bow execute a left snapping knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent's right knee.
This should bring him onto his knees. Continue checking with your hands.
7. From the position of your left kick execute a left front crossover toward 4:30 and momentarily settle into a right
rear twist stance.
8. Immediately pivot clockwise and execute a right spinning back heel kick to your opponent's upper spine. (Type
of kick or target selection can alter depending upon circumstances.)
9. From the position of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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Crossing Talon ______________________________________________________________________ No. 13
(Front: Right cross wrist grab)
1. With your opponent's right hand grabbing your right wrist, countergrab his right wrist with your right hand as
your left foot steps toward 1:30 (traveling in front of your opponent) into a left neutral bow, as you strike your
opponent's right elbow with a left inward vertical forearm, while your right hand pulls in, toward, and past your
right hip. (The effect of this action is to sprain, or break, your opponent's right elbow, and force him to bend
over, which automatically checks his Height Zones.)
2. Continue to pull your opponent's arm to your right (in a dipping manner) while using your left forearm to force
your opponent's head down with the possibility of your opponent's head striking your left knee.
3. Immediately deliver a left outward elbow strike (palm up, or down, depending on circumstances) to your opponent's right jaw hinge or temple. (This action may cause your opponent to pass out and drop toward the
ground.)
4. Immediately follow-up with a left heel palm strike and five-finger rip to your opponent's face while using your
opponent's shoulder and back as a fulcrum to leverage, contour check, and enhance your action. Continue the
clockwise rotation of your left elbow and execute a left inward overhead downward elbow strike to the upper
spine of your opponent. (This action should cause your opponent's body to stoop toward the ground.)
5. Follow up with a left downward heel palm strike to the back of your opponent's left mastoid. As your left hand
continues to push your opponent's head down, simultaneously deliver a right knee strike to your opponent's
face, thus causing a sandwiching effect. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
Replant your right foot to its Point of Origin. Left front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
6. Replant your right foot to its Point of Origin as you have your left hand slide down your opponent's right arm,
grab the back of your opponent's right hand (your left hand should grab, palm down, with your left thumb closest
to you), while you simultaneously have your right hand also grab the back of your opponent's right hand. (Your
right hand should match your left hand only to the opposite side of your opponent's right hand.)
7. Immediately have your left foot step back (traveling in a tight clockwise circle) toward 6 o'clock as you pin your
opponent's right hand to your right hip with both of your hands, and quickly pivot counterclockwise, while vigorously twisting both of your hands to snap (break) your opponent's wrist. To insure the desired effect keep your
opponent's right hand against your right hip when applying the snap (break). Simultaneous with the wrist snap
(break), execute a right roundhouse kick to your opponent's solar plexus, or face, and force your opponent to
the ground, face up, while still maintaining both wrist grabs. (Maintain constant pressure on your opponent's
right wrist as you plant your right foot, as a gauging leg, alongside the right ribcage of your opponent.)
8. With your opponent now on his back shift your right hand under (reverse it counterclockwise and palm up) your
opponent's right wrist and grab. Have your left hand assist the grab of your right hand grab. Once both grabs
are secure twist your opponent's hand and arm clockwise. This is done while simultaneously pivoting clockwise
into a left reverse bow while both hands continue grabbing.
9. Without delay cock your left leg and deliver a left thrusting knife-edge kick to the right side of your opponent's
neck as both of your hands pull up and toward you to cause a possible shoulder dislocation. Release your opponent's right hand, letting it drop.
10. From the Point of Contact of your left kick execute a left front crossover sweep of your opponent's right arm,
and continue out with a double cover out in the direction of 7:30.
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REPEATING MACE ___________________________________________________________________ No. 14
(Front: Left hand step through lunging push)
1. While Standing Naturally, simultaneously have your left foot slide back toward 4:30 (up the circle) into a right
neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock), as your left hand hooks (left palm is up like a waiter carrying a tray) on top and
to the outside of your opponent's left elbow while you simultaneously deliver a right inward raking hammerfist to
your opponent's left kidney.
2. Without stopping the flow of your action loop a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's left ribcage
(as you settle into your right neutral bow stance). (The effect of these two strikes is to first have your opponent's
midsection move forward and turn clockwise to his right. The second strike should turn him counterclockwise
and force him to bend over at the waist.)
3. Immediately shift your weight onto your left leg and deliver a right looping inward downward roundhouse kick
(utilizing your right instep) to complement the angle of your opponent's left thigh and strike the top of his left calf
from the back of his knee. (This action should buckle his left knee and force him on his knees.) Position your left
hand low with your right hand cocked to the left side of your chest.
Without planting your right foot, right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
4. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, immediately plant your right foot to its Point of Origin. Proceed into
a left front crossover (left front twist stance) toward 10:30 as you execute (from the Point of Origin of your right
hand) a right downward hammerfist (traveling from up to down, left to right, over your opponent’s left arm) to
your opponent’s sternum, or face. (Take advantage of your Body Momentum when executing the left front
crossover along with your right downward hammerfist strike.) Have your left hand check on top of your opponent’s left arm during the transition.
5. From your left front twist stance pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow as you deliver a left thrusting heel palm
up and under your opponent’s jaw. Simultaneously have your right hand slide and check your opponent’s left
arm (fingers pointed to the left, thumb down, and palm out). Your action should now cause your opponent to
turn, lose his balance, as well as be directed toward 10:30.
6. Without any hesitation pivot clockwise (180 degrees) and execute a right spinning back heel kick (toward 10:30)
to the front of your opponent’s mid-section thus forcing him to the ground (onto his back) with his head pointed
toward 10:30, with his feet on the ground and his knees up.
7. Have your right foot plant toward your opponent into a transitory right reverse cat (to gauge the distance and
Angle of Entry for your next moves). Immediately have your left foot hop between your opponent’s legs (while
your back is still facing your opponent) and deliver a right back scoop kick to the inside of your opponent’s left
knee.
8. Reverse the flow of your right foot and execute a right stiff-leg kick to the inside and under your opponent’s right
leg. This should further spread your opponent’s legs.
9. Plant your right foot to the inside of your opponent’s right leg (while looking over your right shoulder and immediately execute a left rear crossover heel stomp to your opponent’s groin.
10. As your opponent reacts to the stomp and raises his head, execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick to his
throat, chin, or face.
11. From the Point of Contact of your right kick execute a right front crossover and in the process have your right
foot sweep and scrape the shin, instep, and foot of your opponent’s right leg.
12. Continue having your right foot crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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SHIELDING HAMMER _________________________________________________________________ No. 15
(Front: Left step through hooking punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your left foot toward 6 o'clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o'clock) as you deliver a right extended outward block to the inside of your opponent's left forearm. Your left
hand should be in a Positional Check off of your right rib cage.
2. Immediately deliver a right inward raking back knuckle strike diagonally in and down across the bridge of your
opponent's nose (striking toward 10:30 to insure Depth of Penetration). (This action should turn your opponent's
head clockwise or to his right.)
3. Shuffle forward while continuing the counter clockwise motion with your right hand and follow-up with a right
horizontal dipping outward elbow strike to your opponent's solar plexus. Your left hand should be checking high.
(This should cause your opponent to lose his breath and bend forward at the waist.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Without delay left front crossover toward 12 o’clock (into a left front twist stance) as you execute a left vertical
punch to your opponent’s sternum, simultaneous with a right downward hammerfist to his groin.
5. Immediately pivot clockwise out of your left front twist stance, as you execute a right upward (obscure) elbow
strike to your opponent’s jaw while cocking your left hand palm up (in anticipation of the next move) replaced by
a right vertical upward heel palm strike to your opponent’s jaw, succeeded by a right vertical upward five-finger
ripping claw to your opponent’s face and concluding with a left downward torquing heel palm strike (heel of
palm out, fingers in) to your opponent’s solar plexus, or sternum, at the precise moment you settle into a left
neutral bow stance. This should drive your opponent back.
6. Without disrupting your flow of action, pivot clockwise (180 degrees) as you execute a right spinning back heel
kick to your opponent’s groin.
7. Plant your right foot toward 12 o’clock, gauging your distance in the process, and execute a left back thrusting
heel kick to your opponent's sternum.
8. From the position of you left kick proceed into a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
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STRIKING SERPENT'S HEAD ___________________________________________________________ No. 16
(Front: Bear hug - arms free)
1. As you drop back with your right foot toward 6 o'clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock), have your left
hand hook around and back of your opponent's head so that your left inner knuckle strikes to your opponent's
left temple or mastoid, while your right hand cocks into a half fist at chest level (palm up above your opponent's
arms). (The outcome of this action should be that your opponent is dazed.)
2. Continue your action by having your left hand grab and pull your opponent's hair back (grab above the forehead), pivoting into a left forward bow (facing 12 o'clock) and executing a right snapping half fist (palm down) to
your opponent's throat. Immediately return to your left neutral bow after the half fist strike. Have your left forearm act as a supporting brace when executing your right half fist to increase the effectiveness of your strike.
This supporting brace contributes to the principle of sandwiching.
Left front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
3. From your left neutral bow instantly have your left foot slide back into a left cat stance as your left hand claws
vertically down across your opponent's face. The body momentum (Gravitational Marriage) obtained during
your slight drop into your left cat stance should add to the effectiveness of your claw. Have your right hand
check and cover in a neutral position.
4. Switch by shifting your left foot alongside of your right foot (to the left and parallel to your right foot) while grabbing your opponent's right wrist with your left hand and immediately step toward 11 o'clock with your right foot
as you buckle the inside of your opponent's right knee, deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to his left
ribcage, while you simultaneously settle into a right neutral bow. Your opponent at this point should begin to fall
backwards. Maintain the grab with your left hand.
5. With your left hand still grabbing have your right foot circle (clockwise) around and back of your opponent's right
foot to buckle the back of his right knee as your right hand contours clockwise, around, behind, and up your opponent's back concluding with a right arm hold to the left side of his neck using the back of his left shoulder as a
fulcrum.
6.

Immediately slide your left foot back and toward 4:30 as you drop down into a right wide kneel stance while
pulling, forcing, and guiding your opponent's spine down, and onto your right knee.

7. Release your left hand grab and have it shift to your opponent's chest to pin and check his action. Simultaneously have your right arm slide counterclockwise under your opponent's back, circle overhead (to your right),
and convert into a right inward overhead hammerfist strike to his heart with your right knee acting as a supporting brace. Your opponent's head should be pointed in the direction of 9:30.
8. Execute a left downward thrusting heel palm strike to the right side of your opponent's ribs as you push him forward, while simultaneously sliding your right foot back and toward you to form a right cat stance. When done
correctly, this action should leave instant space under your opponent so that the ground assists you in injuring
him further.
9. With your opponent now on the ground, on his back and face up, immediately execute a right downward looping
roundhouse kick to his face.
10. From the position of your right kick proceed into a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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LOCKED WING _______________________________________________________________________ No. 17
(Rear: Hammer lock)
1. With your opponent locking your right arm, step back to your right with your left foot (toward 4:30) into a right
neutral bow (with your head still facing 12 o'clock) as your right hand countergrabs your opponent's right wrist.
(Try to place your left leg inside as well as against your opponent's right leg).
2. Immediately pivot your entire body counterclockwise into a left neutral bow (or horse depending on circumstance, facing 6 o'clock) while delivering a left outward elbow strike to your opponent's left jaw. (This strike
should drive your opponent's head back and away from you and in the process hyperextend his right arm.)
3. Circle your left arm over and under (counterclockwise) your opponent's right elbow as you pivot to your right
(toward 10:30) into a right forward bow. With this action strike the back of your opponent's right elbow with the
inner portion of your left elbow. Resembling a left uppercut punch, it is used to break or dislocate your opponent's right elbow. (This action should prop your opponent up and bring his body around toward 12 o'clock.)
4. While applying steady pressure on your opponent's right elbow, drop back with your right foot toward 6 o'clock
into a left forward bow (facing 12 o'clock). Immediately release your right hand as you deliver a right knee strike
to your opponent's chest synchronized "with" a right inward overhead heel palm strike to the back of your opponent's neck thus causing a sandwiching effect. Your left arm is still controlling your opponent's right arm in the
process. (This action should stagger your opponent.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 6:00.
5. Follow through by planting your right foot forward and toward 11 o'clock into a right neutral bow. As you drop
have your right heel palm slide down and contour the left side of your opponent's face, having all of the fingers
of your right hand reach beyond the bridge of his nose.
6. Without delay execute a right five finger claw across your opponent's face as that hand pulls and rips toward
you. Simultaneously have your left hand (that is controlling your opponent's right arm) reach under your opponent's right armpit and grab as well as squeeze the meaty portion of the right side of his chest.
7. Shift your left foot counterclockwise (toward 1:30) as your right hand is now used to grab and pull your opponent's left shoulder counterclockwise and toward you, while simultaneously having your left hand switch to the
back and top of your opponent's right shoulder as it is then used to push him away.
8. As your opponent’s body turns counterclockwise 180 degrees, drop into a right wide kneel stance, facing 7:30
and vigorously force your opponent’s spine onto your right knee. Your opponent should be positioned so that
his feet are toward 7:30 and his head is toward you. (This should cause intolerable pain.)
9. With your opponent on your right knee execute a right upward back knuckle strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw, as your right hand continues its action and converts into a right five-finger claw across his face, and
flows counterclockwise into a right inward overhead hammerfist strike to your opponent’s heart or left collar
bone.
10. Accentuate the fall of your opponent onto his back (so that he hits the ground with force, in hope of further injury) by sliding your right foot back and toward 12 o’clock and immediately pivot clockwise into a right
close kneel stance, facing 10:30, as your left knee drops with energetic force onto your opponent’s throat.
11. Spring up and execute a left back heel stomp kick to your opponent’s face.
12. From your left stomp proceed into a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 12 o’clock.
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OBSCURE WING _____________________________________________________________________ No. 18
(Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab)
1. With your feet together and your opponent's left hand grabbing your right shoulder, have your right foot drop to
3:00 into a horse stance (while looking at your opponent). Simultaneously deliver a right back elbow strike to
your opponent's solar plexus as your left hand pins and checks your opponent's left hand to your right shoulder.
(Your opponent should begin to bend forward at the waist.)
2. Deliver a right back hammerfist down to your opponent's groin (optionally, follow up with a right hand grab to
your opponent's testicles). (This action will cause your opponent to bend even further.)
3. Immediately follow up with a right snapping obscure elbow strike to your opponent's chin; making sure that your
right arm follows the Contour of your opponent's body. (Your opponent's head should snap back and away from
you.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
4. Immediately shoot your right foot back to seven o'clock into a right reverse bow (to buckle opponent) as you
deliver a right (over the shoulder) back knuckle strike to your opponent's face.
5. Without hesitation, have your right hand grab your opponent's right neck and jerk his head down as you deliver
a right knee kick to your opponent's face. Have your left hand assist in the process.
6. Plant your right foot slightly forward (toward 12 o'clock) into a shallow right neutral bow (as your left hand grabs
the left side of your opponent's neck) and immediately step back to six o'clock with your left foot, jerk, and flip
your opponent on to his back.
7. Go into a left front crossover, only this time have your left foot sweep (toward 12 o'clock) across your opponent's head and face.
8. Immediately hop into the air (counterclockwise) and as your left foot plants, deliver a right roundhouse kick to
your opponent's solar plexus while he is still on his back.
9. Now have your right foot sweep (toward 6 o'clock) across while striking his jaw, face, and other parts of the
head. Then have your right foot end in a right front twist stance.
10. From your right front twist stance, cover out twice toward 7 o'clock.
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REVERSING MACE ___________________________________________________________________ No. 19
(Front: Left step thorough straight punch)
1. From a right neutral bow, slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 while remaining in a right neutral
bow. Execute a right inward and left outward parry combination to the outside of your opponent's left punch.
Your left hand finishes palm up and on top of your opponent's left arm (like a waiter carrying a tray at or above
his left elbow). Without any loss of motion, your right inward parry continues to circle counterclockwise and becomes a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's left lower ribcage. (This should cause your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
2. Immediately shift your weight onto your left leg and deliver a right looping inward downward roundhouse kick to
the back of your opponent's left knee, complementing the angle of your opponent's left thigh during the course
of this action. This kick is executed, with the instep of your right foot. (Make sure that your right ankle is locked
straight out upon impact). (This move should buckle your opponent's left knee toward the ground.)
Right front crossover, and cover out towards 4:30.
3. From the position of your right kick, plant your right foot toward 12 o’clock (so that you end up behind your opponent) and immediately drag your left foot toward your right foot as the momentum of this action assists your
delivery of a right knife-edge kick (toward 10:30) to the inside of your opponent’s right knee. This action, that
takes place from the back of your opponent, should buckle your opponent’s right knee from inside out, thus
forcing him onto his right knee (or on to both knees).
4. With your opponent slightly bent back and on his right knee (or both), plant your right foot (from the
Point of Contact of your right kick) toward 10:30 and quickly execute a left rear crossover simultaneous with a
right inward overhead hammerfist strike traveling over your opponent’s left shoulder and to his sternum
(assuming your opponent is still on his knee, or knees). Have your left hand check your opponent’s left arm and
shoulder during this maneuver.
5. From your twist stance, pivot counterclockwise turning 360 degrees and execute a left outward back knuckle
strike to the right mastoid of your opponent, as you settle into a left neutral bow stance. You may need to adjust
the position of your right foot (between 12 o’clock and 11 o’clock) at the conclusion of your turn to gauge your
distance, angle, and direction just prior to your left strike to his mastoid, and you settle into your left neutral bow
stance.
6. Shuffle forward toward 6 o’clock and immediately pivot into a left forward bow as your left hand checks your
opponent’s shoulder blades and your right hand simultaneously delivers a right thrusting vertical punch to your
opponent’s upper spine. When executing this punch emphasize the penetrating force of your first two knuckles.
(Your opponent should still be on his knee, or knees, at this point).
7. Immediately follow up with a right knee kick to your opponent’s lower spine.
8. From the position of your right knee kick, execute a right stomp to your opponent’s left ankle.
9. From the position of your right stomp have your right foot slide to the ground (on the inside of your opponent’s
left ankle). Proceed into a left front crossover, cover out twice toward 12 o’clock.
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THRUSTING PRONGS _________________________________________________________________ No. 20
(Front: Bear hug - arms pinned)
1. Step back with your right foot toward 6 o'clock into a left forward bow (facing 12:00). (You will probably modify it
because of the pressure of the bear hug). Have only your right foot move back and not the upper body. Simultaneously thrust both of your thumbs (keeping thumbs together) up and to your opponent's groin. (Your opponent
should bend forward at the waist as will as move his feet back and away form you.)
2. Now strike your opponent's groin with your right knee as your left hand circles over and on top of your opponent's right arm (forming the shape of the crane) and pins (with the assistance of your anchored left elbow) your
opponent's right arm to you. Simultaneous with the above two actions cock your right hand to your right hip as a
clearing check of your opponent's left arm as well as in preparation for the next strike. (This knee strike should
magnify the damage to your opponent's groin.)
3. With your right knee in his groin, immediately deliver a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent's left
shin. (This action should force your opponent's left leg outward.)
4. Scrape your opponent's shin with your right foot and convert the scrape into a right stomp to your opponent's
left instep. Simultaneously deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the right side of your opponent's face
or ribs, depending on the size of your opponent. (This strike should drive your opponent's head up and away
from you.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
5. Immediately have your right foot slide toward 7:30 into a left neutral bow, facing 1:30 as your right hand hooks
(forming the shape of the crane with your right elbow anchored) to the right side of your opponent’s neck and
head to force his head down. While simultaneously executing a left inward overhead handsword to the back of
your opponent’s neck, at the precise moment your right hand clears his neck and acts as a Positional Check
near your stomach. The chop should force your opponent’s head down even further.
6. As your left hand continues its downward journey on the back of your opponent’s neck, take advantage of Borrowed Force by simultaneously executing a right knee kick to your opponent's face. During this action have your
right hand cock just above your right ear (palm out).
7. From the position of your right knee kick have your right foot plant directly under your opponent’s head into a
right neutral bow, facing 1:30 (modifying the depth as necessary) as you simultaneously execute a right inward
overhead handsword to the back of your opponent’s neck, using Gravitational Marriage to enhance your action.
During this action have your left hand check near your opponent’s right shoulder.
8. Immediately pivot counterclockwise, into a right reverse close kneel stance, as you execute a right back heel
scoop kick to your opponent’s left jaw hinge. Have your right hand brace your opponent’s head to enhance the
effectiveness of your right heel kick.
9. From the contact point of your right scoop kick execute a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s
left knee to buckle his left leg from inside out.
10. From the contact point of your right knife-edge kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward
7:30.
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TWISTED TWIG ______________________________________________________________________ No. 21
(Front: wrist lock)
1. With feet together and both hands of your opponent applying a wrist lock on your right wrist, step forward and to
your left (to 11 o'clock) with your right foot into a right neutral bow to buckle the inside of your opponent's right
knee with your right knee. Simultaneous with the action deliver a right upward elbow strike to your opponent's
solar plexus and/or jaw. Your left hand is placed on top of your opponent's right wrist for the purposes of checking. (This action is to freeze your opponent's intended action.)
2. Pivot counterclockwise into a horse stance as you deliver a right back elbow strike to your opponent's solar
plexus. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Follow up with a right downward hammerfist to your opponent's groin as you pivot into a right reverse bow.
Have your left hand check at shoulder height. (Your opponent should bend even further.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Without disrupting the flow of your action, have your left hand form the shape of the crane as it hooks
(clockwise) to the left side of your opponent’s neck. Without delay have your left hand pull your opponent’s
head down while simultaneously executing a right vertical upward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s face.
Both actions should cause a sandwiching effect.
5. Have your right hand match the action of your left hand by circling counterclockwise (forming the shape of the
crane) to the right side of your opponent’s neck and head. Immediately pull your opponent’s head down with
both of your hands as you deliver a right knee kick to your opponent’s head, again causing another sandwiching
effect.
6. Immediately plant your right foot (from the position of your right knee kick) straight down so that it is almost in
line with your left foot. Without hesitation, step back toward 6 o’clock, (this is a front to back switch) with your
left foot as you simultaneously have both of your arms pull and flip your opponent over and onto his back. The
left step back, pull, and flip are to be done as one movement (residual use of Body Momentum). Your opponent’s feet should be pointed toward 12 o’clock with his head toward 6 o’clock.
7. With your opponent now on his back (with his head closest to you), leap counterclockwise into the air, drop
down into a left close kneel stance as your right knee crosses and strikes your opponent’s right collar bone and
throat. Simultaneous with the drop, execute a right inward downward raking back knuckle slice across the
bridge of your opponent’s nose (traveling overhead, down, and toward you). Have your left hand positionally
check low.
8. Immediately leap clockwise into the air, drop down into a right close kneel stance as your left knee crosses and
strikes your opponent’s left collar bone and throat. Simultaneous with the drop, execute a left downward twoknuckle punch to your opponent’s face.
9. Again leap counterclockwise into the air and land on your left foot toward 6 o’clock while simultaneously executing a right inward downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent’s sternum. (This kick is identical to that
contained in the “Leap of Death”.)
10. Form its point of impact, have your right foot execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward *7:30.
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OBSCURE SWORD ___________________________________________________________________ No. 22
(Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab)
1. With feet together, step directly forward to 12 o'clock with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing straight
ahead) with your right handsword cocked to your heart (palm up). Simultaneously pin your opponent's right
hand with your left hand to your right shoulder. (This should disturb your opponent's balance, shift his weight
forward, and check the use of his left hand.)
2. Immediately pivot toward 4:30 into a right forward bow while delivering a right outward handsword to your opponent's throat. (This should result in your opponent's head being driven back and away from you.)
3. Follow up with a left front snap ball kick to your opponent's groin and plant your left foot back to your
Point of Origin with your hands in a fighting position. (The effect of this kick should buckle your opponent's legs,
and possibly drop him to the ground.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
4. Plant your left foot forward as a gauging leg as you execute a right front snapping ball kick to the inside of your
opponent’s right knee. During this action have your right clenched fist cock near your right ear, as your left hand
positionally checks.
5. From the Point of Contact of your right kick plant forward into a right neutral bow, facing 4:30. Simultaneously
execute a right inward back knuckle rake (traveling from your right to left, from top to bottom) across and
through the left side of the bridge of your opponent’s nose. Continue the flow of your right hand strike as it may
possibly convert into a right hammerfist strike to your opponent’s collar bone, or right chest. Marriage of Gravity
is to be advantageously used during this action.
6. Immediately execute a left rear crossover toward 6 o’clock. Before you settle into a twist stance execute a right
outward back knuckle strike to the right side of the bridge of your opponent’s nose. At the moment you settle
into your twist stance convert the flow of your action into a right upward elbow strike directly under your opponent’s chin. All moves and strikes are to be in one continuous flow.
7. With your right elbow now above your head pivot counterclockwise while adjusting your angles and sink into a
left reverse bow to buckle the back of your opponent’s left leg.
8. As you begin to pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow facing 4:30, have your left hand grab your opponent’s left
shoulder, followed by your right hand grabbing his right shoulder, and with both of your elbows anchored turn
your opponent’s body clockwise so he now faces 4:30. Keep your opponent from falling back and toward your.
9. Immediately pull your opponent’s shoulders down and execute a right knee kick to your opponent’s coccyx. This
action should force your opponent to move forward toward 4:30.
10. As you plant your right foot toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow, execute two heel palm strikes to the back of
your opponent’s shoulder blades as you force him onto his face and stomach. His head should be pointed toward 4:30 with his feet spread and open on the opposite end.
11. Left rear crossover on the inside of your opponent’s legs and deliver a right back heel stomp kick to the back of
his testicles.
12. Have your right foot glide and slide over opponent’s left thigh and calf before executing a right front crossover,
and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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RAINING CLAW ______________________________________________________________________ No. 23
(Front: Right uppercut punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, with feet together, step back toward 6 o'clock with your left foot into a right neutral
bow (facing 12 o'clock) and deliver a right inward downward block to the forearm of your opponent's right uppercut. Your left hand is guarding high to protect your head area.
2. Shuffle forward (push-drag) and immediately shoot a left inward overhead claw to your opponent's face while
your right elbow stays close to your body. (This strike may bring your opponent's head forward and down.)
3. Have your right fist circle clockwise and execute a right vertical back knuckle thrust to your opponent's face
(Apply Object Obscurity by tracking your right punch up and along your left wrist, releasing your claw just before
your right punch arrives). Your left hand now checks low. (This action should snap your opponent's head back
and away.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Have your left hand (which is positionally checking at the sternum), execute a thrusting heel palm strike to your
opponent’s chin, and convert into a left ricocheting five-finger eye thrust. Your right hand now check in place of
your left hand.
5. Immediately convert your left five-finger thrust into a left vertical downward five-finger claw to your opponent’s
face. As your five-finger claw tracks its way down on your opponent’s face, execute a right half fist strike (palm
up) to your opponent’s throat. Time both moves so that they simultaneously counteract each other. Continue
the motion of your left hand and drop it down on top of your right elbow as a Cocking Check (like “Five
Swords”).
6. Shift your left foot toward 4:30 (up the circle) as your left hand claws to the left side of your opponent’s face
(from inside out) and stops. Simultaneous with this action have your right hand circle counterclockwise as you
execute a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s solar plexus. Have your right arm circle on the
inside of your left arm.
7. Again shift your left foot toward 1:30 as your right back knuckle (after the hit) slides along the left rib cage of
your opponent, continues under your opponent’s left arm while your left hand checks your opponent’s left elbow. Immediately execute a left armlock on your opponent with your right arm. As you drop down into a right
wide kneel stance, facing 6 o’clock, force your opponent to bend over.
8. Have your left foot step forward toward 6 o’clock as your left hand slides along your opponent’s left forearm,
ending at his left wrist. At this point begin to place great pressure on the armlock.
9. Shift your right foot clockwise (180 degrees) toward 6 o’clock (into a left neutral bow, facing 12 o’clock) as your
right hand assists your left hand in grabbing your opponent’s left wrist and yanks his left arm toward you to dislocate his left shoulder, as your then force your opponent to the ground (face down).
10. Leap counterclockwise into a left close kneel stance, facing 9 o’clock, and execute a right knee drop to the back
of your opponent's neck while taking full advantage of Gravitational Marriage.
11. Using your opponent’s neck as a springboard, leap clockwise, facing 3 o’clock and execute a left back heel
stomp to your opponent's head while again taking full advantage of Gravitational Marriage.
12. From the Point of Contact of your left stomp, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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CRASHING WINGS ___________________________________________________________________ No. 24
(Rear: Bear hug - arms free)
1. Step to your right (toward 3 o'clock) with your right foot into a horse stance (facing 12:00). Simultaneously strike
down with both of your elbows against your opponent's forearms (after having cocked your elbows). (The intent
here is to cause pain to your opponent's arms and to loosen his grip.)
2. Have your left foot meet your right foot (close cat) as your left and right arms cock to the right side of your waist
(right palm up and left palm facing you).
3. Have your left foot then go around and behind your opponent's right leg (toward 7:30) into a left reverse bow.
(Have your left leg, or hip, keep constant pressure against your opponent's right hip, or leg.)
4. Pivot into a left neutral bow toward 7:30 while striking with a left outward elbow to your opponent's chin, or face.
As your elbow continues across your opponent's face, execute a left five-finger claw across his face. (This
move should force your opponent's head back and away from you.)
5. Continue to pivot counterclockwise into a left forward bow, as you execute a right inward downward hammerfist
to your opponent's bladder.
Pivot back into a left neutral bow. Left front crossover, and cover out toward 12:00.
6. Have your right inward hammerfist slide up the middle of your opponent's body and convert it into a right torquing heel palm strike to and through the left side of your opponent's jaw.
7. Immediately have your left hand grab your opponent's left shoulder to check and commence pulling and turning
him counterclockwise. Now have your right hand assist your left hand by passing through your opponent's jaw
and in front of his body. It then hooks over his right shoulder, grabbing behind the right shoulder. During this
action have your left foot move slightly counterclockwise to your right to gain Body Momentum. During the
counterclockwise turn be sure to shift your opponent's body to the right of yours to allow for proper Angle of Execution. Have your right hand then yank your opponent's head down and toward you for purposes of
alignment while simultaneously executing a right knee kick the back of your opponent's neck and head.
8. Have your opponent drop to the ground (face up and head toward 4:30) and have your right foot step toward
7:30 into a right neutral bow, followed by a left step through (left neutral bow) toward the same direction. Conclude this particular maneuver by sliding your right foot toward 6 o'clock, pivoting clockwise 120 degrees toward
12 o'clock while you settle into a left neutral bow.
9. Now that your are facing your opponent toward 12 o'clock deliver a right sliding slice kick to the right side of his
head.
10. As your right foot slides to and through your opponent's head, gauge its distance as you plant it toward 7:30.
Without stopping the flow of your action execute a left sliding back heel kick (circling counterclockwise at least
180 degrees) to the right side of your opponent's head.
11. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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1. TWIRLING WINGS _____________________________________ Rear: Two-hand stiff-arm shoulder grab
2. SNAPPING TWIG ________________________________________________ Front: Left hand chest push
3. LEAPING CRANE____________________________________________ Front: Right step through punch
4. SWINGING PENDULUM _________________________________________ Front: Right roundhouse kick
5. CRUSHING HAMMER ___________________________________________ Rear: Bear hug - arms pinned
6. CAPTURED LEAVES _________________________________________________ Right flank: Finger lock
7. EVADING THE STORM ________________________________ Front: Right step through overhead club
8. CHARGING RAM ________________________ Front: Tackle with your opponent’s arms extended wide
9. PARTING WINGS _____________________________________________________ Front: Two-hand push
10. THUNDERING HAMMERS __________________________________________Front: Right straight punch
11. SQUEEZING THE PEACH _______________________________________ Rear: Bear hug—arms pinned
12. CIRCLING WING ________________________ Rear: Two-hand choke - arms bent with left foot forward
13. CALMING THE STORM ______________________________ Front: Right step through roundhouse club
14. DARTING MACE ____________________________________________ Front: Two-hand right wrist grab
15. HOOKING WINGS ________________________________________________ Front: Two-hand low push
16. SHIELD AND SWORD _________________________________________ Front: Left step through punch
17. GIFT IN RETURN ________________________________________________________ Front: Hand shake
18. BOW OF COMPULSION ______________________________________ Front: Wrist lock—against chest
19. OBSTRUCTING THE STORM ___________________________ Front: Right step through overhead club
20. TWIN KIMONO _________________________________________ Front: Two-hand lapel grab—push out
21. SLEEPER ___________________________________________ Front: Right straight step through punch
22. SPIRALING TWIG ________________________________________________ Rear: Bear hug—arms free
23. CROSS OF DESTRUCTION _____________________________________________Rear: Two-hand choke
24. FLIGHT TO FREEDOM ___________________________________________________ Rear: Hammerlock
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TWIRLING WINGS _____________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Rear: Two-hand stiff-arm shoulder grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, tuck your chin (to help nullify the effects of a possible choke) as your left foot steps
back and to your right on a slight 45 degree angle (toward 5 o'clock) into a left rear twist while cocking your right
fist (palm up) on your right hip and your left fist (palm down) across your waist and over your right fist.
2. As you pivot counterclockwise into a left forward bow (facing 5 o'clock) execute a left vertical outward block to
the outside of your opponent's left elbow (at or above the elbow) along "with" a right inward horizontal elbow to
the back of your opponent's left lower ribcage. This should cause your opponent to turn clockwise (to his right)
as his stomach juts forward.
3. Pivot clockwise (to your right) into a left fighting horse (facing 6 o'clock) as you deliver a left inward horizontal
elbow strike to the front of your opponent's left lower ribcage. Simultaneously have your right hand check high,
as it braces up and against your opponent's left arm. Be sure to have your left knee check and/or buckle the
inside of your opponent's left knee. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist as he stumbles backward.)
Left front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
4. From your left reverse bow execute a left knee kick to the inside of your opponent's left knee, again for the purpose of buckling him. Along with this action have both of your arms and hands essentially remain in their last
position accept they should now be used a Positional Checks (right hand high and left hand low).
5. From the contact point of your left knee kick plant your left foot to the right of your right foot into a left front twist
stance (with your arms still checking) and without hesitation pivot clockwise and execute a right spinning back
stiff-leg kick between your opponent's legs and up to his groin. At this point shift your arms and hands to the
right of your body as they positionally check (right hand low and left hand high).
6. From your right stiff leg kick execute a right front crossover toward 10:30 as you simultaneously deliver a right
outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's head. (This back knuckle strike travels diagonally upward as will
as outward).
7. Continue your right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30. Alter the checking positions of your
hands during the cross-out and cover.
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SNAPPING TWIG ______________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Front: Left hand chest push)
1. Standing with your feet together, immediately and simultaneously drop back with your left foot toward 6 o’clock
into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), execute a right hooking inward horizontal heel palm strike to the outside of your opponent’s left elbow along “with” a left inward horizontal heel palm strike to the inside of your opponent’s left wrist (principle of Fulcruming). (This should cancel your opponent’s width zones.)
2. Immediately have your right hand (while forming the shape of a crane) hook over the top of your opponent’s left
arm, then Frictional Pull (yank) your opponent’s left arm down and past your right hip, while pivoting into a right
forward bow along “with” a thrusting left outward handsword strike (palm down and thumb toward you) to your
opponent’s throat. (This action should initially bring his head down and toward you as your left handsword
“stops” his forward momentum.)
3. Pivot into a right neutral bow (still facing 12 o’clock) as you execute a right inward raking back knuckle strike
diagonally down across the bridge of your opponent’s nose. During this action utilize the Reverse Motion of
your left hand as a sliding check on your opponent’s left arm. (Your opponent’s head should turn clockwise to
his right.)
4. Shuffle forward (push-drag) as you continue the counterclockwise motion of your right arm, but now Adjust your
orbit, and execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw without disrupting
the flow of action. Simultaneously with this action deliver a left inward horizontal heel palm strike to the right
side of your opponent’s jaw to cause a Sandwiching effect. (Your opponent at this point may be rendered unconscious.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
5. Without delay move into a left front crossover toward 12 o’clock as you execute a right downward hammerfist
strike to your opponent’s groin. Have your left hand positionally check in front of your sternum with fingers pointed to your left.
6. Pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow, facing 6 o’clock, as you execute a left heel palm thrust (torquing your
action so that your fingers point toward the sky) to your opponent’s chin. Take every advantage of Body Momentum generated from your Rotational Force. This should force his head back and force his abdomen forward. Your right arm checks horizontally below your left elbow.
7. Follow up by pivoting counterclockwise into a left forward bow, facing 12 o’clock, as you execute a right chopping punch to your opponent’s left floating ribs. Simultaneously have your left hand positionally check above
your right biceps.
8. Again pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow as you execute a left outward back knuckle strike to the left side of
your opponent's head. Also take advantage of Body Momentum generated from your Rotational Force. This
action should force your opponent to move back thus giving you proper distance for your next move. During this
action have your right arm check horizontally below your left elbow.
9. Immediately pivot, counterclockwise (on your left foot) 180 degrees and deliver a right knife-edge kick to the
inside of your opponent’s right knee (toward 10:30). This should buckle him to the ground. Simultaneous with
this kick execute a right outward back knuckle strike to the right side of your opponent’s face. Your kick should
make contact with its target 1/4 beat before your back knuckle strike. Simultaneous with these actions have
your left arm check horizontally below your right elbow.
10. From the contact point of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30. Alter
the checking positions of your hands during the crossover, and cover out.
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LEAPING CRANE ______________________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Right step through punch)
1. With feet together, immediately and simultaneously leap to your left (between 9 and 10 o'clock) into a left oneleg stance (with your right foot cocked to the inside portion of your left knee), redirect your opponent's right
punch with a left inward parry to the outside of that arm, while executing a right middle-knuckle strike (palm facing 9 o'clock) across your opponent's right ribs (whenever possible). The middle-knuckle strike rakes inward
and horizontally (toward yourself), as it ends with your right hand cocked (across your waist) near your left hip
(palm up). (An effective slice should cause your opponent to bend forward at the waist).
2. Execute a right snapping knife-edge kick (toward 1:30) to the outside of your opponent's right knee to buckle
him (in and toward himself). (Your opponent's knees should hit the ground as he falls away from you.)
3. With your opponent bent over and his back toward you, Drop into a right neutral bow toward 1 o'clock, between
your opponent's legs, while delivering a right outward back knuckle strike to his left kidney. (Your opponent's
head should snap up and toward you.)
4. As your opponent's upper torso snaps back in a response to your strike, immediately Contour up your opponent's back and execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the right side of his jaw while simultaneously
executing a left inward horizontal heel palm strike to the left side of his jaw, thus causing a Sandwiching effect.
(Your opponent should be unconscious as he falls to the ground.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
5. Without delay, have your right hand circle clockwise as it contours along the back of your opponent's head with
the fingers and palm ending up and against the left side of your opponent's face. Simultaneously have your left
and contour and check along the back of your opponent's head before placing it on his right shoulder (palm up
and thumb out) for purposes of cocking it for the next move.
6. Without disrupting the flow of your sequence, shift clockwise into a right forward bow, execute a right five finger
ripping claw to the left side of your opponent's face (ripping back and toward you) while you simultaneously execute a left thrusting chop (palm down) to the back of your opponent's neck as your right hand cocks to the right
of your ear (palm out and thumb down. This counter action significantly adds to the effectiveness of your sequence because of the converging of opposing force, Borrowed Force and Bracing Angle. The completion of
this action should have turned your opponent's body toward 1:30.
7. Pivot counterclockwise into a right neutral bow as you execute a right inward handsword (toward 1:30 from its
cocked position) to the right side of your opponent’s neck. Residually take advantage of Body Momentum created by Rotational Force as well as gravitational force while you settle into your right neutral bow. Positionally
check with your left hand.
8. Continue the flow of your maneuver by executing a front chicken kick. This is accomplished by first executing a
right front scoop kick to your opponent’s groin. This is immediately followed by a left front snapping ball kick to
his upper spine.
9. From the contact point of your left kick, execute a left front crossover stomp to the top of your opponent’s right
ankle with the full intent of fracturing it.
10. Have your left foot slide off of your opponent’s right ankle and plant it toward 7:30 to complete your left front
crossover-step out. From your left neutral bow execute a right front crossover toward 3 o’clock (to align your
body and adjust your range) with your body facing 5 o’clock (head looking over your left shoulder with your eyes
focused toward 11 o’clock and immediately deliver a left back stiff-leg lifting kick (toward 11 o’clock) under your
opponent’s chin (make contact with the back of your left heel).
11. From the contact point of your left kick, plant your left foot toward 10:30 while pivoting your entire body counterclockwise into a left front twist stance, facing 10:30, and immediately deliver a right roundhouse kick to the front
of your opponent’s head.
12. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5:30.
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SWINGING PENDULUM _________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right roundhouse kick)
1. Standing in a right neutral bow, slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 and deliver a right inward block
simultaneously with a left downward block (universal block) against the inside of your opponent’s right kicking
leg. (Preferably the block should occur at the knee, as this will open the width zones on your opponent’s body.)
2.

Shuffle (push-drag) forward toward 10:30, while remaining in a right neutral bow, and simultaneously convert
your right inward block into a right downward hammerfist strike to your opponent’s groin, as your left hand
checks high near his chest. (This will force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)

3. Again shift your left foot counterclockwise toward 1:30 into a horse stance (facing 4:30) as you CONTOUR up
your opponent’s chest with a right snapping obscure elbow strike to his chin, and your left hand continues to
check high. (This will snap your opponent’s head up.)
Right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.
4. Without delay have your right foot (as it travels on the inside of your opponent's left leg) shoot back toward 12
o’clock into a right reverse bow, to cause your opponent’s left leg to buckle. Simultaneous with this action execute a right upward stiff-arm strike (using the forearm) to the underside of your opponent’s jaw. Be sure to have
your left hand positionally check to the right of your face prior to the strike before shifting down and to the right
of your ribs during the strike.
5. Immediately execute a right back heel scoop kick to your opponent's groin, plant your right foot toward 6 o’clock
into a right neutral bow, and quickly switch into a left reverse bow toward 11 o'clock to buckle the inside of your
opponent’s right leg. (The switch is similar to a front to back maneuver.)
6. While in-place, pivot counterclockwise into a left neutral bow as you execute a left outward handsword strike to
your opponent’s sternum and, without disrupting the momentum of your action, pivot into a left forward bow as
you deliver a right heel palm thrust (as in Glancing Salute) to the left side of your opponent’s jaw.
7. As you follow through with your right heel palm thrust have your right hand snake in front of your opponent’s
face, then to the right of his face before, concluding on the back of your opponent’s neck. Immediately have
your right hand grab the back of your opponent’s neck as you pull his head down and toward you while executing a right knee kick to his sternum.
8. While still maintaining your right hand grab (with elbow anchored), plant your right foot back to its
Point of Origin, pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow, pull your opponent’s head down even further with your
right hand (elbow remains anchored), while simultaneously executing a left upward stiff-arm strike (using the
forearm) to the underside of your opponent’s jaw (while applying opposing and Borrowed Force).
9. Immediately flow into a right outward five-finger claw to the right of your opponent’s face, (your left arm converts
into a pressing check across the breadth of your opponent’s upper body) followed by a right inward heel palm
claw to the left of his face (as your left hand positionally checks at solar plexus level).
10. Execute a left front crossover toward 4:30. As you settle into your right rear twist stance (your head and eyes
are focused on your opponent) execute a left outward handsword strike to the left side of your opponent’s neck.
11. Double cover out toward 4:30.
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CRUSHING HAMMER __________________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Rear: Bear hug - arms pinned)
1. With your feet together, have your left foot step to 9 o’clock as you drop into a horse stance (make sure to look
over your right shoulder), while striking your opponent’s groin with a right back hammerfist as well as pinning
your opponent’s left arm to you with your left hand. (This action should cause your opponent to bend forward at
the waist and to loosen his grip.)
2. Have your right foot slide to your left foot (forming a close cat stance) and then “cat” around and behind your
opponent’s left leg (toward 4:30) into a right reverse bow, checking his left leg with your right leg. Simultaneously with the reverse bow, execute a right heel palm strike to your opponent’s groin, and grab your opponent’s
testicles as you end with a right squeezing claw. (The heel palm and leg check should buckle your opponent’s
knees.)
3. Pivot into a right fighting horse (facing 4:30) as you CONTOUR up your opponent’s body with your right arm
and execute a right obscure elbow strike to his chin. (Your opponent’s head should snap back with his torso
jutting forward.)
4. Complete your pivot (facing 4:30) into a right neutral bow, as you thrust a left heel palm strike (fingers pointing
out) to the left floating ribs of your opponent. Simultaneously continue the clockwise flow of your right arm, acting as a clearing check, until your right fist cocks at your right hip, palm up. (Your opponent will violently bend
forward at the waist, and possibly drop to the ground.
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
5. Immediately have both of your hands grab the back of your opponent’s knees (your left hand to the back of his
left knee and your right around in front and then to the back of his right knee) and lift both of his legs off of the
ground as you then force your opponent onto his back.
6. Without delay have your right hand assist your left hand in grabbing your opponent’s right foot. To be effective
place your left hand (palm down) on top of your opponent’s right toes with your right hand grabbing over,
around, and under your opponent’s right heel (palm up and fingers pointed toward you). Immediately have your
right foot circle clockwise toward 12 o’clock as you twist your opponent’s right ankle clockwise while pushing
down with your left hand and pulling up and toward you with your right hand. This should not only sprain your
opponent’s right ankle, but force him onto his stomach as well.
7. Release your grab and execute a right front crossover stomp kick toward 4:30 to the back of your opponent’s
left knee.
8. Slide and plant your right foot to the inside of your opponent’s right leg and immediately execute a left heel
stomp kick (toward 6 o’clock) to the back of your opponent’s lower spine.
9. Slide your left foot off of your opponent’s back (sliding check), plant it (toward 5:30) near his left armpit and immediately execute a right knee drop to your opponent’s left kidney and ribs.
10. Using your opponent’s body as a launching pad, spring clockwise into the air and immediately plant your right
foot forward and to the right of your opponent’s head (toward 7 o’clock) while simultaneously executing a left
knee drop to the back of his neck.
11. Drag and rake your left foot across your opponent’s back and head (toward 7 o’clock), cock it, and immediately
execute a left back heel kick (or left heel stomp, depending upon the distance) to any opening on your opponent’s head.
12. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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CAPTURED LEAVES ___________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Right flank: Finger lock)
1. With the fingers of your right hand twisted by your opponent’s left hand from your right flank, raise your right
hand high (towards 1:30) to relieve the pressure (have your left hand positionally check your opponent’s right
hand and arm in the process), as you move your right foot slightly to your right (toward 1:30).
2. While in-place, pivot counterclockwise into a horse stance (facing between 8 & 9 o’clock) and deliver a left back
elbow strike (from the last checking position) to the back of your opponent’s left kidney. (Your opponent is on
the tips of his toes, and his body is turning clockwise to his right.)
3. Immediately pivot clockwise into a right neutral bow stance, and deliver a right back elbow strike to the front of
your opponent’s left ribcage as your left hand now grabs and controls your opponent’s left arm at the wrist.
(Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
Right front crossover, and cover out between 8 and 9 o’clock.
4. Immediately shoot your right foot back (toward 7:30) into a right reverse bow to buckle on the inside of your opponent’s left knee. Continue to control your opponent’s left arm with your left hand.
5. Execute a left front crossover toward 4:30 and immediately have your right foot step toward 1:30 (this may vary
depending upon where your opponent’s right leg is positioned), so that it goes to and through your opponent’s
right leg (from inside out) before ending in a right neutral bow. This maneuver should buckle your opponent’s
right leg (from inside out as well and from back to front) and force him onto his back.
6. With your opponent now on his back, execute a left front crossover stomp kick toward 4:30 onto your opponent’s right knee.
7. As you slide and plant your left foot to the inside of your opponent’s right knee, immediately execute a right side
kick (using the right side of your heel) to your opponent’s groin.
8. Plant your right foot alongside of your opponent’s right hip and immediately pivot counter clockwise 180 degrees as you deliver a left sliding knife-edge kick to the underside of your opponent’s jaw.
9. As you slide and plant your left foot to the underside of your opponent’s right armpit, immediately execute a
right sliding front crossover, so that your right foot sweeps and rakes across your opponent’s face.
10. As you plant your right foot toward 5:30 cover out twice.
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EVADING THE STORM _________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Front: Right step through overhead club)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your left foot move toward 9:00 into a left forward bow, as you execute a right
extended block (and handsword) to the outside of your opponent’s right arm. (Your are getting out of the
Line of Attack while redirecting the path of your opponent’s club.) Have your left hand positionally check close
to your left ribcage prior to it being used as a follow-up.
2. Immediately grab your opponent’s right wrist with your right hand, and deliver a right roundhouse kick to your
opponent’s groin. (As your opponent bends forward at the waist, his right kidney should jut forward.)
3. Drop into a right forward bow toward 1:30 as your thrust a left (clenched) horizontal punch to your opponent’s
right kidney while having your right hand pull your opponent’s right arm down and past your right hip. (Your opponent’s body should come forward. Head snap back as his knees begin to buckle.)
4. Deliver a left knee strike to the outside of your opponent’s right thigh. (The force of your knee strike should
buckle your opponent’s right knee further, with the possibility of driving your opponent back.)
5. Plant your left foot forward (acting a as gauging leg) while delivering a right roundhouse knee strike to the inside
of your opponent’s right thigh to cause a “Charlie Horse”, and immobilize his leg.
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 9 o’clock.
6. From the contact point of your right knee strike, plant your right foot back toward 4:30 and immediately execute
a left knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s left knee to cause a buckle. Your right hand continues the
grab on your opponent’s right wrist.
7. From the contact point of your left kick plant your left foot toward 4:30 into a right rear twist, facing 10:30, while
executing a left forearm strike (coordinated with your right hand pulling your opponent’s right wrist toward you)
to the back/top of your opponent’s right elbow to break it.
8. Have both of your hands grab your opponent’s right hand prior to snapping and breaking his wrist. This is done
by placing your left thumb on the back of your opponent’s right hand with your left palm on the inside of your
opponent’s palm. Your right hand duplicates this grab to the other half of your opponent’s right hand. Immediately have your right foot step out toward 4:30 into a left neutral bow, facing your opponent to further disturb
your opponent’s balance, and hyperextend his arm. Without loss of momentum, have your left foot step back
toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow. During this action your right and left hand pins your opponent’s right
hand against your right hip, turn and twist counterclockwise with the left foot maneuver, snap and break your
opponent’s wrist, as well as force him onto his back.
9. Without disrupting your momentum and flow of action execute a right downward looping roundhouse kick to
your opponent’s face at the exact moment his back hits the ground. (The ground, in this case, enhances your
sandwiching effect.)
10. From the contact point of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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CHARGING RAM ______________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Front: Tackle with your opponent’s arms extended wide)
1. While remaining in a right neutral bow slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 3 o’clock (facing 9 o’clock).
Simultaneously redirect your opponent’s left arm down and out with a right outside downward parry, and execute a left outward heel palm parry to the left side of your opponent’s head. As you settle into your stance execute a right inward overhead handsword to the back of your opponent’s neck, while sliding your left hand to
your opponent’s left shoulder as a check. (This should stun or stagger your opponent.)
2. With your opponent descending, but still moving slightly forward, slide your right foot into a cat stance (facing
7:30), and immediately snap a right front ball kick to your opponent’s left ribcage. (This kick should inflict pain
that will momentarily immobilize your opponent.)
3. Plant your right foot forward (Gauging Leg), and deliver a left step through roundhouse kick to your opponent’s
face. (This should drive your opponent’s head back)
Without planting, execute a left front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.
4. From the contact point of your left kick (and the position of your body, because of the left kick) execute a left
front crossover toward 1:30 into a right rear twist stance. (Because your upper body still faces your opponent
what would have otherwise been a left front twist, in this instance, becomes a right rear twist stance.) Twist
counterclockwise (out of your right rear twist stance) as you deliver a right roundhouse kick traveling diagonally
and down to the back and inside of your opponent's left knee. Applying the proper force your right roundhouse
kick should turn your opponent’s body and legs clockwise so that he now face more toward 11 o’clock.
5. From the contact point of your right kick, hop onto your right leg toward 11 o’clock into a right one-leg stance (to
obtain Body Alignment) between your opponent’s legs. With your body facing 4:30 and your opponent’s body
and legs facing 11 o’clock, execute a left knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent's right knee.
6. Hop in-place onto your left leg (again to gauge distance and assure proper alignment in obtaining the best angle) and deliver a right front scoop kick between your opponent’s legs and to his groin.
7. From the contact point of your right scoop kick, plant your right foot back toward 12 o’clock as you immediately
execute a left front crossover and double cover out toward 10:30.
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PARTING WINGS ______________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Front: Two-hand push)
1. With your feet together drop back with your right foot toward 6 o'clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock)
as you execute two extended outward handsword to the inside of your opponent's wrists (staying within the perimeter of your Outer Rim). Make sure that both of your hands are parallel in terms of height and depth. (This
will expose the full width of your opponent.)
2. With your opponent still moving toward you, immediately pivot into a left forward bow (facing 12 o'clock) as you
execute a right thrusting inward handsword to your opponent's left lower ribcage. During this action your left
handsword becomes a Cocking Check at your right ear (palm in). (Your opponent will bend forward at the
waist.)
3. Pivot into a left neutral bow while striking with a left outward handsword to your opponent's throat, as your right
clenched fist cocks to your right ribcage, palm up. (Your opponent's head will be driven back and his stomach
will jut forward.)
4. Again pivot into a left forward bow while Pin Pointing a right, vertical middle-knuckle punch into your opponent's
solar plexus. During this action your left hand acts as a Siding Gravational Check down your opponent's torso,
finally becoming a guide for your right punch in Tracking to your target. (Your opponent will again bend forward
at the waist.)
Pivot back into a left neutral bow with your guard up, execute a left front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
5. From the contact point of your right middle knuckle fist, have your right arm circle counterclockwise as you execute a right inward two-finger hook to your opponent’s eyes (left to right). Without disrupting the flow of your
sequence, nor changing the position of your stance, follow up with a left upward chop to your opponent’s throat.
6. Immediately deliver a chicken kick with your left foot striking to your opponent’s groin and your right foot striking
to his solar plexus. During this action continue the counterclockwise flow of your right arm from its last move.
7. As your right foot plants into a right neutral bow, simultaneously execute a right inward downward diagonal raking back knuckle strike to the left side of your opponent’s face and nose. Your left hand is positionally checking
in front of your solar plexus.
8. With your right hand still in motion, execute a right front crossover back and toward 6 o’clock (gauging your distance for your next follow up) as you execute a right outward back knuckle strike to the right side of your opponent’s face or temple.
9. While in-place, pivot counterclockwise into a left neutral bow (adjusting your right foot for balance and alignment) as you execute a left outward (diagonally upward) back knuckle strike to the left side of your opponent’s
face, or temple. Without disrupting the flow of your action, deliver a right instep kick to your opponent’s groin. As
you plant your right foot forward, into a right neutral bow, execute a right upper cut punch to your opponent’s
chin. Have your left hand positionally check in front of your solar plexus.
10. Right front crossover and double cover out toward 7:30.
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THUNDERING HAMMERS ______________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Right: Front straight punch)
1.

While Standing Naturally, step to your left on a 45 degree angle (toward 11 o'clock) with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) as you execute a left inward block to the outside of your opponent's right arm (preferably
at or above the elbow). Your right arm hangs naturally at your side. Be sure to positionally check your opponent's
right leg with your left leg. (Your inward block will nullify the width of your opponent's body.)

2.

Shuffle forward (push-drag) toward 12 o'clock as you drop into a left wide kneel stance (buckling the outside of your
opponent's right knee with your own right knee) and strike horizontally across your opponent's stomach with a right
inward horizontal forearm while your left hand braces against your opponent's right shoulder. (Your forearm strike
should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)

3.

Have your right arm, after collapsing at the elbow, circle clockwise, followed by your left arm which also orbits clockwise. Immediately execute a right forearm press against your opponent's right shoulder, pivot clockwise (toward 4:30)
as you drop into a right close kneel stance (buckling the back of your opponent's right knee with your left knee), and
strike your opponent's left kidney with a left downward hammerfist. (Your hammerfist strike combined with your buckle
should drive your opponent's body down as it snaps his head up.)

4.

Immediately shift your left hand from your opponent's left kidney into a left horizontal forearm check
(Gravitational Check) on top of your opponent's right shoulder, have your left arm orbit counterclockwise, pivot counterclockwise (toward 12 o'clock) into a left wide kneel stance (while buckling your opponent's right knee with your right
knee), as you simultaneously deliver a right downward hammerfist strike to the back of your opponent's neck. (Your
hammerfist strike combined with your knee buckle should drive your opponent's head down.)
Shift your left foot back and slightly to your left (toward 7:30) into a right neutral bow, execute a right front crossover,
and cover out toward 7:30.

5.

As you slide your left foot back and slightly to your left toward 7:30, have your right arm and hand cock horizontally
across your mid section under your left checking hand, and immediately deliver a right outward back knuckle strike to
your opponent’s right temple, at the precise moment your left foot plants into your right neutral bow.

6.

Strike through your target (right temple) as you convert your right back knuckle strike into a right thumb rake diagonally down and across your opponent’s right eye.

7.

Immediately shuffle forward (push-drag) and execute a right upward heel palm claw to your opponent’s face. Continue to have your left hand positionally check at your opponent’s right shoulder.

8.

Have your right hand then circle counterclockwise to the left side of your opponent’s face, grab the left side of his
chin, as your right forearm circles on top of your opponent’s head to act as a fulcrum, in which your right arm then
pulls, fulcrums, and snaps your opponent’s chin counterclockwise and up, simultaneously as your left hand forces
your opponent’s right shoulder down to twist and turn his body counterclockwise and over, thus forcing his back onto
your right knee. The above action is simultaneously done while sliding your left foot back toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow, facing 7:30 to achieve the proper angle for your next move.

9.

With your opponent’s back now resting on your right knee, with his torso face up, execute a right inward downward
hammerfist strike to his heart, or sternum. (Your right arm at this point is striking down and across your opponent’s
right shoulder).

10. From your right hammerfist strike, execute a right inward forearm rake across your opponent’s face while simultaneously executing a left knee strike to the back of his head (at the base of his skull).
11. Plant your left foot back toward 1:30 as you force your opponent to fall onto his back. With his back on the ground (his
feet should be facing 7:30 with his head toward 1:30) immediately execute a right downward looping roundhouse kick
to his groin.
12. Without hesitation drop your right knee onto your opponent’s solar plexus as you simultaneously execute a right vertical punch to his face. Your left hand should be positionally checking your opponent’s right arm.
13. Execute a right front crossover toward 1:30. Utilizing Continuity of Motion scrape your opponent’s face with your right
foot during the transition and double cover out in the direction of 1:30.
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SQUEEZING THE PEACH ______________________________________________________________ No. 11
(Rear: Bear hug—arms pinned)
1. With your feet together, and your opponent applying the hug, step back with your left foot toward 4:30 into a
right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), as you squeeze your opponent’s testicles with your left hand. During this
action your right hand applies a pinning check on top of your opponent’s arms. (Your opponent releases his grip
and bends forward at the waist.
2. Immediately step forward with your left foot (while maintaining the grab with your left hand) toward 12 o’clock
into a left neutral bow, as you strike with a right back heel scoop kick to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent
bends forward at the waist even more.)
3. With your right leg still in the air from the right scoop kick, buckle your opponent’s left inner knee by stomping
into a right reverse bow toward 7:30. Simultaneous with this action execute a right obscure back elbow strike to
the chin of your opponent, as your left hand checks low. (This will spread your opponent’s legs out, and snap
his head up.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.
4. From the contact point of your right back elbow strike, execute a right downward back hammerfist strike to your
opponent's groin as your left hand positionally checks to the right of your face. Without delay, have your right
hand circle around and to the right of your opponent’s neck as your left hand circles to the left side of his neck.
Immediately have both of your hands grab the back of his neck, pull, and force his head into your right knee
strike.
5. From your right knee kick, execute a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent's right knee (while still
maintaining both grabs to the back of his neck.
6. From the contact point of your right knife-edge kick, twist your body clockwise as your plant your right foot toward 1:30 into a right front twist stance. This action takes place while simultaneously executing a right stiff arm
lifting strike (with the forearm) to the underside of your opponent’s chin. This should drive your opponent back
to give you ample room in which to kick.
7. From your right front twist stance deliver a right thrusting back heel kick to your opponent’s solar plexus.
8. With your right foot still in the air, jump and rotate your entire body clockwise 180 degrees while executing a left
inward crescent kick to the right side of your opponent’s face.
9. From the contact point of your left kick execute a left front crossover and double cover out toward 10:30.
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CIRCLING WING ______________________________________________________________________ No. 12
(Rear: Two-hand choke - arms bent with left foot forward)
1.

With your feet together, turn and tuck your chin down and to the right side of your chest as your left foot steps forward
and to your right on a 45 degree angle (toward 1:30) into a left neutral bow. During this action your left fist cocks,
(palm up) in front of your solar plexus as your right arm cocks horizontally across your waist (palm facing you) and
over your left fist. (This will protect your throat and disturb your opponent's balance.)

2.

Pivot clockwise (turning toward 7:30) as you circle your right elbow over and down (right outward overhead elbow)
onto the right arm of your opponent to hurt and pin that arm to your right side. Complete the pivot into a right forward bow (facing 7:30) while delivering a left four-finger thrust to your opponent's eyes. (The action of your right elbow will bring your opponent's head down and toward you.)

3.

Pivot (in-place) to your left into a right neutral bow as you deliver a right upward elbow strike to your opponent's chin
(utilizing Borrowed Force because of the opposing force that occurs). Your left hand should slide down your opponent's right shoulder and end as a pressing check at his right elbow to further restrain your opponent from raising his
head. (After the finger poke, your opponent's head will momentarily relax and drop forward into your elbow strike,
which will drive it back again.)

4.

Pivot again to your left into a right reverse bow as you execute a right back hammerfist strike to your opponent's
groin. Simultaneously have your left hand cross-check your opponent's right arm and then switch to a high check over
your right shoulder. (The force of this strike should bend your opponent over at the waist as well as force him back.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.

5.

Execute a left front crossover toward 4:30 into a left front twist stance while simultaneously delivering a right back
knuckle strike to your opponent's face and grabbing your opponent's right wrist with your left hand.

6.

Pivot (in-place) clockwise and convert your left front twist stance into a left neutral bow. During the conversion execute a right heel palm claw to the right side of your opponent's face while simultaneously pulling your opponent's right
wrist down and diagonally past your left hip with your left hand. The Opposing Forces created by your right heel palm
strike and left hand pull should advantageously add to your Borrowed Force.

7.

Have your right foot step slightly back toward 12 o'clock (while remaining in a left neutral bow) as your left hand transfers you opponent's right wrist into the palm of your right hand which then grabs it.

8.

Immediately have your left foot leap toward 4:30 as your right hand jerks (violently pulls) your opponent's right arm
toward, and to the right of, your right hip. This leaping action and pull is accompanied with a left inward heel palm
strike against the joint of you opponent' right elbow while simultaneously executing a right knee strike to his right rib
cage. All aspects of your leap, jerk, and right knee strike should beneficially add to your Borrowed Force.

9.

From the contact point of your right knee, have your right foot plant back to your Point of Origin and without delay
have your left foot step back (step through reverse) toward 12 o’clock as both of your hands grab your opponent’s
right wrists to jerk, whip and pull his arm to the left of your body.

10. Release your right hand and deliver a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right temple, followed by a
right inward horizontal elbow strike to his left jaw hinge.
11. Have your right hand again grab your opponent’s right wrist (to again assist your left hand grab) and immediately
have your right foot step back (step through reverse) toward 12 o’clock as both of your hands whip your opponent’s
right arm to the right of your body to force him diagonally to the ground and onto his stomach (similar to the “Leap of
Death”).
12. Left front crossover stomp to the back of your opponent’s right elbow (in the direction of 1:30).
13. Slide and plant your left foot slightly to your right (adjusting your left foot to gauge proper distance) and immediately
spin clockwise 180 degrees as you execute a right spinning back heel stomp kick to your opponent’s head.
14. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
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CALMING THE STORM ________________________________________________________________ No. 13
(Front: Right step through roundhouse club)
1. With your feet together, have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), as you execute a left extended outward block to the inside of your opponent’s right arm (near the wrist). Simultaneously
with this action deliver a right vertical punch to your opponent’s jaw. Be sure your right knee is positioned to
check your opponent’s right leg. (Your punch should drive your opponent’s head back sharply, jut his stomach
forward, and cause him to drop his club at the same time.)
2. Pivot to a right forward bow (facing 12 o’clock), as you execute a left vertical punch to your opponent’s solar
plexus. During this action your right hand frictionally slides down your opponent’s right arm (Frictional Pull), as it
acts as a check. (this action will force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
3. Pivot to a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), while executing a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right lower ribs. Simultaneously with this action your left hand reverse its motion, and convert to a left
upward hooking parry (like a waiter carrying a tray) on top of your opponent’s right arm and below the elbow.
(This should help to drive your opponent’s body back.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Immediately grab your opponent’s right wrist with your left hand as your right arm executes a right outward
strike to the outside of your opponent’s right elbow to sprain, or break it. This action is done while still remaining
in a right neutral bow. To take advantage of Opposing Forces, push out with your left hand as you strike in with
your right forearm.
5. Keep constant pressure on your opponent’s right arm and elbow during this maneuver as your right foot slides
clockwise and back toward 6 o'clock. Your opponent should bend fully at the waist.
6. Remain grabbing your opponent’s right wrist with your left hand as you execute a right outward back knuckle
strike to is right ribs. Continue the clockwise circle of your right arm as you now go over and on top of your opponent’s bent body converting your right hand into a right inward hammerfist strike to the back of your opponent’s right ribs. With your opponent bent over and leaning forward at the time of your right hammerfist strike,
the Angle of Incidence (upon contact) should be ideal.
7. With your left hand still maintaining its grab, have your right hammerfist slide to your opponent’s right armpit.
Immediately have your left foot slide counterclockwise toward 4:30, push down on your opponent’s right armpit
with your right hammerfist, have your left hand switch its grab and pull your opponent’s right arm (which is fully
stretched) up and diagonally toward you (pulling from 10:30 to 4:30 and dislocate your opponent’s right shoulder.
8. Without disrupting the flow of your action, guide your opponent to the right of you and force his face to the
ground as you release your left hand grab. With your opponent now to the right of you, with his head in the direction of 4:30, pivot and rotate your body clockwise 180 degrees a you then plant, your left foot to the left of
your opponent’s body to straddle him. Immediately drop both knees to your opponent’s right and left rib cage
while simultaneously executing two heel palm strikes to his left and right mastoid respectively.
9. Bounce up and immediately execute a right heel stomp kick to the back of your opponent’s head, plant your
right foot to the right of his head, pivot counterclockwise and have your right knee drop onto the back of your
opponent’s neck. Counterbalance your arms so that they are positionally checking at all times.
10. With your right knee resting on the back of your opponent’s neck, have your left foot crossover your opponent’s
left arm as the heel of your left foot then hooks and strikes the left side of your opponent’s face. Your hands are
positionally checking in front of your chest.
11. Leap toward 4:30 by pushing off with your left foot and landing on your right foot into a right one leg stance as
you now face 10:30. Have both arms positionally check - left arm down and right arm at medium height.
12. Rotate your body counterclockwise 180 degrees and plant your left foot back toward 4:30. Immediately execute
a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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DARTING MACE ______________________________________________________________________ No. 14
(Front: Two-hand wrist grab)
1. With your feet together and both of your opponent’s hands grabbing your right wrist, step forward (between your
opponent’s legs) with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), as your right hand countergrabs
your opponent’s right wrist, and your left forearm simultaneously strikes down on your opponent’s right forearm.
2. Without disrupting the flow of your left hand convert it into a left vertical punch to your opponent’s chin, while
pulling your opponent’s right arm past your right hip with your right hand. (Initially your opponent’s head comes
down and toward you. Your punch drives his head back.)
3. As you pivot into a left forward bow (facing 12 o’clock), as your left hand slides down your opponent’s torso and
on top of his arms, finally acting as a guide for a right vertical punch to your opponent’s solar plexus. (Your opponent will bend forward at the waist, and may move back.)
4. Slide your right foot forward into a right close cat stance, as your left hand contours up your opponent’s chest,
and becomes a left thrusting outward handsword strike to your opponent’s throat. (This will temporarily detain
your opponent’s body.) During this action your right fist cocks to your right ribcage (palm up).
5. Continue to have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow (buckling the inside of your opponent’s
right knee), and thrust a right heel palm strike to your opponent’s chin, as your left hand reverses its previous
motion, and becomes a left sliding check onto your opponent’s arms. (Your opponent’s head snaps back and
his body is driven away.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
6. Immediately go into a left front crossover toward 12 o’clock while simultaneously circling your right arm counterclockwise and executing a right outward horizontal hammerfist strike to your opponent’s right rib cage. Without
disrupting the flow of your action pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow and deliver a left inward hooking heel
palm claw to the right side of your opponent’s face. Have your right arm horizontally check against your opponent’ chest.
7. Pivot counterclockwise into a rotating left front twist stance as you simultaneously execute a right overhead
hooking diagonal downward punch to your opponent’s left cheek bone, which action then converts into a right
inward elbow strike to his left jaw hinge. When residually pivoting into both strikes use Quarter Beat Timing.
8. Pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow as you execute a left uppercut to your opponent’s chin. Simultaneously
have your right hand and arm horizontally check across your opponent’s right arm and body respectively.
9. Follow up with a front chicken kick. This is done by first having your left foot front scoop your opponent’s groin
and the ball of your right foot kicking his solar plexus, or chin.
10. From the contact point of your right kick execute a right front crossover and double cover out toward 7:30.
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HOOKING WINGS ____________________________________________________________________ No. 15
(Front: Two-hand low push)
1. With your feet together, drop back with your left foot toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock),
as you hook with both of your hands (shape of the crane) to the inside of your opponent’s wrists, jerking your
opponent’s arms down, outside and past your hips. (This will allow your opponent’s momentum to continue into
you, but direct his weapons outside of your Outer Rim.)
2. Slide your right foot back into a cat stance, and deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent’s groin.
Be sure to utilize the Borrowed Force from his attempted push, as well as from your pulling action. (This kick
will bend your opponent forward at the waist and stop his Body Momentum.)
3. Drop forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), while looping a right inward downward diagonal hammerfist strike to your opponent’s left jaw hinge. Immediately (continuing with a figure 8 pattern) loop a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right jaw hinge, as your left hand checks at your solar plexus.
(These strikes should further disorient your opponent, and possibly drop him to the ground.)
4. Shuffle forward (push-drag) as your follow up with a right upward elbow strike to your opponent’s chin, while
your left hand continues to check. (This will snap your opponent’s head back.)
5. Immediately reverse your motion and execute a right downward heel palm-claw, first striking the bridge of the
nose, and then clawing the eyes and face. (This should break your opponent’s nose, obscure his vision, and
force him to the ground.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
6. With both your hands positionally checking, shift your left foot slightly (very small adjustment) toward 4:30 and
execute a right hooking heel kick to the inside of your opponent’s left knee to buckle his leg out. Follow through
with your right hook kick and immediately reverse the motion by executing a right downward looping roundhouse ball kick to the outside, and back of, your opponent’s left knee. This action should bend his knee further.
7. As your right foot plants to its previous Point of Origin slightly rotate your body counterclockwise as it faces 4:30
and execute a right reverse hooking heel kick to the right side of your opponent’s face, or any available opening. If you need to shuffle, prior to kicking, to properly gauge or distance, please feel free to do so.
8. Plant your right foot toward 10:30 and bounce into a right back stiff-leg lifting bounce kick to your opponent’s
groin while simultaneously executing a right back stiff-arm rising heel palm claw to his face.
9. From the contact point of your right back heel kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward
4:30.
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SHIELD AND SWORD _________________________________________________________________ No. 16
(Front: Left step through punch)
1. Standing with your feet together, step forward and to your right (toward 1:30) with your right foot into a right forward bow, as your deliver a left extended outward block (use a handsword block) to the outside of your opponent’s left elbow. Have your right handsword cock beside your right ear, palm out. (This should cancel the width
of your opponent’s action.)
2. Immediately pivot to your left (into a horse), as your strike with a right inward handsword to the back of your
opponent’s neck (follow through with a chop so that it controls your opponent’s Height Zones, as your right forearm and elbow check your opponent’s left shoulder to minimize his leverage). Simultaneously have your left
hand check your opponent’s left arm. (This should drive your opponent’s head and body down.)
3. Pivot into a right forward bow (facing 12 o’clock), as you deliver a left inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent’s left lower ribcage, and have your right hand check (Bracing Angle Check) your opponent’s left arm at
his elbow. (Your opponent will bend forward at the waist.)
4. Shift your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow, as your left hand hooks out and down
(like a waiter carrying a tray) on top of your opponent’s left forearm. Simultaneously with this action, execute a
right inward raking hammerfist strike to your opponent’s left kidney.
5. Immediately follow up with a right roundhouse kick to your opponent’s right kidney. (This should drive your opponent to his knees.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
6. From the contact point of your right roundhouse kick, have your right foot gently touch the ground as you vigorously slide your left foot toward 3 o’clock (to position you behind your opponent as well as give you a better Angle of Execution), which then triggers you into executing a right knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent’s
right knee. This is an example of residual action whereby Body Momentum is kept at a constant flow.
7. Plant, adjust, and position your right foot (for proper angle and distance) and execute a left front scoop kick to
your opponent’s groin (from the rear).
8. Again plant, adjust, and position your left foot (for proper angle and distance) and execute a right knife-edge
kick to your opponent’s spine.
9. From the position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
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GIFT IN RETURN _____________________________________________________________________ No. 17
(Front: Hand shake)
1. With your feet together and your opponent squeezing your right hand with his right hand, step forward and to
your left (toward 11 o’clock) with your left foot into a left neutral bow to the outside of your opponent’s right leg.
(Your left leg should be hugging and checking your opponent’s right leg Hugging Check.) Simultaneously have
your left hand assist your right hand, to strike to your opponent’s groin by thrusting down on your opponent’s
right forearm. (Your opponent will bend forward at the waist.)
2. Shift your left hand around and back of your opponent’s right leg, and grab your opponent’s right wrist, as your
right foot shifts clockwise toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 4:30). Immediately pull and lift with your
left hand as your push down against your opponent’s right hip with your right hand. This is done to put pressure
on your opponent’s testicles, limit your opponent’s leverage, and check his Height Zones to nullify his ability to
kick. (This will lift your opponent onto the tips of his toes.)
3. Immediately deliver a right step through knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent’s left knee, as you release
your left hand grasp, and while maintaining the check with your right hand. (This will buckle your opponent’s left
leg to the ground, and expose his tail bone.)
4. Without any hesitation plant your right foot between your opponent’s legs (making sure that you gauge it
properly), and deliver a left knee strike to your opponent’s tailbone. (This will drive your opponent forward and
away from you.)
With your left foot in the air (or after it plants forward, depending on circumstances), execute a left front crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
5. From the Point of Contact of your left knee strike execute a left thrusting knife-edge kick (pivoting clockwise during the action) to the back of your opponent’s right knee.
6. From the contact point of your left knife-edge kick execute a left front crossover (gauging the proper distance Gauging Leg) toward 10:30 and immediately pivot clockwise into a right spinning stiff-leg back kick toward 4:30
to your opponent’s groin from the rear.
7. Gauge your distance as you plant your right foot forward toward 4:30 (with your back toward your opponent)
and immediately (using Marriage of Gravity) execute a left rear crossover toward six o’clock while delivering a
right outward back knuckle strike (from left to right) to the back of your opponent’s left kidney (whose back is
facing you). Have your left hand positionally check during this maneuver.
8. While remaining in-place pivot counterclockwise into a left neutral bow (facing 4:30) as you execute a left outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right kidney (into the same manner, but to the opposite side). Without disturbing the flow of motion have your right foot step through toward 4:30, drop into a right wide kneel to
the back of your opponent’s neck.
9. Immediately execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
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BOW OF COMPULSION ________________________________________________________________ No. 18
(Front: Wrist lock—against chest)
1. With your opponent pinning your right hand against his chest (after your unintentional push), and with your feet
parallel to each other, step forward toward 12 o’clock with your right foot into a right neutral bow (between your
opponent’s legs). Simultaneously execute a right downward elbow strike to your opponent’s solar plexus or
groin, depending on the height of your opponent as your left hand checks diagonally across your opponent’s
hands. (Your opponent will bend forward at the waist.)
2. With your left hand still guarding diagonally, drop down into a right wide kneel stance (keeping your back erect),
as you drop your right hand down, raking your opponent’s testicles with a right heel palm claw. (This will temporarily stun your opponent.)
3. Immediately follow up with a right underhand reverse handsword to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent’s
knees should buckle, bending forward.)
4. While in your slightly modified wide kneel stance execute (using the Geometric Path of a figure eight) a right
back knuckle strike to the inside of your opponent’s left knee, followed by a downward looping right punch to
inside of his right knee..
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30, increasing your Height Zone with each maneuver.
5. Rise up from your right wide kneel stance into a right neutral bow while executing a right outward raking back
knuckle (fashion after a vertical outward block) to the right side of your opponent’s nose. Have your left hand
positionally check at waist level. Immediately pivot (in-place) into a right forward bow as you deliver a left heel
palm strike (fingers in and palm forward) to your opponent’s solar plexus. Have your right hand positioned
slightly in front and to the right of your head with the fist still clenched and palm facing out.
6. Pivot into a right neutral bow as you simultaneously execute a right inward raking back knuckle slice to the left
side of your opponent’s face.
7. Without disrupting the sequence of your action execute a left outward two-finger hook to your opponent’s eyes
followed by a right inward elbow strike (shuffling forward if necessary) to the left side of your opponent’s jaw
simultaneous with your left heel palm, again being employed as a supporting brace (sandwiching effect).
8. Have your right elbow pass through your opponent’s jaw and immediately reverse its action by executing a right
outward elbow strike to the right side of your opponent’s jaw. (Left hand at this point is positionally checking
low).
9. Have your right elbow pass through your opponent’s jaw as you follow-up with a right outward heel palm claw to
the left side of your opponent’s face in addition to a left inward heel palm claw to his face and immediately return with a right inward diagonal downward heel palm claw to the left side of your opponent’s face.
10. Execute a right front scoop kick to your opponent’s groin as you thrust a left outward heel palm to your opponent’s sternum. Simultaneous with this action have your right hand flow from its previous strike to cock near
your right ear.
11. Immediately replant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow while executing a right inside downward heel
palm strike (fingers in and diagonally down with palm facing away from you) to your opponent’s solar plexus.
12. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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OBSTRUCTING THE STORM ___________________________________________________________ No. 19
(Front: Right step through overhead club)
1. With your feet together, have your left foot step slightly forward and to your left on a 45 degree angle (first moving toward 10:30, but ending facing 1:30 in a horse stance). Simultaneously cross your right wrist over your left
wrist (upward cross block) to block your opponent’s attacking hand, at his right wrist, at a level above your head
and off of your right shoulder. (This is to catch your opponent’s right arm while getting out of the Line of Attack.
2. Grab your opponent’s right wrist with your right hand as your left foot steps forward to 1:30 (“cat in and around”
his right leg if necessary) into a left neutral bow. Simultaneously strike your opponent’s right elbow with your left
forearm by first thrusting vertically and then rolling it horizontally forcing your opponent’s right arm down while
your right hand pulls in, down, and past your right hip (rolling check). (This action should force your opponent’s
head down with the possibility of having it strike your left knee.)
3. Immediately deliver a right snapping knee strike to your opponent’s head or chest. This is done without raising
your body. (This action should drive your opponent away.)
Replant your right foot to its Point of Origin into a left neutral bow (facing 1:30). Left front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
4. Replant your right foot to its Point of Origin as you again form a left neutral bow, with your left hand positionally
checking. Simultaneously have your right hand grab your opponent’s club at the free end and disarm him. Immediately execute a right upward strike to your opponent’s face with the opposite end of the club.
5. Step back with your left foot toward 7:30 and as you circle your club counterclockwise, execute a right outward
downward club strike to the back of your opponent’s right elbow. Follow through with the action of your right
club strike.
6. Immediately execute a right front crossover toward 9 o’clock into a left rear twist stance. Simultaneously have
your right hand circle clockwise while delivering a right inward downward club strike to the front of your opponent’s right knee.
7. Have your left foot step out toward 10:30 into a transitional left neutral bow and immediately pivot clockwise into
a right neutral bow, facing 4:30 as you execute a right outward downward club strike to the back of your opponent’s right knee.
8. Shuffle forward (push-drag) toward 4:30 as you execute a right underhand club strike (snapping your wrist to
enhance your action) to the underside of your opponent’s groin (his back is facing you at this point).
9. Immediately go into a right front crossover toward 10:30 (into a left rear twist stance) as you execute
(counterclockwise) a right looping outward downward club strike to the back of your opponent’s head. This action is done while utilizing Marriage of Gravity.
10. Left step through and cover out twice toward 11 o’clock.
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TWIN KIMONO _______________________________________________________________________ No. 20
(Front: Two-hand lapel grab—push out)
1. With your feet together, step back toward 6 o’clock with your left foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock)
as your left arm pins your opponent’s arms at the wrists. Simultaneously deliver a right upward forearm strike
against your opponent’s elbow joints. (This will raise your opponent onto the tips of his toes.)
2. Immediately shift your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30, as you deliver a right outward back knuckle strike
to your opponent’s solar plexus. (This will take the wind out of your opponent, and force him to bend forward.)
3. Then circle your right arm counterclockwise, and execute an inward downward diagonal strike against your opponent’s left forearm, finishing with your right palm up, and your left hand checking high. (Make sure that your
opponent’s arms are driven down and diagonally to your left.) (Your opponent should rapidly bend down.)
4. Immediately Round The Corner, and strike with a right snapping outward handsword to your opponent’s throat.
Keep your left hand checking in the Neutral Zone. (This will stop your opponent, and cause him to fall to the
ground.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 4.30.
5. Without delay execute a left front crossover toward 10:30 as you simultaneously deliver a left heel palm strike to
your opponent’s jaw. Have your right hand check both of your opponent’s arms during the course of this maneuver.
6. Without disrupting the flow of your action execute a right knee kick (threading during this maneuver) to your opponent’s right inner knee. Immediately following up with a right heel stomp to your opponent’s right instep while
simultaneously delivering a right lifting forearm strike to the underside of your opponent’s jaw.
7. Have your right foot step back (step through reverse) toward 4:30 and immediately execute a left front crossover stomp (toward 1:30 onto your opponent’s left instep, as you simultaneously execute a left inward heel palm
claw to the right side of his face. Positionally check with your right arm and hand.
8. Have your left foot slide off of your opponent’s left in step and pivot clockwise approximately 180 degrees
(adjusting if necessary) as you execute a right spinning back heel kick to your opponent’s midsection. Immediately execute a right front crossover (left rear twist) while properly timed with a right upward outward claw to
your opponent’s face.
9. From the contact point of your right claw complete your crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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SLEEPER ___________________________________________________________________________ No. 21
(Front: Right straight step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, step to your left on a 45 degree angle with your left foot (toward 11 o'clock ) into a left
neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). Simultaneous with this action deliver a left inward block to the outside of your
opponent's right arm (at or above the elbow). Your right arm hangs naturally to the right side of your body. (Your
block should cancel the width of your opponent's body.)
2. Pivot (in-place) into a left forward bow as you deliver a right inner diagonal wrist strike up and to the left side of
your opponent's neck, and check your opponent’s right arm with your left hand (Bracing Angle Check). (This will
stun your opponent.)
3. Immediately step around and back of your opponent's right leg (Cat Around) with your right leg into a modified
horse stance, grab your right wrist with your left hand (from behind your opponent’s head) and pull toward you,
applying pressure against his neck - Carotid Arteries. (This action should render your opponent’ helpless, and
may cause him to temporarily lose consciousness.
4. Slightly pivot toward 10:30 into a left forward bow, as your buckle your opponent’s right leg with your right leg.
Immediately shift your left foot back toward 4:30 while forcing your opponent to the ground (like a winding staircase), and forcing him to the ground.
5. With your opponent now on his back (head pointed toward 5 and 6 o’clock) and you positioned in a left neutral
bow to the right of his body, follow up with a right vertical punch to his face simultaneous with a right knee drop
(left close kneel stance) to your opponent’s right rib cage. Your left hand is pushing your opponent’s right arm
down and across his body to keep it in check.
Shift your right foot toward 12 o’clock, and gradually increasing your Height Zone, execute a left front crossover,
and cover out to ward 10:30.
6. From the contact point of your right punch have your right hand grab your opponent’s right shoulder as your left
hand assists you in rolling him over (clockwise) and onto his stomach.
7. Raise up (in-place) into a left neutral bow, adjust your right foot to your right and instantly pivot your entire body
clockwise so that you now face 10:30 into a right neutral bow. Immediately drop into a right close kneel stance
as you drive your left knee down into your opponent’s left kidney. Have both of your hands positionally check for
the unexpected.
8. Spring up from your knee strike, as you pivot counterclockwise, have your left foot step through reverse toward
12 o’clock, and execute a right downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent’s tailbone. Your left leg is
your gauging leg to obtain the best distance and angle.
9. Immediately plant your right foot between your opponent’s legs into a transitory right reverse cat stance, pivot
clockwise toward 6 o’clock into a close right neutral bow, step toward 4:30 with your left foot, plant it alongside
of your opponent’s left hip, drop into a left close kneel stance as you drive your right knee down into his lower
spine, while executing a right heel palm strike to the back of your opponent’s head (concrete facial) while positionally checking with your left hand.
10. Spring up from your right knee drop with your left foot still in-place and spin counterclockwise 180 degrees while
executing a right spinning reverse stiff-leg sweep kick toward 6:30 to the left side of your opponent’s head
(ending in a right reverse bow stance).
11. From the contact position of your kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30 o’clock.
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SPIRALING TWIG _____________________________________________________________________ No. 22
(Rear: Bear hug—arms free)
1. With your feet together, step with your right foot toward 3 o’clock into a house stance, as your right and left middle-knuckle fists strike to the back of your opponent’s top hand (or hands depending on the type of grab). Immediately drop both of your elbows to pin your opponent’s arms. (The Minor Move of your knuckle strikes should
loosen your opponent’s grip, and your elbows should clear and pin your opponent’s arms to your body.) Without
hesitation, follow up by grabbing your opponent’s right hand with both of yours, making sure that your thumbs
are on tip, and with your fingers inside of your opponent’s palm.
2. Have your left foot step forward toward 1:30, pulling your opponent forward and off balance, while starting a
clockwise wrist twist. Be sure to keep your right elbow anchored, as it continues to pin your opponent’s right
arm. Immediately pivot clockwise, as your execute a step through reverse with your right foot into a left neutral
bow facing 7:30, and both of your hand continue to twist your opponent’s right wrist clockwise in a very tight
circle close to your body to maintain control. (Your rapid Body Momentum further disturbs your opponent’s balance, and will probably break his wrist.)
3. Deliver a right front snapping ball kick to the right ribs of your opponent, while continuing to pull your opponent’s
right arm past your right hip, and still maintaining the wrist twist. (This should stun your opponent.)
4. As you plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow (facing 7:30), make sure that your right foot plants
alongside of your opponent’s right knee (from the inside) to keep that leg in check. Simultaneously have your
left hand check your opponent’s right elbow by pushing it down past your right hip, as you deliver a right underhand stiff-arm back knuckle strike (remembering to use torque during the procedure) to your opponent’s face or
temple (depending upon how the head is positioned). (This should snap your opponent’s head back as you follow through with the action of your right hand.)
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.
5. Immediately execute a left rear crossover toward 9 o’clock while simultaneously delivering a right outward, diagonally downward, raking hammerfist strike to and through the right side of your opponent’s face (traveling from
left to right and from top to bottom).
6. As you pivot counterclockwise into a right neutral bow, reverse the motion of your right hand and execute a right
inward upward heel palm claw to the left side of your opponent’s face.
7. Without disrupting the flow of your action (Body Momentum) pivot counterclockwise (toward 10:30) while executing a right back heel kick (executed as a vertical hook) to the underside of your opponent’s jaw to straighten
his posture.
8. With your right foot still in the air execute a right back thrusting heel kick toward 4:30 to your opponent’s solar
plexus.
9. From the contact position of your right kick plant your right foot to toward 10:30 (gauging your leg during the
maneuver - Gauging Leg) and turn counterclockwise while executing a left back thrusting heel kick toward 4:30
to any available opening.
10. From the contact position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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CROSS OF DESTRUCTION _____________________________________________________________ No. 23
(Rear: Two-hand choke)
1. With your feet together, and your opponent choking you from the rear with both of his hands, step to your left to
9 o’clock into a horse stance (facing 12 o’clock), as your grab both of your opponent’s wrists with both of your
hands (right to right and left to left). Be sure to tuck your chin to your chest.
2. Immediately turn your head clockwise, and have your right foot step behind your left foot (step through reverse)
toward 7:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 1:30), as you force your neck against your opponent’s thumbs to possibly break them, and help release the grab. Without loss of motion, have your left hand cross your opponent’s
left arm over his own right arm. At this point, your left arm pushes forward, as your right arm pulls in and toward
you. (There is more pulling than pushing here, and your actions should effectively cancel your opponent’s
zones.)
3. Deliver a right front snap ball kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee cap. (This will buckle your opponent’s right knee out, and drop his Height Zones.)
4. Plant your right foot forward toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow, and pull in with your left arm, as you push out
with your right arm, causing your opponent to break his left elbow against his own right arm. (The execution of
your right hand during the above action resembles a right vertical back knuckle thrust.) (In addition to breaking
his arm, your actions should cause hour opponent to fall to the ground.
Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30
5. While maintaining your wrist grabs, have your left foot cheat back slightly toward 6 o’clock and immediately
slide your right foot back toward 4:30 into a right reverse bow to buckle the inside of your opponent’s left knee.
Simultaneously release your right hand during the buckle, circle it counterclockwise, execute a right back
knuckle strike to your opponent’s left rib cage, and residually follow through with a right inward overhead looping back knuckle strike to the back of his right mastoid. Have your left hand continue to hold onto your opponent’s left wrist.
6. Immediately execute a right slicing knife-edge kick to and through the inside of your opponent’s right knee converting it into a right front crossover (into a left rear twist stance) toward 10:30. Simultaneously have your right
arm continue to circle counterclockwise as it loops into a right downward hammerfist strike to the left side of
your opponent’s jaw. Your left hand maintains its grab.
7. Release your left hand, pivot counterclockwise, out of your left rear twist stance, and execute a left back scooping heel kick to your opponent’s groin.
8. From the contact position of your left scoop kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward
10:30 o’clock.
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FLIGHT TO FREEDOM _________________________________________________________________ No. 24
(Rear: Hammerlock)
1. With your feet together and your opponent locking your right arm, step back counterclockwise to 5 o’clock with
your left foot into a right transitory neutral bow (modify the depth or width of your stance as the situation dictates), as your right hand countergrabs your opponent’s right wrist.
2. Without hesitation continue to pivot your entire body counterclockwise into a left neutral bow (or horse stance
depending on circumstances), as you attempt to deliver a left outward elbow strike to your opponent’s face, and
have it blocked.
3. Immediately turn clockwise, as you have your left foot step through toward 1:30 into a right reverse cat stance.
Straighten your right arm during this transition, while maintaining your grab to your opponent’s right wrist, pulling your opponent to you, and upsetting his balance.
4. From your right reverse cat, deliver a right thrusting back heel kick to your opponent’s right ribcage (this should
bend your opponent forward at the waist, and the extension of your kick will back him up), as your immediately
plant your right foot toward 7:00.
5. As you pivot your entire body clockwise, twist your opponent’s right arm clockwise in a very tight circle, and
have your left hand positionally check. (This will turn your opponent over, down and to his left.)
6. Follow up with a left front thrusting ball kick to your opponent’s left inner knee. (This will buckle his knee outward, and drop his Height Zones.)
7. Without planting your left foot, have it cross in front of your right foot toward 10:30 (converting it into a left front
twist stance with your head focused toward 4:30), as your simultaneously execute a left hammering heel palm
strike on top of your opponent’s right elbow joint. Again, this is done while still maintaining your grab to your
opponent’s right wrist. (This should break your opponent’s right elbow joint, and force him to bend over.)
Complete the crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
8. Pivot clockwise 180 degrees into a right neutral bow stance facing 4:30 as you execute a right outward back
knuckle strike to your opponent’s right kidney. During this maneuver: have your left hand slide down your opponent’s right arm, then grab and control his right wrist, insert a right back elbow strike to your opponent’s right
triceps, but without disturbing the flow of your back knuckle strike.
9. Without loss of momentum have your right hand check your opponent’s right arm as you execute a left knee
kick to your opponent’s lower abdomen. Your left hand continues its check.
10. Plant your left foot (gauging your distance during this maneuver) and immediately execute a right knee kick to
your opponent's chest.
11. From the Point of Contact of your right knee kick, execute a right side thrusting knife-edge kick toward 7:30 to
the inside of your opponent’s left knee.
12. From the Point of Contact of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.
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1. BEGGING HANDS ____________________________________________ Front: Two-hand grab to wrists
2. THRUSTING WEDGE ______________________________________________Front: Two-hand high push
3. FLASHING WINGS _______________________________________________ Front: Right straight punch)
4. HUGGING PENDULUM ___________________________________ Front: Right thrusting knife-edge kick
5. REPEATED DEVASTATION ________________________________________________ Rear: Full Nelson
6. ENTANGLED WING _____________________________________________ Front: Arm lock as instructed
7. DEFYING THE STORM ______________________________ Front: Right step through roundhouse club
8. RAKING MACE____________________________________________ Front: Two-hand lapel grab—pull in
9. SNAKING TALON ____________________________________________________ Front: Two-hand push
10. SHIELD AND MACE __________________________________________ Front: Right step through punch
11. RETREATING PENDULUM _____________________________ Front: Left rear crossover right heel kick
12. TRIPPING ARROW _______________________________________________ Front: Bear hug - arms free
13. FALLEN CROSS _____________________________________________________Rear: Two-hand choke
14. RETURNING STORM _________________________ Front: Right roundhouse and backhand club attack
15. CROSSED TWIGS _____________________________________________ Rear: Two-hand grab to wrists
16. TWIST OF FATE ______________________________________________________ Front: Two-hand push
17. FLASHING MACE ___________________________________________ Front: Right step through punch
18. GIFT OF DESTINY _______________________________________________________ Front: Handshake
19. WINGS OF SILK ________________________________________________________ Rear: Two-arm lock
20. GRIPPING TALON ___________________________________________ Front: Left hand direct wrist grab
21. GATHERING CLOUDS_______________________ Front: Right straight punch - shuffle, left neutral bow
22. DESTRUCTIVE TWINS ________________________________________ Front: Two-hand choke—pull in
23. BROKEN RAM ___________________________________ Front: Tackle with your opponent’s arms wide
24. CIRCLING THE HORIZON _____________________________________ Front: Right step through punch
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BEGGING HANDS _____________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Front: Two-hand grab to wrists)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your left foot toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o’clock) as you have both of your hands circle from inside out, so that they circle over and on top of your opponent’s wrists, simulating begging with two hands (with palms up).
2. Without disturbing your flow of motion, slide your right foot back into a right 45 degree cat stance and immediately deliver a right front snapping ball kick, to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent should bend forward at
the waist, as his entire body moves away from you.)
3. Plant your right foot toward 12 o’clock (making sure that you adjust the depth of your planting foot, according to
circumstances) and deliver a left front snapping ball kick to your opponent’s chin or chest. (Your opponent’ head
and chest should snap up.)
4. As you plant your left foot forward into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), deliver two torquing heel palm
thrusts under your opponent’s ribcage (Fitting). Shuffle forward if needed. (This should knock the wind out of
your opponent, cause him to bend forward at the waist, and possibly drop to the ground.)
Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. Have your right foot step toward 11 o’clock into a right neutral bow as your right knee steps through your opponent’s right knee to buckle him. Simultaneously have both of your hands grab the flesh of his chest and
squeeze (vice-like move) to cause excruciating pain.
6. While maintaining both grabs execute a left rear crossover toward 1 o’clock. Immediately have your right foot
slide toward 1:30 into a right reverse bow as it buckles and spreads your opponent’s left leg from inside out.
Simultaneous with this buckle execute a right inward horizontal heel palm strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw. During this action have your left hand retain its grab of you opponent’s chest.
7. Execute a right front crossover toward 7:30. During the crossover have your right foot sweep your opponent’s
right foot toward 7:30 in order to further spread his legs apart. Simultaneous with this sweep have your right
hand, which has passed through your opponent’s jaw, convert into a check to your opponent’s right shoulder.
During this action also execute a left inward horizontal heel palm-claw strike to the right side of your opponent’s
face.
8. Pivot counterclockwise out of your twist stance and execute a left back thrusting heel kick to any available
opening.
9. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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THRUSTING WEDGE ___________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Front: Two-hand high push)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward between your opponent’s legs with your right foot into a right forward bow while thrusting both of your forearms forward, thus using them as wedges inside of your opponent’s
arms. (It is the outer portion of your forearms that are used to wedge.) Continue the flow of your action as you
convert the movement of your arms into two rolling upward-outward claws (rolling check) (your right hand rolls
counterclockwise and your left clockwise) to your opponent’s eyes. (This should stop your opponent’s forward
momentum and blur his vision.)
2. Pivot into a right fighting horse as you execute a right upward elbow strike under the chin of your opponent.
During the same course of action have your left hand grab your opponent’s right arm, strike down to his right
wrist, grab his right wrist with your left hand, and jerk that arm down, past, and below your left hip. (The effect
should stun your opponent and control his Height Zones.)
3. Pivot into a right neutral bow as your follow up with a right downward heel palm claw to the bridge of your opponent’s nose and then to his eyes. (This should break your opponent’s nose and again blur his vision.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
4. Have your right heel palm claw continue down, through, and past the bridge of your opponent’s nose. Without
disrupting the flow and course of your right hand , have the finger tips of your right hand rake down and through
your opponent’s groin. Immediately reverse the action of your right hand and execute a right reverse handsword
strike to the underside of your opponent’s groin. Have your left hand horizontally check in front of your face in
anticipation of any reaction that may stem from either of your opponent’s arms.
5. Without hesitation execute a right downward back knuckle strike to the back of your opponent’s left knee (to
buckle him).
6. Have your right hand grab the back of your opponent’s left knee. Have your left foot step forward toward 12
o’clock into a left neutral bow simultaneous with a left heel palm thrust to his jaw.
7. Execute a right rear crossover toward 10:30, step through and toward 10:30 with your left foot into a left reverse bow, as you buckle your opponent’s right knee with your left knee from inside out, while continuing to
thrust against your opponent’s jaw with your left hand, and pulling your opponent’s left knee toward you with
your right hand.
8. With this action forcing your opponent onto his back (with his head pointing toward 1:30) slide your left foot toward 1:30 (gauging your distance - Gauging Leg) and have your right knee drop onto your opponent’s groin.
9. In anticipation of your opponent closing his legs because of the pain, have both of your hands hook his knees
(right hand to left knee and left hand to right knee) from inside out (like Hooking Wings) to force and hold his
legs apart. Raise up on your right foot, cock your left knee and execute a left heel stomp to your opponent’s
groin.
10. Execute a left crossover stomp onto your opponent’s left ankle and immediately leap out into a double cover out
toward 6 o’clock.
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FLASHING WINGS _____________________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Right straight punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your left foot step toward 11 o'clock into a left neutral bow, while simultaneously
executing a left inward block to the outside of your opponent's right arm (at or above the elbow), as your right
hand cocks to your right hip (fist clenched and palm up). Your left knee should positionally check your opponent's right knee.
2. Pivot into a left forward bow as you deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's right lower
ribcage, which follows through after making contact and bypasses your opponent's ribs. Your left hand slides
and checks your opponent's right arm, just below the shoulder, during the course of your elbow strike. (Your
opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Pivot clockwise into a horse stance as you execute a right outward elbow strike to your opponent's right kidney.
Simultaneously deliver a left outward heel-palm claw across your opponent's face (making sure that your left
forearm is a sliding check as it travels up the right arm of your opponent). (Your opponent's head should snap
back and turn to his right.)
4. Immediately pivot clockwise into a left reverse wide kneel (with your body facing 4:30, but your head looking at
12 o'clock). As you pivot, deliver a right outward hooking handsword to the back of your opponent's neck. Make
sure that your right arm travels diagonally, down, and with your elbow anchored. Within the same flow of motion, follow up with a left inward handsword strike to the back of your opponent's neck. (This should drive you
opponent's head downward.)
5. Pivot counterclockwise into a left reverse close kneel stance as your left hand slides down and past your opponent's right shoulder to check and pin his right arm to his body. Simultaneous with this action execute a right
upward thrusting handsword (palm up), as you pivot into a left wide kneel stance, to your opponent's throat.
(This should snap your opponent's head back.)
Left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 4:30.
6. Execute a left front crossover sweep of your opponent’s right leg. During this action have your right hand circle
counter clockwise to execute a right inward circular five-finger claw. Your left hand continues to check your opponent’s right arm.
7. Immediately pivot clockwise as you execute a right spinning stiff-legged sweep to the back of your opponent’s
right leg. (Your opponent should start to fall toward the ground.) Counterbalance the action of your sweep by
executing a right thrusting heel palm to your opponent’s chin. All the while have your left hand check your opponent’s right arm and shoulder.
8. Immediately have your right palm push your opponent’s chin counterclockwise simultaneously as your left hand
grabs and assists you in turning his arm and body counterclockwise. With both of your arms turning, as well as,
forcing your opponent’s spine to arch back toward 9 o’clock, execute a right knee kick to his spine. Have your
right knee kick supported and braced by both of your arms.
9. From the position of your right knee kick, deliver a right side thrusting knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent’s left knee to buckle him for a second time.
10. From the position of your right side thrust kick, execute a right front crossover toward 8:30 while simultaneously
have the fingers of your right hand rip across your opponent’s face from left to right.
11. Complete your double cover out toward 8:30.
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HUGGING PENDULUM _________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right thrusting knife-edge kick)
1. While in a right neutral bow, shuffle back (push-drag) toward 7:30 as you deliver a right hammering downward
diagonal block on the outside of your opponent’s right kicking leg. Have your blocking arm travel from 10:30 to
4:30. (This action should disturb your opponent’s balance, injure his leg, inflict pain, and turn his body to his
left.)
2. Without delay execute a left front crossover, cross your right hand (palm up) to your left hip, and positionally
check with your left hand. Immediately deliver a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s left knee.
(This should buckle your opponent’s left knee to the ground.)
3. As you plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow, follow up with a right outward horizontal back
knuckle strike to your opponent’s right mastoid, or right temple. Arc your strike to the right and return with a right
inward horizontal hooking heel palm claw to the left side of your opponent’s face. Maintain a bend in your right
elbow throughout your action. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.
Left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 4:30.
4. Follow through with the action of your right heel palm claw and with the residual use of your Body Momentum
have your right foot slide toward 9 o’clock, pivot your entire body counterclockwise, execute a left outward horizontal heel palm claw to your opponent’s face followed by a right hooking punch to the same target.
5. While still maintaining your circular flow of motion, execute a right roundhouse ball kick to your opponent’s sternum. (Adjust the position of your left foot if needed when kicking.)
6. From the position of your right kick, plant your right foot toward 10:30 (up the circle), and immediately turn counterclockwise as you execute a low left spinning side thrusting knife-edge kick (using the side of your heel) to
your opponent’s neck.
7. From the position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6:00
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REPEATED DEVASTATION______________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Rear: Full Nelson)
1. While in a Full Nelson, move your right foot toward 3 o'clock into a narrow horse stance, as you strike over and
back of your head with both of your fists to your opponent's face. The palms of your hands should face forward
when sandwiching your opponent's head. (Your opponent should loosen his grip.)
2. While dropping lower into your horse, drive both of your elbows down to your opponent's biceps (palms still facing you). Immediately thrust both fists toward the ground (palms facing you) as you straighten and stiffen your
knees, body, and neck.
3. Step forward with your left foot, between 12 and 1 o'clock, into a transitional left neutral bow and pivot clockwise
into a right forward bow (facing 6 o'clock). While pivoting, deliver a right outward thrusting elbow strike to the
right side of your opponent's jaw. As you strike, pin your opponent's left forearm to your body with your left forearm. (This should rock your opponent's head back.)
4. Slide your left foot back to its Point of Origin, step forward with your right foot between 11 and 12 o'clock into a
transitional right neutral bow, and pivot counterclockwise into a left forward bow (facing 6 o'clock). While pivoting, deliver a left outward thrusting elbow strike to the left side of your opponent's jaw. During this action have
your right forearm maintain a check by smartly resting on your opponent's right forearm. (Again, your opponent's head should rock back.)
Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
5. Immediately have your left arm circle counterclockwise and around your opponent’s neck (from the left side) as
you then apply a headlock. While still maintaining the head lock with your left arm, have your left foot shift back
and toward 12 o’clock into a right neutral bow. During the course of this maneuver, pull your opponent’s head
toward you as you simultaneously execute a right punch to the left hinge of your opponent’s jaw.
6. With your opponent’s head bent over and positioned at waist level execute two rapid knee strikes (left and then
right) to his face. From the position of your right knee strike release your left arm and pivot counterclockwise as
your execute a right side thrust kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee simultaneously with a right torquing heel palm strike to the left side of his jaw (fingers down palm out.) Your left hand should be positionally
checking in front of your right ribcage.
7. From the position of your right kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 12 o’clock.
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ENTANGLED WING ____________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Front: Arm lock as instructed)
1. With your opponent applying the lock with force, have your right foot step forward toward 10:30. Raise your
right arm up and overhead (similar to a right upward elbow strike), to relieve pressure. During the course of this
action have your left hand pin and check your opponent’s left hand.
2. As you pivot counterclockwise drop into a left neutral bow, while delivering a left back elbow strike to your opponent’s groin or ribs. Your target will depend upon the height of your opponent. Simultaneously have your right
arm pull your opponent’s left arm down and toward you to properly align your opponent’s elbow across the top
of your right shoulder for a break. (This should turn your opponent to his right.)
3. Immediately pivot clockwise into a horse stance as you execute a right back elbow strike to your opponent’s
midsection or left ribcage. Maintain your left hand as a Positional Check at your right shoulder. (Your opponent
should bend forward at the waist.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
4. Without hesitation have your right foot step back toward 1:30 into a right reverse bow to buckle your opponent’s
left leg. With this maneuver execute a right vertical back knuckle strike to your opponent’s face (your forearm is
vertical at this point) as your left hand grabs his left wrist.
5. Have your right hand hook around, behind, and to the left side of your opponent’s neck and immediately pull his
head forward and down as you simultaneously execute a right knee strike to his face. Plant your right foot
(adjusting it to gauge proper distance) and deliver a left knee strike (torquing if necessary) to your opponent’s
face.
6. Plant your left foot and again shoot your right foot back toward 1:30 to buckle your opponent’s left leg further, as
your right arm simultaneously forces his head to the ground.
7. While still maintaining control of his left arm, with your left hand, execute a right knee strike to the back of your
opponent’s left elbow, to break it.
8. From the position of the right knee strike, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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DEFYING THE STORM __________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Front: Right step through roundhouse club)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward (toward 11 o’clock) with your right foot into a right neutral bow, as your
right knee buckles the inside of your opponent’s right knee. Simultaneous with this action strike your opponent’s
right wrist with your left extended outward handsword. Coordinate this with a right inward handsword to your
opponent’s right biceps. (Your opponent should drop his club, and lose his balance.)
2. Instantly have your left hand grab your opponent’s left wrist and your right hand grab the back of your opponent’s right elbow. Without delay, step back with your right foot toward 4:30 into a left forward bow. With this
action, push his right wrist out and away from you while pulling and rolling his right elbow down and toward you
(Rolling Check / Opposing Forces) to snap your opponent’s right elbow joint. This is done while anchoring your
right elbow past your right hip. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Follow up with a right knee strike to your opponent’s sternum. (This should knock the wind out of your opponent.)
4. As you plant your right foot toward 11 o’clock, into a right neutral bow, bury a right inward overhead elbow strike
to your opponent’s upper spine. Have your left hand maintain control of his right wrist.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7: 30.
5. Have your left hand release your opponent’s right wrist and pivot clockwise into a right front rotating twist stance
as you deliver a left inward elbow strike to, and through, the right side of your opponent’s jaw.
6. Immediately pivot counterclockwise (out of the right twist) into a right neutral bow as your execute a left outward
elbow strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw, followed by a right inward horizontal heel palm claw to the
same target, in addition to the face. Continue the flow of your torquing action and execute a right back scooping
heel kick to the underside of your opponent’s groin. (All of these moves are residually timed so that they occur
within the flow of your torquing action to add power to the scoop kick).
7. From the position of your scoop kick, plant your right foot toward 6 o’clock and immediately pivot counterclockwise as you deliver a left spinning back heel kick to your opponent’s solar plexus.
8. Execute a right inward crescent kick to your opponent’s face. A hop may be required when gauging with your
left leg (Gauging Leg).
9. From the position of your right kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
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RAKING MACE ________________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Front: Two-hand lapel grab—pull in)
1. As your opponent pulls you in, have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow (between your opponent’s legs) while you simultaneously execute a right uppercut punch to your opponent’s solar plexus. In coordination with the above action have your left hand horizontally pin both of your opponent’s hands to your chest.
(Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Immediately have your right hand circle counterclockwise (with your left hand still pinning) and have the knuckles of your right fist diagonally rake inward, down, and across the bridge of your opponent’s nose. Continue the
motion so that you strike down and onto your opponent’s forearms, as your left hand checks above your right
arm. (Your opponent’s head should turn to his right and drop toward you.)
3. Follow up with a right outward handsword to your opponent’s throat, as your left hand checks below your right
arm.
4. Instantly execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw as your left heel
palm simultaneously strikes to the right side of your opponent’s jaw to cause a sandwiching effect.
Right front crossover uncover out twice towards 7:30.
5. Transform your left heel palm strike into a left two-finger eye hook (this is a small clockwise circle). Immediately
execute a right inward hooking heel palm claw to your opponent’s chin and face while dropping back into a right
45 degree cat stance. Have your left hand positionally check in front of your solar plexus.
6. Immediately execute a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent’s groin as your right hand circles counterclockwise, drops, and cocks to the side of your right thigh.
7. Plant your right foot toward 12 o’clock (from the last position of your right kick), and execute a right stiff-arm lifting back knuckle strike to the underside of your opponent’s jaw.
8. Follow through, and past your opponent’s face with your right back knuckle and loop your right hand clockwise.
Without disrupting the flow of your clockwise motion execute a right thrusting handsword strike to the left side of
your opponent’s neck.
9. With your opponent reacting to your right handsword strike, execute a left roundhouse kick to his head. (Adjust
your right leg for the left kick if necessary as he falls toward the ground.)
10. From the position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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SNAKING TALON ______________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Front: Two-hand push)
1. While Standing Naturally, drop back with your left foot toward 6 o'clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o'clock as your right hand and arm loops a figure eight (following a path and not a line). Begin with a right inward handsword (with elbow anchored) on the outside and top of your opponent's left arm. Flow into a right extended outward handsword on the outside of your opponent's right arm (with elbow still anchored). (Both actions are to diagonally check your opponent's Height Zones and Width Zones by conveniently crisscrossing
your opponent's arms diagonally and down.) During this action your left hand checks at your solar plexus.
2. As you continue the flow of your right hand, grab your opponent's right wrist with your right hand while fading
back into a right front 45-degree cat stance.
3. Without interrupting the flow of your action have your right hand pull your opponent's right arm toward you
(down and to your right), as you deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent's groin. (Your opponent
should bend forward at the waist.)
4. With your right kicking foot still in the air, execute a right front crossover toward 7:30 into a left rear twist stance
(facing your opponent). (Your opponent's upper body should once again become partially upright.)
5. Have your right hand release your opponent's right wrist and immediately pivot counterclockwise as you deliver
a left spinning back heel kick to your opponent's abdominal area (toward 12 o'clock). (Your opponent should
bend forward at the waist, with his entire body driven back.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
6. With your back facing your opponent, hop onto your left leg while edging toward your opponent (gauge distance
correctly) and deliver a right back heel kick. This is actually a back chicken kick to any opening on your opponent, preferably the face or chest.
7. With your opponent forced against a wall, and with the possibility of him bouncing (bounce) off of the wall, execute a right rear crossover toward 1:30 into a right rear twist stance, pivot clockwise, and immediately and cautiously plant your right knee and hands while executing a left roundhouse kick to your opponent’s groin. (This
height differential when executing the left roundhouse kick should advantageously position you for the next kick.
8. From the position of your left kick continue to circle clockwise and plant your left knee (hands still on the
ground) toward 3 o’clock. Immediately execute a right spinning back thrusting heel kick (using your hands and
arms to lift and push you toward him), to any available target on your opponent.
9. From the position of your right back kick, execute a right front cross over (with your left knee still on the ground)
and leap into a left one-leg stance toward 6 o’clock. Conclude by having your right foot plant back toward 6
o’clock into a left neutral bow, facing 12 o’clock.
10. Left front crossover and double cover out in the direction of 4:30.
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SHIELD AND MACE ___________________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Front: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, move forward and to your left with your left foot toward 11 o'clock into a left neutral
bow. Immediately pivot to your right into a horse stance and deliver a right vertical outward block to the outside
of your opponent's right arm. This is done while simultaneously delivering a left straight punch to your opponent's right lower ribcage. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Pivot to your left and drop into a left close kneel stance as you strike down with a right hammerfist to the top of
your opponent's right kidney, driving down to the pelvic area. Your left hand is now a Bracing Angle Check at
your opponent's right elbow. (Your opponent should buckle at the knees.)
3. Circle your left hand clockwise and pin your opponent's right arm down to his own body as your right hand circles counterclockwise striking your opponent's face and eyes with a right looping inward horizontal heel palm
claw. (This should snap your opponent's neck and turn his head to his right.)
4. Continue the flow of the counterclockwise circle of your right hand and have it contour down and along the back
of your opponent's body and right leg to strike the back of your opponent's right knee with your right handsword.
This action is to buckle your opponent's right leg. Have your left hand circle clockwise and check just below
your opponent's right shoulder.
5. Without raising your body, follow up with a right knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent's left knee while
your right hand (from the chop) continues to circle counterclockwise as your left hand checks your opponent's
right arm.
While your right foot is still in the air, right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 8 o’clock.
6. Plant you are right kicking foot to toward 1:30 as your right hand continues counterclockwise and converts into
a right heel palm claw to your opponent’s jaw and face.
7. With your opponent falling back and toward 10:30, have your right hand grab and push his chin back and toward the ground. This is done to arch his neck and back (toward 10:30) even further. Simultaneous with this
action (capitalizing on Opposing Forces) execute a left knee strike to the back of your opponent’s neck while
your left hand continues to check and brace your opponent's right arm.
8. Plant your left foot directly under its Point of Contact and shift your right foot clockwise toward 10:30 into a left
neutral bow, facing 4:30. Simultaneously have your left hand push the back of your opponent’s head forward,
as your right hand jerks his chin toward you to snap his neck. This maneuver should turn your opponent’s head
and body clockwise so that he is positioned facing you, with his head and body bent over. With the completion
of the snapping of his neck have your right hand follow its natural course of travel as it checks your opponent's
right arm prior to covering your groin. Have your left hand positionally check high.
9. Execute a right front knee kick under your opponent's chin.
10. As your right foot plants execute a left knee kick to any available target on your opponent’s torso.
11. From the Point of Contact of your left knee kick, execute a left snapping knife-edge kicked to the inside of your
opponent's left leg.
12. From the position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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RETREATING PENDULUM _____________________________________________________________ No. 11
(Front: Left rear crossover right heel kick)
1. While in a right neutral bow, have your right foot execute a rear crossover toward 6 o’clock into a left front twist
stance (facing 12 o’clock). Simultaneously deliver a right downward diagonal block to the outside of your opponent’s kicking leg as your left hand checks next to your right shoulder. (This should disturb your opponent’s balance, injure his leg, inflict pain, and cause his body to turn to his left.)
2. Immediately deliver a right knife-edge kick to your opponent’s left inner knee. (His left knee should buckle to the
ground.)
3. Plant your right foot forward toward 12 o’clock into a right neutral bow as your left hand checks high (near your
right armpit). Simultaneous with this action (while taking advantage of Gravitational Marriage) execute a right
inward overhead hammerfist across the right side of your opponent’s neck. (Your opponent should drop to both
of his knees.)
4. Pivot to your left into a right reverse bow and deliver a right back scoop kick to your opponent’s groin. Your right
leg is between your opponent’s legs at this point. You may have to drag your left foot toward your right foot to
assure proper distance for your back scoop kick.
5. Plant your right foot back into a right reverse bow between your opponent’s legs, as you use the right reverse bow to buckle the inside of your opponent’s right leg. (This should drive your opponent, face down, to the
ground.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
6. Drag your left foot toward your right foot (gauging the distance - Gauging Leg) as you execute a right back
scooping heel kick to your opponent’s groin.
7. With your opponent still on his stomach and his head between 1:30 and 3 o’clock, have your right foot plant
along the right side of your opponent’s body and immediately drop into a left close kneel stance. As you drop
into a close kneel stance, facing 7:30, execute a right knee strike to your opponent's right kidney. During this
action have your hands positionally check.
8. Have your left foot cross over your opponent, planting on the left side of his body into a twist stance. As you
plant into your twist stance execute a right knee strike to your opponent's lower spine. During this action have
your hands positionally check, and peripherally assess the situation.
9. Switch while changing angles slightly. This is accomplished by: Have your right foot to move to the left side of
your opponent's body below his left shoulder. Have your left foot move to the right side of your opponent's body
near his rib cage. Drop into a right close kneel stance, striking with your left knee to your opponent's spine. During this action have your hands positionally check and peripherally assess the situation.
10. From your left knee strike spring up on to your left leg (which is still on the right side of your opponent’s body)
as you execute a right side thrusting knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent neck.
11. From the Point of Contact of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 4:30.
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TRIPPING ARROW ____________________________________________________________________ No. 12
(Front: Bear hug - arms free)
1. Your opponent is applying a front bear hug with your arms free. Step to your left with your left foot (toward 9
o’clock) into a horse stance (facing 12 o’clock) as you have your left hand grab your opponent’s right shoulder
and pull it down to check his Height Zones. This action will nullify your opponent’s leverage and thus prevent
him from delivering a right or left knee kick. Simultaneous with this action execute a right hooking inward horizontal heel palm strike to your opponent’s left jaw hinge. (This can dislocate your opponent’s jaw as well as render him unconscious.)
2. Immediately circle your right foot clockwise, around, and back of your opponent’s right leg (toward 3 o’clock)
and buckle it by heavily stomping your right foot into a horse stance. Make sure that your right hand circles
counterclockwise with the aforementioned action and cocks at your right shoulder (palm up).
3. Without hesitation, pivot to your left (toward 9 o’clock) into a left forward bow as your thrust your right heel palm
strike to the jaw of your opponent. This action will trip your opponent over your right leg. Be sure to maintain
you left hand grab on your opponent’s right arm. (Your opponent should fall to the ground and onto his back.)
4. With your opponent on his back (head toward 9 o’clock and feet toward 3 o’clock) and your left hand grab now
at your opponent’s right wrist, thrusting a right heel stomp under your opponent’s chin. (If your opponent turns
from the momentum of the fall and slips out of your grasp, alter your target and execute a right stomp kick to
your opponent’s right kidney or ribs.)
From the stomp kick, release your left hand grasp and sweep your opponent’s right arm with your right foot as
you execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. With your left hand still grabbing your opponents right wrist, have your right foot plant to the left of his head, into
a right close kneel stance toward 10:30 as you execute a left knee strike to your opponent’s sternum.
6. Pivot counterclockwise and as you drop into a left close kneel stance, bury your right knee into his solar plexus,
while executing a right two-finger poke to your opponents eyes.
7. Release your left hand grab and while using your opponent’s body as a springboard, have your right knee
bounce up from your opponent’s solar plexus, rotate your body clockwise and while in the air switch your right
foot so that it plants to the left of your opponents left hip, as your left foot virtually plants back on the same spot.
Your body, at this point, is now facing 2 o’clock. Immediately drop into a right close kneel stance (facing 2
o’clock) and bury your left knee into his abdomen.
8. While it again using your opponent’s body as a springboard, have your left knee bounce up from your opponent’s abdomen, rotate your body counterclockwise and while in the air switch and plant your left foot to virtually
where your right foot was planted - followed by your right foot planting (toward three o’clock) between your opponent’s knees. Your body at this point is now facing 11 o’clock. Immediately drop into a left close kneel stance
(facing 11 o’clock) and bury your right knee into his groin.
9. Spring into a right one-leg stance toward 1 o’clock (to the right of your opponents left leg) and immediately execute a left front crossover and cover out twice toward 1 o’clock.
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FALLEN CROSS ______________________________________________________________________ No. 13
(Rear: Two-hand choke)
1. With your opponent choking you from the rear with both of his hands, be sure to tuck your chin to protect your
vital areas of the throat. Simultaneous with this action, step to your left (toward 9 o’clock) into a horse stance
(facing 12 o’clock) as you grab both of your opponent’s wrists with both of your hands (right to right and
left to left).
2. Commence to turn your head counterclockwise as your have your right foot step forward toward 10:30 into a,
transitional, right neutral bow. (Turning your head will cause your neck to put pressure against your opponent’s
right thumb and therefore help to release his grab.) Immediately pivot counterclockwise into a left neutral bow
(facing 4:30) as you cross your opponent’s arms with his right arm over his left, making sure that the arms are
crossed at or above your opponent’s elbows. During this action be sure to disturb your opponent’s balance and
Height Zones by jerking him down and toward you.
3. While still grabbing your opponent’s wrists, have both of your arms force your opponent’s arms down even further. Meet this action by delivering a right knee strike up and against the left elbow joint of your opponent. (His
left elbow should be facing down at this point). Without hesitation and with your right knee against your opponent’s left elbow, deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent should be
driven back.)
4. As you plant your right foot forward to 4:30 into a right neutral bow, deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike
(or a right inward downward diagonal forearm smash, from 7:30 to 1:30, depending upon the circumstances) to
your opponent’s left jaw hinge. Simultaneously have your left hand check your opponent’s arms down and toward himself.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
5. Begin to pivot your body clockwise as you immediately execute a right outward heel palm claw to the left hinge
of your opponent’s jaw and face followed by a left knee strike to his groin.
6. Without loss of momentum have your left foot step through toward 4:30 into a left neutral bow as your execute a
left heel palm thrust to the underside of your opponents jaw thus driving him back.
7. Gauging your distance, execute a right step through thrusting ball kick to the right inner thigh of your opponent
to buckle and force his leg out.
8. As you gauge the planting of your right foot, execute a left roundhouse kick to your opponents head, or to any
available target.
9. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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RETURNING STORM __________________________________________________________________ No. 14
(Front: Right roundhouse and backhand club attack)
1. Your opponent steps through with his right foot to deliver a wild right roundhouse horizontal club strike. Shuffle
back (push-drag) with your left foot toward 7:30 (Zones of Sanctuary) into a right neutral bow (facing your opponent). While shuffling, place both of your arms close to your chest (positioning them vertically, with your fists at
the top). Your shuffling back should cause the swing to fall short of its mark and pass by you.
2. As your opponent returns with a backhand club strike, step forward with your left foot toward 1:30 into left neutral bow. While stepping forward, have both of your arms strike vertically so that your left forearm strikes at your
opponent’s right elbow joint and your right forearm strikes at your opponent’s right wrist. (This should disturb
your opponent’s balance and possibly break his elbow.)
3. Immediately grab your opponent’s right wrist with your right hand, while pushing out with your left forearm.
While pushing out and pulling in, slide your right foot clockwise toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow (facing
4:30). Remember to keep constant pressure on your opponent’s right elbow. Your Rolling Action, on his elbow,
coupled with the Rotational Force of your body should spiral your opponent down into your next move.
4. Follow up with a right front snapping ball kick (toward 4:30) to your opponent’s right ribcage. (This kick should
knock the wind out of your opponent.)
5. As you plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow (facing 4:30) check your opponent’s right arm with
your left hand by pushing it down and past your right hip, as you deliver a right upward lifting stiff-arm back
knuckle strike to your opponent’s face. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 12:00.
6. Immediately have your right foot slide back toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow as your right hand grabs your
opponents right wrist and your left hand grabs his right elbow. Pivot into a right forward bow, toward 9 o’clock,
and have both of your arms force your opponent to the ground, face down, with his head pointed toward 9
o’clock.
7. While still maintaining the grab with your right hand, release your left hand as you adjust your right leg (to
gauge it) and execute a left heel stomp to the back of your opponent’s neck (or side of the head).
8. Plant your left foot to the right side of your opponent’s head and immediately swing your right foot clockwise
and over your opponent’s body toward 9 o’clock as you face 3 o’clock. Simultaneous with your clockwise rotation have both of your arms assist you in applying a hammerlock on your opponents right arm. While implementing Control Maintenance, and without loss of momentum, push-drag toward nine o’clock as you yank his
right arm toward you to dislocate his shoulder. Your left hand assist your right hand in the dislocation.
9. Adjust your left leg as necessary (Gauging Leg) as you execute a right downward looping roundhouse kick to
the back of your opponents head, as in the self-defense technique “Leap of Death”.
10. From the contact point of your right kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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CROSSED TWIGS ____________________________________________________________________ No. 15
(Rear: Two-hand grab to wrists)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent grabbing both of your wrists from the rear, countergrab both of
your opponent's wrists (right to right and left to left) as you step toward 1:30 with your left foot into a transitional
left neutral bow (reverse Toe-Heel Line). This should help disturb your opponent's balance, especially if you pull
forward and down with your left arm.
2. Pivot clockwise into a right neutral bow (facing 7:30), still maintaining the wrist grabs, as you cross your opponent's arms (right over left). In the process have your right elbow strike diagonally and outward to your opponent's right jaw hinge. Continue the flow of your right arm so as to pull your opponent's right arm down. Have
your left hand, which is grabbing your opponent's left wrist, pull down and below the level of your buttocks. (This
should stun your opponent as well as minimize his ability to retaliate.)
3. Release your right grasp and loop your right arm counterclockwise, as it now becomes a right inward overhead
elbow strike down to the upper spine of your opponent. (Your opponent should start to crumble to the ground.)
4. Release your left grasp. Now with both your right and left hands free, execute two downward heel palm strikes
to your opponent's left kidney and left ribcage (left hand to left kidney and right hand to left ribcage).
5. As you grab and pinch your opponent's kidney and ribs deliver a left knee strike to your opponent's right ribcage. (This should knock the wind out of your opponent.)
Replant your left foot toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow (still facing your opponent) and execute a right front
crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
6. Immediately plant your left foot and execute a right knee strike to your opponent’s right rib cage. From the contact point of your knee strike, execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s left knee.
As soon as the right knee strike is completed have your right foot bounce off of the ground as you pivot counterclockwise and execute a right back hooking heel bounce kick to the left side of your opponent’s jaw.
7. Have your right foot plant toward 3 o’clock (gauging the distance and the angle - Gauging Leg) into a transitory
right neutral bow. Slide your left foot to the inside of your opponent’s right leg and explosively pivot counterclockwise into a left reverse bow (with your head facing 4:30) to buckle the inside of your opponent’s right knee.
Simultaneously have your left hand strike, grab and squeeze your opponent’s groin as your right hand positionally check off of your left shoulder.
8. Immediately slide your left foot toward 10:30 as your left knee drives through your opponent’s left knee (from
inside out) to buckle him. Simultaneously have your left hand hook and check your opponent’s right arm, or
shoulder, (palm up and elbow anchored like “Begging Hands”). Follow up by executing a right knee kick strike
to your opponent’s jaw while striking with a right downward heel palm to the back of your opponent’s head to
cause a sandwich effect.
9. Plant your right foot slightly back and toward 4:30 and immediately execute a left front cross over toward 1:30
while delivering a left outside downward heel palm claw to your opponent’s face.
10. Double cover out toward 1:30.
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TWIST OF FATE ______________________________________________________________________ No. 16
(Front: Two-hand push)
1. As your opponent pushes, drop back with your right foot toward 6 o’clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12
o’clock) as both of your hands come up and out as twin extended outward handswords to the inside of your opponent’s wrists. This is executed the same as the fist move of parting wings.
2. Immediately have your left hand grab your opponent’s right wrist as your right hand grabs your opponent’s left
wrist.
3. Deliver a right step through slicing heel kick to your opponent’s right lower ribcage. (Your opponent should bend
forward at the waist.)
4. Before planting your right foot, pivot your entire body counterclockwise (180 degrees) while balancing on your
left foot. During this transition be sure to twist your opponent’s arms and cross them counterclockwise over your
left shoulder. Immediately plant your right foot toward 11 o’clock which should now form a left neutral bow facing 6 o’clock.
5. Without losing momentum, force your opponent’s arms forward, down, and back toward you, shuffling back as
you do so. This action should whip your opponent’s body, so that he ends up almost horizontal to the ground,
face up.
6. With your opponent about to fall to the ground and while you are still grasping his wrists, continue to pull your
opponent’s arms toward you as you deliver a right knee kick to the upper spine, or head, of your opponent.
Plant your right foot to Point of Origin. Execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
7. Plant your right foot towards 6 o’clock into a right forward bow, so that your right knee butts up against your opponents back. As you plant forward, force his arms forward as you simultaneously execute two inward heel
palm strikes to his ears.
8. Pivot into a right neutral bow and convert your heel palm strikes into double outward claws. This action of your
claws is toward you when ripping your opponent’s face. All of this is done while your right knee continues to
brace against his back.
9. Switch (back to front) into a left at neutral bow as you cross both of your hands (right over left). Reach forward
with the palms of your hands (turned in) so that your right hand is facing to your left of your opponents face
(thumb down) and your left hand is facing to the right of his face (thumb down). Immediately execute two ripping
claws toward you with your right hand clawing to the left side of his face and your left hand clawing to the right
side of his face.
10. As you continue to direct your ripping action towards you, loop your arms out, and then in. During the natural
flow of your arms, execute a (back to front) switch into a right neutral bow, as you convert your claws into two
inward downward handsword strikes to the left and right side of your opponents neck respectively. Both
handswords are to strike simultaneously while utilizing the momentum of your stance switch.
11. From the contact position of each of your handswords execute two two-finger eye hooks to both of your opponents eyes respectively. As both of your hands hook toward you, execute a (back to front) switch into a left neutral bow while executing two thrusting handsword strikes (fingers up and palms in) to both of your opponents
trapezius muscles (your right hand to the right side of his neck and your left hand to the left side of his neck).
Both handswords are to strike simultaneously to again utilize the momentum of your stance switch. This action
is for the purpose of starting your opponent to fall forward.
12. Gauge your left foot if needed and immediately execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick to your opponents back
to force him onto his face. From the contact position of your right foot, execute a right front crossover stomp to
the left ankle of your opponent.
13. Slide your right foot off of your opponents right ankle and complete you are right front crossover as you cover out twice toward 12 o’clock.
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FLASHING MACE _____________________________________________________________________ No. 17
(Front: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, step to 11 o’clock with your left foot, into a left neutral bow, as you deliver a left inward block to the outside of your opponent’s right arm (at or above the elbow). Simultaneous with the block,
cock your right hand above your right shoulder (palm out). Be sure to have your left knee positionally check
your opponent’s right knee.
2. Immediately step through with your right foot, toward 10:30, into a transitional right neutral bow, as you deliver a
right inward diagonal back knuckle rake to your opponent’s right cheek bone, or temple. While striking, have
your left hand in a Positional Check. (Your opponent’s head should be driven back.)
3. Without hesitation, pivot counterclockwise 180 degrees and strike to your opponent’s right lower ribcage with a
left outward horizontal back knuckle. In the same motion, have your right hand execute an inward heel palm
Bracing Angle check to your opponent’s right upper arm. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
4. Follow up with a left upward hooking check (your left hand looks like a waiter carrying a tray) on top of your opponent’s right arm. As you drop into a left wide kneel stance continue the motion of your right arm and without
loss of motion, have your right hand circle counterclockwise as you loop a right overhead back knuckle strike to
your opponent’s face or left temple. Be sure to utilize a Marriage of Gravity when executing this strike. (Your
opponent’s head should snap back.)
Left from crossover, and cover out toward 10:30.
5. Immediately pivot clockwise (in-place) and rotate into a right reverse bow toward 4:30 as you buckle the back of
your opponents right knee. (You and your opponent are now back to back at this point.) Continue the counter
clockwise flow of your right overhead punch as it loops over and down into a right hammerfist strike to your opponents left jaw. (Have your left hand check your opponents right arm.)
6. As your opponent begins to fall back toward 11:30 immediately drop down into a right wide kneel stance while
striking to the back of your opponent’s neck with the left heel palm strike. Opposing forces should increase the
impact of your strike.
7. Immediately shift your left foot back toward 5 o’clock, as your left hand circles clockwise and checks your opponents right shoulder. Simultaneously have your right hand circle counterclockwise as it contours your opponent’s body and converts into a right inward downward hammerfist strike to your opponents mid-section. This
action should cause your opponent to fall onto his back with his head directed toward 10 o’clock.
8. Drag your left foot (gauging leg) toward 10 o’clock and execute a right shovel kick with the ball of your foot first
hitting his chin and the heel of your foot his nose. From the contact position of your right foot execute a front
crossover toward 8 o’clock and immediately follow up at the low left spinning heel kick to your opponents head.
9. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 730.
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GIFT OF DESTINY ____________________________________________________________________ No. 18
(Front: Handshake)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward with your right foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), buckling
the inside of your opponent’s right knee with your right knee. Simultaneous with this movement, have your left
hand grab your opponent’s right wrist. Your palm and fingers are on top of his wrist joint. While grabbing, strike
with a right inward horizontal elbow to your opponent’s solar plexus. (This should create pain on your opponent’s right wrist as well as knock the wind out of your opponent.)
2. Have your right hand circle counterclockwise, contouring your opponent’s right fingers with the palm of your
right hand. (Your fingers are now pointing up and your thumb is down.) During this action your left hand still
controls your opponent’s right wrist. Immediately have your right hand grab your opponent’s fingers.
3. While stepping back toward 6 o’clock, into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), turn your right hand clockwise
and in the process twist your opponent’s wrist palm up. Simultaneously turn your left hand counterclockwise (as
your left heel of palm uses your opponent’s right wrist as a Pivot Point), ending with your left hand (palm up)
controlling under his right wrist (which is also palm up). At the completion of fully twisting with your right hand,
reach further around your opponent’s right wrist with your left hand, which now allows your left hand to twist
your opponent’s wrist even further. As you settle into your left neutral bow release your right hand and chamber
it. (This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist and control his Height Zones.)
4. Immediately render a right heel palm thrust strike to the back of your opponent’s right hand to break your opponent’s wrist. To insure more pain, strike toward 1:30 (not directly toward your opponent’s right elbow.)
5. Deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent’s solar plexus. (This should knock the wind out of your
opponent.)
Plant your right foot to Point of Origin. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
6. Have your left hand, which is still grabbing your opponents right wrist, shift his right arm to the left of your body.
Immediately plant your right foot (from its contact position) toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow while taking advantage of Marriage of Gravity execute a right diagonal downward back knuckle strike to the opponents right
jaw hinge. Without any loss of motion shift into a right forward bow as you execute the left of vertical punch to
the same target. Have your left arm instantly check your opponents right shoulder.
7. Having followed through with the action of your right back knuckle strike, switch back to a right neutral bow as
you execute a right diagonal stiff-arm back knuckle strike (traveling from 5 o’clock to 11 o’clock) to and through
his face.
8. With your right fist now positioned to the left of your head immediately execute a left rear crossover while residually employing a right outward horizontal back elbow strike to and through your opponent’s jaw.
9. Pivot counterclockwise (in-place) into a right to neutral bow as you immediately execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the left side of the opponent’s jaw. (Positionally check with your left hand.) Continue pivoting
into the same direction (360 degrees) into a left neutral bow as you follow through with a left outward elbow
strike to his face. Positionally check with your right hand.
10. Immediately slide your left foot back toward 9 o’clock into a left reverse bow to buckle your opponents right
knee from inside out while executing a left hammerfist strike to your opponents groin.
11. Immediately pivot counterclockwise (in-place) into a left forward bow as you execute a right heel of palm thrust
to your opponent’s jaw, followed by a right knee strike to his groin.
12. From the contact position of your right knee, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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WINGS OF SILK ______________________________________________________________________ No. 19
(Rear: Two-arm lock)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your arms locked from the rear, stomp your opponent's left instep with your left
foot. Simultaneously have your left hand pinch the nerve located on the crest of your opponent's left hip. (This
should help to loosen your opponent's hold.)
2. As your right arm starts to slip out of your opponent's right arm, execute a right back obscure elbow to the underside of your opponent's chin simultaneous "with" a right back scoop heel kick to your opponent's groin. (This
should stun your opponent.)
3. Turn and step counterclockwise with your right foot (toward 9 o'clock with a short right step) as your right arm
slips completely out of your opponent's arm, pinching and pinning your opponent's left arm with your left hand
and arm, as you begin to twirl out.
4. Complete the twirl (360-degree turn) by circling your left foot counterclockwise (again to 9 o'clock) and end up in
a horse stance facing the same direction as your opponent. Simultaneously have your right arm deliver an uppercut forearm strike to break your opponent's left elbow joint. Your left arm is still pinning your opponent's left
arm.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
5. Immediately grab your opponent’s left wrist with your left hand (palm out) and from the last position of your right
arm execute a right downward diagonal back knuckle strike to and through his left ribcage with your right hand
ending below your right hip.
6. Execute a right roundhouse kick to the back of your opponent’s left knee as your right heel of palm simultaneously strikes to the back of his left elbow. During the course of your action allow your right hand to follow
through and over the top of his left arm as you plant your right foot alongside of your left foot.
7. Have your right hand now assist your left hand in grabbing your opponent’s left wrist. This is done by shifting
your left hand to the underside or handsword portion of his left hand with your left thumb on the back of his
hand, pointed up. Have your right hand grab the top or thumb portion of his left wrist, with your right thumb also
on the back, pointed down. Immediately rotate your body clockwise and with your elbows anchored, have both
of your hands twist your opponent’s left hand and wrist clockwise and toward his face to sprain or break his left
wrist. Simultaneously execute a left knee strike to this groin.
8. Plant your left foot toward 9:30, while facing 3 o’clock, as you continue grabbing your opponent’s left wrist with
your left hand. Simultaneously slip your right arm under, through and over his left arm (this is a wrap around
maneuver). Immediately release your left hand and chamber it below your left hip as you pivot counterclockwise
(in-place) into a left neutral bow facing 9:30. Immediately drag slide left foot toward your right foot and as your
right arm forces his left arm into an arm lock slide your right foot toward 4:30 into right reverse bow to buckle
your opponent’s left knee from inside out.
9. With your right hand pressing down on your opponent's shoulder and your right elbow raising up on his left forearm to cause a shoulder separation, guide your opponent’s head toward the ground. While employing the principle of Opposing Forces, execute a left upward heel palm strike to his face.
10. Immediately execute a right knee strike to your opponent’s sternum while your right hand continues to press
down on his right shoulder. From the contact position of your right knee execute a right knife-edge kick to the
inside of his right knee to buckle and spread his right leg out.
11. From the contact position of your right knife-edge kick, have your foot plant (between his legs) and bounce into
a right rear scoop bounce kick to the back of your opponent’s groin (testicles).
12. From the contact position of your right scoop kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward
8:30.
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GRIPPING TALON ____________________________________________________________________ No. 20
(Front: Left hand direct wrist grab—of right wrist)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent’s left hand grabbing your right wrist, step forward with your right
foot (inside of your opponent’s left foot) into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock). Simultaneous with this action have your right hand (palm down) circle counterclockwise under your opponent’s left hand (to act as a Fulcrum) and to the outside of your opponent’s left wrist, prior to freeing your right hand from your opponent’s
grasp. In coordination with this same action have your left hand follow up by reaching under your right hand and
countergrab (palm in and thumb down) your opponent’s left wrist (pulling it down and past your left hip) which in
turn frees your right hand so that it can immediately deliver a right downward hammerfist to your opponent’s
groin. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Follow up with a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the back of your opponent’s left ribcage, making sure
that you follow through with this action. (Your opponent’s upper body should snap back.)
3. Immediately reverse your motion and execute a right outward elbow strike to the front of your opponent’s left
ribcage.
4. Execute a left rear crossover (toward 1 o’clock) and during the transition (left rear twist stance) deliver a right
outward back knuckle strike to the font of your opponent’s left ribcage. While striking, maintain control of your
opponent’s left arm with your left hand. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
5. Complete the crossover by dropping into a right reverse bow (toward 1 o’clock) to buckle the inside of your opponent’s left leg. Simultaneous with this action have your right hand follow through (from the back knuckle) and
convert it into a right looping inner diagonal wrist strike to the right side of your opponent’s neck. Coordinate
your left hand with the above action by diagonally yanking your opponent’s left arm. The coordinated timing of
the buckle, the wrist strike, and the pull explodes when properly harmonized.
6. Before your opponent falls to the ground, deliver a right knee strike to his face.
Flow directly from your knee strike into a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
7. From the contact position of your right knee and right wrist resting on the right side of your opponents neck,
have your right foot travel around and back of your left foot as it plants toward 4 o’clock into a right rear twist
stance. Simultaneously have your right hand reach over to the right side of your opponent’s jaw and grab the
front of his chin. Using your right elbow as a fulcrum on top of your opponents right shoulder and back, pivot
counterclockwise (in-place) into a left neutral bow (facing 10 o’clock) as you rotate your opponent’s body clockwise and down, to force his back on top of your left knee. Be sure to use the counter action of your left hand
grab and your right hand grab and elbow to aid you in turning your opponent’s body clockwise.
8. Immediately drop back with your left foot toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow, as you force (more with your right
hand than your left) your opponent’s back on to your right knee. Switch your right hand grab to his right shoulder and while pivoting into a right forward bow, execute a left inward downward hammerfist strike to his left ribcage. Without hesitation pivot counterclockwise (in-place) into a right neutral bow as you check your opponent’s
back, with your left hand, while executing a right inward downward hammerfist strike to his sternum.
9. Immediately pivot counterclockwise into a left forward bow (facing 4:30) as you force your opponent toward 6
o’clock onto his back. Follow-up with a right stiff-arm back knuckle strike to his chin, and without hesitation execute a right sweeping scoop kick (like a crossover that scoops up) to his chin. With your right foot now cocked in
the air, execute a right downward diagonal knife-edge kick to your opponents nose, chin, and chest.
10. Flow directly into a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 530.
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GATHERING CLOUDS _________________________________________________________________ No. 21
(Front: Right straight punch - shuffle, left neutral bow)
1. Standing naturally, as your opponent shuffles forward with his left leg in front, step forward with your left foot
toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow, as you execute a left inward parry to the outside of your opponent's right
arm simultaneous with a right inward vertical middle-knuckle rake to and through your opponent's right ribcage.
Immediately reverse the motion of your right hand and execute a right outward handsword to the right lower
ribcage of your opponent. Your left hand is still checking your opponent's right arm. (Your opponent should
bend forward slightly at the waist.)
2. Step forward with your right foot into a right neutral bow (toward 1:30), planting your right foot to the inside of
your opponent's right foot and buckling his right knee with your right knee. (You are on and over The
Line of Entry.) As you settle into your right neutral bow, deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the front
of your opponent's right lower ribcage. Your left hand is still bracing up against your opponent's right elbow.
(This should disturb your opponent's balance as he bends forward even further at the waist.)
3. While pinning your opponent's right arm down and against his own body, immediately follow up with a right front
scoop kick to your opponent's groin. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.) Time your right front
scoop kick while looping your right hand counterclockwise and execute a right two-finger eye hook to your opponent's left eye. (Your opponent's head should snap back.)
4. Continue the action of your scoop kick and plant your right foot back toward 7:30 into a left neutral bow (facing
your opponent).
Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
5. While still checking with your left hand, execute a left front snap kick to your opponent’s groin. Plant your left
foot as you gauge its distance, and follow up with a right ball kick to his chin. This should force your opponent
back toward 1 o’clock.
6. Immediately plant your right foot toward 1 o’clock (gauging its distance - Gauging Leg) and execute a left knifeedge kick to your opponents right knee, to buckle it from the inside out. This action should slightly turn your opponent clockwise and to his right.
7. Plant your left foot alongside of your right foot (gauging the distance if need be - Gauging Leg) and execute a
right snapping knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponents left knee to buckle it out. This action should
slightly turn your opponent counterclockwise and to his left.
8. Plant your right foot toward 1 o’clock (gauging if need be - Gauging Leg) into a right neutral bow as your left
hand positionally checks low and your right clenched fist chambers alongside of your left shoulder. Immediately
execute a left front crossover toward 1 o’clock into a left front twist stance, while delivering a right back knuckle
strike to and through the right side of your opponent’s temple.
9. Without disturbing the momentum of your body, vigorously pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow while you
chamber your right clenched fist (below your right hip) and execute a left inward downward hammerfist to the
back of your opponent neck, thus keeping his Height Zones in check.
10. Immediately rotate counterclockwise into a left front twist stance (as your left hand positionally checks in front of
you) and simultaneously execute a right lifting back knuckle strike to the underside of your opponents chin, followed by a right roundhouse kick to the left side of your opponents head.
11. From the contact position of your right kick, execute a right front crossover and hop into a left one-leg stance
with both your hands guarding (your right open hand low and your left open hand positioned above your head).
12. Survey, then execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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DESTRUCTIVE TWINS _________________________________________________________________ No. 22
(Front: Two-hand choke—pull in)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent pulling you toward him, step forward with your right foot into a
right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). Simultaneously deliver a left overhead punch (palm down) to your opponent's face "with" a right uppercut punch (palm up) to your opponent's groin or stomach. Both punches form the
shape of a "U" that looks as if it is on its side. (Keep your back erect and head up.)
2. Have your right foot slide slightly to your right toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow. Simultaneously execute a
right inward block to the outside of your opponent's left arm, and a left inside downward block (palm down) to
the top of his right arm and convert it into a left vertical outward block outside of your opponent's left arm. (This
is simply a left vertical outward block that makes proper use of the Double Factor Principle against two arms.)
At the completion of your left vertical outward block, you should have dropped into a right forward bow, recocking your right clenched fist to your right hip, palm up. (Your opponent's body should turn to his right.)
3. Immediately thrust a left horizontal finger strike to your opponent's eyes. (Your opponent's head should snap
back.)
4. Follow up by pivoting (in-place) to your left and dropping into a horse stance (facing 10:30) as you deliver a
right straight thrust punch to your opponent's left ribcage. Simultaneously have your left hand grab the upper
portion of your opponent's left arm, slide down to his left wrist, then grab and pull it diagonally down, and past
your left hip to cancel both Width and Height Zones of your opponent.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
5. With your right arm locked and right fist pressing against your opponent's left ribcage (to check his depth zone),
and your left hand still grabbing your opponent's left wrist, position your right foot directly under, as well as between, your opponent's legs. Immediately pivot counterclockwise toward 6:30 as you execute a right rear hooking heel kick to the back of your opponent's groin. From the contact position of your right kick plant your right
foot toward 2 o'clock into a left neutral bow facing 7 o'clock while executing a right uppercut forearm strike under his left elbow to break it. Have your left hand pull your opponent's left wrist toward you to take advantage of
Opposing Forces.
6. With your left hand still maintaining its grab, have your right hand reach to the right of your opponent's neck and
grab his head. Simultaneously have your left hand grab the back of his head form the left side. Drag your left
foot toward your right foot and vigorously shoot your right foot back into a right reverse bow toward 2 o'clock as
you jerk your opponent's head down to flip and throw him onto his back. (Your opponent's feet should now be
pointing toward 7 o'clock).
7. With your opponent now on his back with his head between your feet, pivot clockwise (in-place) toward 9
o'clock and drop into a right close kneel stance as your left knee drives down into your opponent's left collar
bone or neck.
8. Bounce up and have your left foot step (toward 9 o'clock) over and to the right of his head into a left twist
stance. Pivot counterclockwise 270 degrees and execute a right looping downward ball kick to your opponent's
groin.
9. Immediately slip your right foot toward 7 o'clock between your opponent's legs below the groin and vigorously
drop your right knee to his solar plexus. Simultaneously execute a right half fist to his throat while checking with
your left hand.
10. As you spring up from your knee drop execute a right front ball kick to and through your opponent's face, followed by a right stomp to his face. From the contact position of your right stomp have your right foot plant past
the top of his head. Immediately hop on your right foot toward 1 o'clock (to gauge the distance) and execute a
left back heel kick to your opponent's head.
11. From the contact position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1 o'clock.
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BROKEN RAM _______________________________________________________________________ No. 23
(Front: Tackle with your opponent’s arms wide)
1. While in a right neutral bow, have your left foot swing counterclockwise toward 3 o’clock into a right neutral bow
(facing 9 o’clock). Simultaneous with this action execute a right outside downward parry to the inside of your
opponent’s left arm, as your left hand checks the left side of your opponent’s head or neck. Continue the flow of
both arms as your right hand now becomes an inward overhead hammerfist to the back of your opponent’s
neck and your left hand a check against your opponent’s left arm. (Your opponent should buckle at the knees.)
2. With your opponent’s left arm attempting to grasp your waist, pivot to your left into a right reverse bow (looking
over your right shoulder and deliver a right uppercut forearm strike against the joint of your opponent’s left elbow, to cause a break. Your body, with your opponent’s arm around your waist, acts a fulcrum that helps to accentuate the break. Your left hand check in the Neutral Zone. (Your opponent’s upper body should snap back.)
3. Deliver a right back scoop kick to the opponent’s groin. Your opponent should again bend forward at the waist.
4. Plant your right foot to Point of Origin. (Adjust the foot if and when necessary.) While planting your right foot,
buckle the inside of your opponent’s left knee with your right leg. During this action loop your right hand counterclockwise and over opponent’s left arm and strike to your opponent’s left jaw hinge, with a right downward
hammerfist. Time this action as you settle into your right reverse bow to gain the full effect of your Marriage of Gravity.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. Immediately execute a right outward heel palm claw to the left side of your opponent’s face followed by a left
inward upward heel of palm claw to the front of his face. This action should help to raise your opponent’s posture.
6. Immediately execute a left knee strike to your opponent’s groin or ribs, followed by a right knee strike to either
target. (The execution of both knees are timed like a chicken kick.) From the contact position of your right knee,
pivot counterclockwise as you execute a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponents right knee.
7. From the contact position of your right kick, execute a right front crossover toward 6 o’clock into a left rear twist
stance (this stance is described (as such) because of the fact that you are looking at your opponent over your
right shoulder) and immediately pivot counterclockwise into a left spinning scoop kick to the underside of your
opponent’s jaw. From the contact position of your left kick, follow up with a left thrusting back kick to any available opening (jaw, throat, or solar plexus).
8. From the contact position of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
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CIRCLING THE HORIZON ______________________________________________________________ No. 24
(Front: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, step to your left with your left foot toward 9 o'clock as you execute a left inward parry
to the outside of your opponent's right arm. During this action your right foot slides toward your left foot into a
right 45-degree cat stance. Your right hand circles clockwise from Point of Origin, first covering past your groin,
then tracking over the top of your left wrist and finally striking as a right thrusting vertical back knuckle to the
right cheek bone of your opponent. This final action occurs as you settle into your cat stance and as your left
hand checks your opponent's right arm. (Your opponent's head should snap back.)
2. Immediately step forward with your right foot into a right neutral bow (facing 1:30) to the outside of your opponent's right leg while delivering a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's right lower ribcage, as
your left hand is a Bracing Angle Check of your opponent's right arm. The final action to this move occurs as
you settle into your right neutral bow. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Drop down into a right close kneel stance as you strike the back of your opponent's right knee with a right chopping hammerfist to buckle your opponent's right leg.
4. Follow through with your right hand and immediately strike up to your opponent's groin with a right underhand
reverse handsword. Your left hand is still checking your opponent's right arm. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 9:00.
5. Immediately thrust your right foot back toward five o’clock (sliding it along the ground like a thrusting knife-edge
kick). As this maneuver sweeps your opponents right leg toward 5 o’clock, simultaneously execute a right
thrusting heel palm strike toward 11 o’clock to his solar plexus. Time your actions so that both leg and arm are
synchronized to fully benefit from Opposing Forces. (Your posture should resemble a forward bow on your left
knee.) This action should place your opponent on his back with his head facing 10:30 and with his feet pointed
toward 4:30.
6. With your opponent on his back, execute a right front ball kick to and through your opponents right ribcage. Immediately have the heel of your right foot stomp down on top of his right ribs.
7. Pull your right foot off of his body and plant it beside his right hip. Drag your left knee toward your right foot and
stand. Immediately pivot clockwise and execute a left looping inward downward ball kick to your opponent’s
groin.
8. Continue to pivot clockwise as you plant your left foot down and alongside your opponents right hip. Without
loss of momentum pivot into a right spinning back stomp to his ribs or face, putting your entire body weight into
this action.
12. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5 o’clock.
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1. OBSCURE CLAWS _______________________________________ Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab
2. ENCOUNTER WITH DANGER ___________________________________________ Front: Two-hand push
3. CIRCLING DESTRUCTION _____________________________________ Front: Left step through punch
4. DETOUR FROM DOOM __________________________________________ Front: Right roundhouse kick
5. SQUATTING SACRIFICE ___________________________________________ Rear: Bear hug - arms free
6. ESCAPE FROM DEATH ________________________________________________Rear: Right-arm choke
7. BRUSHING THE STORM ___________________________ Right flank: Right step through overhead club
8. MENACING TWIRL _________________________________________________Rear: Left hand belt grab
9. LEAP FROM DANGER _________________________________________________ Rear: Two-hand push
10. CIRCLES OF PROTECTION ___________________________ Front: Right step through overhead punch
11. CIRCLE OF DOOM _________________________________________________ Front: Right straight kick
12. BROKEN GIFT __________________________________________________________ Front: Handshake
13. HEAVENLY ASCENT ____________________________________ Front: Two-hand choke - arms straight
14. CAPTURING THE STORM ______________________________ Front: Right step through overhead club
15. CONQUERING SHIELD _________________________________________ Front: Left stiff arm lapel grab
16. TAMING THE MACE _________________________________________ Front: Right step through punch
17. TWIRLING SACRIFICE ____________________________________________________ Rear: Full Nelson
18. CROSS OF DEATH _____________________________________________ Front: Two-hand cross choke
19. SECURING THE STORM _____________________________ Front: Right step through roundhouse club
20. INTERCEPTING THE RAM ____________________________________________________ Front: Tackle
21. KNEEL OF COMPULSION ________________________________ Right flank: Right step through punch
22. CLIPPING THE STORM ____________________________________________ Front: Right thrusting club
23. GLANCING WING ________________________________________________ Front: Left uppercut punch
24. THE BACK BREAKER ___________________________________ Right flank: Right step through punch
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Obscure Claws _______________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Right flank: Left hand shoulder grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, and with your opponent applying a left hand grab to your right shoulder, step back
with your right foot toward 6 o’clock (passing on the outside of your opponent’s left leg) into a left neutral bow
(facing 12o’clock) as your right hand circles clockwise and claws (in and outward and upward manner) to your
opponent’s face. Follow up immediately with a left inward claw to your opponent’s face. (Your opponent’s head
snaps back.) Continue the motion of your left hand to pin your opponent’s left hand to your right shoulder.
2. Without hesitation, step forward with your right foot toward 12 o’clock into a right neutral bow as you deliver a
right uppercut forearm strike against the elbow joint of your opponent’s left arm. Your left hand continues to
check.
3. Step forward toward 12 o’clock with your left foot into a transitional left neutral bow and immediately pivot to
your right into a right forward bow (facing 4:30) as your right hand reverses its motion, and circles toward you
as a right looping back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right mastoid. Simultaneously deliver a left inward horizontal heel palm thrust (with fingers pointing away from you) to your opponent’s solar plexus. (Your opponent
should bend forward at the waist.)
4. After following through with your right hand, reverse its motion and snap a right outward inverted middleknuckle fist to your opponent’s sternum as you pivot counterclockwise into a right neutral bow.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
5. Rotate clockwise into a right front twist stance, as you simultaneously execute a right outward heel palm claw to
your opponent’s face followed by a left heel palm claw to the right side of his face.
6. Immediately pivot counterclockwise into a right neutral bow as you execute a right inward heel palm claw to the
left side of his face. As you continue the momentum of your counterclockwise maneuver execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponents right knee.
7. From the contact position of your right kick, execute a right front crossover into a right front twist stance. Immediately pivot counterclockwise 180 degrees (checking low with your left hand and high with your right hand) and
execute a right roundhouse kick to your opponents left kidney.
8. From the contact position of your right roundhouse kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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Encounter with Danger ________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Front: Two-hand push)
1. While Standing Naturally, and facing your opponent, he pushes you to the ground, forcing you on your back
toward 6 o’clock.
2. While on your back, and as your opponent lunges toward you, deliver a left vertical knife-edge kick to your opponent’s groin (toward 12 o’clock). (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Immediately flip your body to your left as you simultaneously execute a right knife-edge kick under your opponent’s jaw. (This should drive your opponent’s head back.)
4. As you roll to your left, onto your stomach, facing 6 o’clock, bring your arms under your body and push yourself
back toward your opponent. As you push yourself into action, deliver a left back thrusting heel kick to your opponent’s stomach, while on your right knee. (This kick should drive your opponent’s back.)
While still on your right knee, left front crossover and as you gradually ascend cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
5. While still on your right knee plant your left foot toward 12 o’clock, rise and pivot counterclockwise into a left
neutral bow facing 12 o’clock.
6. Immediately execute a right thrusting ball kick to your opponents groin. While planting your right foot forward
deliver a right vertical punch to your opponents sternum.
7. Execute a left front crossover into a left front twist stance while delivering a right back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right temple.
8. Pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow as you execute a left vertical punch to your opponent’s solar plexus and
then chamber your left clenched fist alongside of your right shoulder as your right hand positionally checks low.
9. Immediately execute a right front crossover into a right front twist stance while executing a left back knuckle
strike to your opponents left temple. Your right hand remains checking low.
10. Pivot counterclockwise into a right neutral bow as your left hand covers your opponent’s eyes and your right
hand delivers a right inward looping overhead punch to the jaw of your opponent.
11. Continue to pivot counterclockwise (so that your upper body now faces 6 o’clock) and drop into a left
close kneel stance. Without disrupting the flow of your Body Rotation execute a right stiff leg kick between his
legs and up to his groin.
12. From the contact position of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
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Circling Destruction ___________________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Left step through punch)
1. While in a right neutral bow (or Standing Naturally), step forward toward 1 o’clock with your right foot into a right
neutral bow. With this step, execute a right inward parry and left outward parry combination to the outside of
your opponent’s left arm. (Your left hand finishes palm up, like a waiter carrying a tray, hooking on top of your
opponent’s left arm at his elbow.) Continue the counterclockwise circling motion of your right hand converting it
into a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s left lower ribcage as you settle into your stance.
(Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Shift your left foot toward 4:30 into a right forward bow (facing 10:30) as you execute a left inward horizontal
heel palm strike to your opponent’s face. Counter Balance this action by having your right handsword cock at
your right ear. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
3. While pivoting into a right neutral bow (facing 10:30) have your left hand claw across your opponent’s face. As
you settle into your right neutral bow, deliver a right inward handsword to the left side of your opponent’s neck.
(This interim use of the claw should obscure your opponent’s vision as well as turn this head toward you. Your
right handsword should stun your opponent.)
4. Simultaneously execute a right front scoop kick to your opponent’s groin (from behind), a left outward thrusting
heel palm strike to your opponent’s left kidney, with a right two-finger eye hook to his right eye. The heel palm
strike will make contact 1/4 of a beat after the kick makes contact. (This dual action should momentarily immobilize your opponent.)
Plant your right foot back of you (toward 4:30) into a left neutral bow (facing 4:30). Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. Have your right foot plant toward 4 o’clock, from the contact position of your right scoop kick, and immediately
bounce into a right knife-edge bounce kick to the back of your opponents left knee to buckle him. Have your
right foot plant toward 10:30, from the contact position of your right kick, and follow up with a right inward elbow
strike to the right side of your opponent’s neck.
6. Immediately execute a left front crossover as you employ both of your heel palms to thrust (fingers up and heals
down) shoving the back of your opponent toward 10:30 thus forcing him onto his stomach and face down.
7. Without hesitation execute a right heal stomp to your opponent’s lower spine, stand on his back with your right
stomping foot, and follow-up with a left front crossover stomp to the back of his neck.
8. Have your left foot slip off into the left of your opponents head while having your right foot slip off and to the
right of his right hip. Immediately drop into a left front close kneel stance as your right knee drives down into his
spine simultaneous with a right heal palm strike to the back of his head, whereby using the ground to smash his
face. Your left hand should be positionally checking where needed.
9. Using your opponent’s body to springboard you, leap up into the air, rotate your entire body clockwise, and execute a left inward looping downward roundhouse kick, (similar to “Leap of Death”) to your opponent’s head.
10. From the contact position of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30
o’clock.
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Detour from Doom ____________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right roundhouse kick)
1. While in a right neutral bow, quickly shift your left foot (up the circle) toward 4:30 into a right 45 degree
cat stance. Simultaneously deliver a left downward block to the inside of your opponent’s right leg as you thrust
a right vertical punch to your opponent’s face. (This should injure your opponent’s right leg as well as drive his
face back.)
2. From your right 45 degree cat stance, deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent’s groin. (Your
opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Plant your right foot toward 10:30 into a right neutral bow, immediately shifting into a right forward bow. With
this shift simultaneously execute a left vertical punch to your opponent’s solar plexus while checking on top of
your opponent’s arms with a right horizontal forearm check. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
4. Deliver a right back knuckle strike to your opponent’s stomach as your left foot begins to shift toward 3 o’clock,
into a right neutral bow (facing 9 o’clock). (Your opponent bends further forward.)
5. Have your left hand hook downward on the back of your opponent’s neck as you continue circling your right arm
counterclockwise and deliver a right inward overhead hammerfist to the back of your opponent’s neck at the
moment you settle into your stance. Your left hand first checks before you chamber it alongside as well as below your left hip.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
6. As you pivot (in-place) into a right forward bow, convert your right hammerfist into a hook on the back of your
opponents neck. Immediately have your right hooking hand force his head down and toward you as you guide
his head into a left upward heel palm thrust to and through the left side of your opponents jaw. Immediately reverse the action as you execute a left hand claw to the right side of his face (on the way back) with your right
hand still bracing the back of your opponent neck.
7. Immediately have your left foot step toward 8 o’clock into a left neutral bow as your right arm slides towards
you, and checks your opponents right shoulder, chambers, and then delivers a right inside downward ricocheting elbow strike to, and through, the left side of your opponent’s face or temple. Have your left hand positionally
check.
8. Slide your right foot clockwise toward 5 o’clock while remaining in the left neutral bow, as you execute a right
outward horizontal back knuckle strike followed by a left horizontal inward heel palm claw to his head and face
respectively.
9. Immediately deliver a right snapping ball kick to your opponent’s groin. As you plant your right foot toward 11
o’clock, execute a right upward lifting stiff-arm back knuckle strike to his face. Positionally check with your left
hand.
10. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5:30.
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Squatting Sacrifice ____________________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Rear: Bear hug—arms free)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent applying a rear bear hug (arms free), step to your right toward 3
o’clock with your right foot into a horse stance (facing 12 o’clock) as both of your elbows strike down to your
opponent’s forearms. (This should loosen his grasp.)
2. Squat on your opponent’s right knee as you then bend over and have both of your hands grab and pull up on
your opponent’s right ankle to force him on his back. The pulling and squatting could cause your opponent’s
knee to break, because of the counterforce prior to the fall. As your opponent falls shift into a concave stance to
prevent an Angle of Entry into your groin.
3. Immediately twist your opponent’s right ankle clockwise (pushing down on your opponent’s toes with your left
heel palm and pulling up on his ankle with the fingers and palm of your right hand). Using the Residual Torque
of the above action have your right leg circle clockwise (preferably raking across your opponent’s face in the
process and plant your right foot toward 7:30 as you then form a right reverse close kneel stance.
4. Pivot into a right forward bow (facing 6:00) while completing the twisting of your opponent’s right ankle. (This
should now force your opponent onto his stomach.)
5. While still maintaining your grab on your opponent’s right ankle with your right hand, step forward with your left
foot (toward 4:30) into a left close kneel stance (paralleling the left side of your opponent’s body) and have your
left hand grab your opponent’s left wrist.
6. Support your weight on your left leg as your cock your right leg high.
7. Pull and jerk up with both of your arms as your right foot stomps to the lower spine of your opponent. (This
could cause a spinal break.)
Right front crossover, sweeping your opponent’s left arm down and cover out twice toward 4:30.
8. From the position of your right stomp, have your right foot to sweep toward 3 o’clock to clear your opponents
left arm. Execute a right front crossover and a left step through toward 3 o’clock as you immediately pivot clockwise toward 9 o’clock into a right neutral bow. Follow-up of the left shovel kick to your opponent’s jaw or head.
9. Plant your left foot 9 nine o’clock (gauging your leg during your course of action - Gauging Leg) and execute a
right slicing knife-edge kick to the left hinge of your opponent’s jaw to cause him to turn on his back. As the momentum of your right kick turns you counterclockwise 340 degrees plant your right foot toward 3 o’clock into a
reverse right neutral bow.
10. Without disturbing the counterclockwise momentum of your flow, execute a left rear sweeping thrust kick to your
opponents right temple. (Remember, your opponent is now on his back thus exposing his right temple).
11. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 3 o’clock.
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Escape from Death ____________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Right: Rear-arm choke)
1. With a choke being applied from the rear, immediately step to your right (toward 3 o’clock) with your right foot
into a horse stance (facing 12 o’clock). As you drop into your stance, turn your head to the left and tuck your
chin against your chest. During this action have your right hand simultaneously grab and pull down on your opponent’s right wrist, utilizing an anchored elbow). Along with these defensive safeguards, deliver a left back elbow strike to your opponent’s solar plexus. Follow up with a left back hammerfist to your opponent’s groin.
(Your opponent should loosen his grip.)
2. Circle your left leg around and back of your opponent’s right leg (Cat Around) toward 7:30 as you drop into a left
close kneel stance (checking your opponent’s right leg with your left knee). Simultaneous with this action deliver
a right hammerfist strike to your opponent’s groin and a left hammerfist strike to your opponent’s left kidney.
(Your opponent should begin to fall toward the ground.)
3. Circle your left hand over your opponent’s right shoulder and have the fingers of your left hand press under your
opponent’s nose (or depending on the circumstances, have your left hand grab your opponent’s hair) to Fulcrum his head back, using his shoulder as the fulcrum point.
4. Immediately pivot into a left forward bow (facing 7:30) to take advantage of your Rotational Force. In the process thrust a right heel palm strike to your opponent’s chin. Simultaneously execute a left sliding check down
your opponent’s right arm, ending at the elbow. (Make sure that the head of your opponent in either of the
above cases is arched and forced back to minimize your opponent’s leverage.)
5. Shoot a right knee strike to the outside of your opponent’s right thigh. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
Replant your right foot to Point of Origin, Left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 1:30.
6. From the contact position of your right knee strike, have your right foot plant toward 1:30 (gauging your distance
accordingly - Gauging Leg) and execute a left knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s left knee. (This
should buckle him from the inside out and briefly cause his head to move toward you). Have your right hand
check low and your left hand checked to the right of your face.
7. Immediately plant your left foot toward 2 o’clock into a right front twist stance while executing a left outward heel
palm claw to the left side of your opponent’s face as you further force his head toward you.
8. Pivot counterclockwise into a right neutral bow as you execute a right inward hammerfist strike to the left side of
your opponent’s jaw. (Properly executed, both left and right strikes will force your opponent’s body to rotate 190
degrees, thus steering your opponent to expose his back toward you.) With the assistance of your right hand
hooking to the left, as well as the front, of his face, and your left hand pushing against his left shoulder, force
your opponent to arch his back toward you. As you force your opponent to assume this postural position execute a right knee strike to the back of his head, or neck, while being constantly assisted by both of your hands.
9. From the contact position of your right knee strike, immediately execute a right stomp to the opponent’s right
ankle or foot.
10. Execute a right for a crossover, and cover out twice toward 2 o’clock.
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Brushing the Storm ___________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Right flank - Right step through overhead club)
1. While Standing Naturally, your opponent attacks you from your right side. Have your right foot step forward toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow. Simultaneously deliver a left inward parry to the outside of your opponent's
right arm while striking to your opponent's jaw with a right heel palm thrust. Your right arm should end under
and inside of your opponent's right arm. (This should stop your opponent's forward Body Momentum and snap
his head back.)
2. Step forward with your left foot into a left close kneel stance toward 1:30 as you strike down to your opponent's
solar plexus with your right inner elbow (striking vertically), making sure that you continue to check your opponent's right arm with your left hand. (This should knock the wind out of your opponent.)
3. While in your left close kneel stance, execute a right underhand heel palm strike to your opponent's groin. Simultaneously continue to apply your left hand check to your opponent's right arm. (This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
4. Pivot clockwise and have your right foot drop back toward 1:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 7:30). While moving, have your right hand pull your opponent's right leg toward you (sliding your hand to his right knee cap and
to a level below that point). Simultaneously have your left hand push forward at your opponent's right hip. (Your
opponent's body is bent over at this point with his right leg in the air.)
5. While controlling your opponent's right leg with your right hand, deliver a left front snap kick (with your instep) to
your opponent's groin. (Your opponent should begin to buckle to the ground.)
6. Plant your left foot forward, gauging the distance (Gauging Leg), and deliver a right knife-edge kick to the back
of your opponent's left knee thus buckling him to the ground.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
7. As you plant your right foot between your opponent's legs, have your left hand grab and pull your opponent's
left ankle while simultaneously executing a right inward elbow strike to his right kidney. The counter action of
your left hand grab and pull along with your right elbow strike should force your opponent forward.
8. With your left hand grabbing on the back of his left ankle, have your right hand now grab the front of his left
knee from the outside. Using Opposing Forces, have your left hand push down on his left ankle and your right
hand pull up on his left knee. This should stretch and possibly sprain his left knee. Without hesitation, slide your
right hand on the outside of his left leg and to the top of his left foot. Grab the top of his left toes with your right
hand as you then push down with your left hand and pull up with your right.
9. While employing Counter Manipulation as well as Opposing Forces (with your push and pull action) have your
left foot slide toward 2 o'clock and roll your opponent onto his back. (He should now be face up, legs spread
apart, and head directed toward 9 o'clock.)
10. Immediately stomp your opponent's right knee with your left foot. Plant your left foot to the inside of his right leg
and deliver a right slicing kick to his groin (slicing up the leg to act as a check).
11. Plant your right foot to the right of his body toward 7:30 (gauging your distance accordingly - Gauging Leg) as
you continue to rotate counterclockwise 190 degrees into a left rear stomp kick to your opponent's stomach.
12. From the contact position of your left stomp have your left foot cross back of your right foot toward 6 o'clock into
a right front twist stance. Immediately pivot counterclockwise 180 degrees into a right looping downward roundhouse kick to your opponent's face.
13. From the contact position of your right kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5 o'clock.
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Menacing Twirl _______________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Rear: Left hand belt grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your back to your opponent, step back and to your left with your right foot toward
7 o’clock into a right rear twist stance. Immediately pivot clockwise into a right forward bow (facing 6 o’clock).
During the transition between the rear twist and the forward bow deliver a right outside downward block to the
inside of your opponent’s left (grabbing) arm at the wrist. Synchronize a left thrusting heel palm strike to the opponent’s chin “with” the completion of your right forward bow. This left heel palm strike also provides the Principal of Limited Retaliation thus preventing your opponent from delivering an effective right punch. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
2. Instantly follow up with a left knee kick to your opponent’s groin. Counter Balance this action by having your
right hand now check (high across your opponent’s chest) as your left hand now checks low on your opponent’s
right arm. (your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Plant your left foot as a Gauging Leg (for distance and clearance) to allow you to now freely deliver a right front
diagonal knee strike toward 4:30 to your opponent’s right inner thigh. During this action shift your right arm
down as a sliding check across your opponent’s solar plexus. Simultaneously have your left hand transfer to the
midpoint of your opponent’s chest (Cross Check). (Your opponent’s right leg should bow outward.)
4. From the Point of Contact of you knee strike, have your right foot stomp onto the right instep of your opponent
as you deliver a right inward diagonal elbow strike to the left side of his jaw. (He should fall to the ground.)
Right front cross over and cover out twice toward 1:30.
5. While keeping your right stomp in position, slide your left foot toward 1 o’clock (gauging your distance accordingly - Gauging Leg) and immediately execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent’s
left knee. From the contact position of your right foot, execute a right roundhouse kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee.
6. Plant your right foot alongside of your opponent’s right foot and immediately execute a right lifting snapping
forearm strike to the underside of his chin (as you guideline with your midrange weapon). Reverse your motion
and deliver a right downward hammerfist strike to your opponent’s right collarbone.
7. Continue the downward flow of your right arm (between you and your opponent) and loop it counterclockwise
into a right hooking punch to the left side of your opponent’s jaw while pivoting into a right reverse bow.
8. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1 o’clock.
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Leap from Danger _____________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Rear: Two-hand push)
1. As your opponent pushes you from the rear, take a forward roll on your right shoulder toward 12 o’clock and
leap up facing your opponent at 6 o’clock while shuffling back into a left neutral bow.
2. As your opponent proceeds to attack you with a right punch, leap to your left toward 4:30 with your left foot and
deliver a right roundhouse kick to your opponent’s solar plexus. While leaping, your left hand should guard low
as your right arm positions itself high (like an extended outward block).
3. Plant your right foot toward 7:30 (Gauging Leg). Pivot counterclockwise and deliver a left spinning back heel
kick to your opponent’s right ribs (kicking toward 7:30). During the kick check with your right hand over your left
shoulder, as your left hand continues to check low behind you.
Left front cross over and cover out twice toward 1:30.
4. From the contact position of your left kick, plant your left foot toward 7: 30 (gauging your leg accordingly Gauging Leg) and as you rotate your body counterclockwise execute a right inward crescent kick to your opponent’s face.
5. Plant your right foot in front of you (toward 7:30), but to the right of your opponent’s right foot. Immediately drag
your left foot toward your right foot (gauging the appropriate distance - Gauging Leg) and execute a right reverse hooking heel kick to (and through) the back of your opponent’s right knee to buckle him.
6. While following through with the right hooking heel kick, have your right foot plant and bounce off the ground as
it launches into a right roundhouse bounce kick to any available opening.
7. From the contact point of your right roundhouse kick, execute the right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
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Circles of Protection __________________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Front: Right step through overhead punch)
1.

While Standing Naturally, have your left foot step toward 11 o'clock into a left forward bow. Simultaneously deliver
a right upward parry under and outside of your opponent's right punch (above the elbow). (First meet the force and
then ride it.)

2.

Shift to your right into a left neutral bow, as you deliver a left upward ripping claw to your opponent's face (under
his right arm). Your right open hand is high to the right side of your face momentarily checking under and slightly
outside of your opponent's right arm. (Your opponent's head should snap back.)

3.

Continue circling your left hand counterclockwise and force your opponent's right arm down to the right side of his
body. Simultaneously continue the clockwise circle of your right hand and execute a right underhand heel palm
claw to your opponent's groin. At this moment your left hand should be on top of your right forearm prior to exploding into the next move. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)

4.

Without hesitation deliver a left outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's face as you shuffle forward (pushdrag). During this action your right hand grabs and pulls your opponent's testicles. Be sure that your left leg is positioned properly as a check to protect your groin. (Your opponent's head should snap back.)
Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.

5.

Slide your left foot toward 10 o’clock into a left close kneel stance, as your left hand slides down his right arm and
grabs your opponent’s right wrist. Simultaneously execute a right inward downward raking hammerfist to his right
floating ribs.

6.

While still grabbing your opponent’s right wrist with your left hand, slide your left foot back and toward 6 o’clock into
a right neutral bow as you straighten his arm by pulling it toward you with your left hand. Without hesitation execute
a right outward heal palm strike against his right elbow to sprain or break it. Ensure accurate timing when employing Opposing Forces.

7.

Immediately execute a left thrusting crossover sweep kick towards 1:30 to the left side of your opponent’s right
knee. As you plant your left foot toward 2 o’clock (into a left front twist stance), have your left hand continue to pull
your opponent’s right wrist down and towards you as you execute a right back knuckle strike to his right rib cage.

8.

Have your right hand follow through with the right upward outward heal palm claw to and through your opponent’s
right jaw hinge. This action is simultaneously executed with a right thrusting a knife-edge kick to the inside of your
opponent’s left knee. Chamber your right hand to the right side of your face while maintaining your left hand grab.

9.

As you plant your right foot directly in front of you (from its contact position), execute a right inward downward vertical hammerfist strike to and through the back of your opponent’s neck. (Your left hand is still maintaining its grab at
this point.)

10. Immediately pivot clockwise into an in-place right front twist stance as your left hand releases its grab, circles clockwise, converts into a left handsword, and strikes to the top of your opponent’s neck, as you settle into your right
front twist stance. Have your right hand simultaneously circle counterclockwise and check the top of your opponent’s right shoulder.
11. Have your left hand now slide and check the top of your opponent’s right shoulder as your right hand continues
counterclockwise and chambers below your right hip. Immediately reverse the action of your in-place twist stance
and vigorously rotate counterclockwise as you execute a right stiff arm lifting punch to your opponent’s face or jaw.
12. Have the momentum of your counterclockwise rotation (Centrifugal Force) deliver a left back knuckle strike to his
face, as you flow into a left spinning stiff –leg back kick under your opponent’s chin, or a left spinning heel hook
coming up in a vertical fashion. Your right hand should now be positionally checking your left rib cage.
13. From the contact position of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
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Circle of Doom ______________________________________________________________________ No. 11
(Front: Right straight kick)
1. While in a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock) your right arm is hanging naturally to your side, as your left hand
is checking at your solar plexus. Pivot to your left into a right reverse bow as you deliver a right inside downward (palm down) block in, and up against, your opponent’s right kicking leg, just below the back of his right
calf. During this block your left hand acts as a Positional Check across your right forearm. Without hesitation
circle your right arm clockwise as you execute a right extended outward block forcing your opponent’s right leg
in a looping clockwise arc.
2. With your opponent’s right leg still in the air and his back to you, deliver a right rear stiff-leg kick with the back of
your heel up and under your opponent's groin. If necessary drag your left foot in to assist you in gauging your
distance - Gauging Leg. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Plant your right foot (Gauging Leg) and deliver a left back hooking heel kick to your opponent’s head. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
Without planting your kicking foot execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
4. Immediately (from the contact position of your left kick) rotate your body clockwise and have your left foot step
out toward 7 o'clock as you settle into a right reverse bow with your head looking over your right shoulder.
Quickly pivot clockwise into a right neutral bow; execute a heel palm strike and grab to the top of your opponents right shoulder; pivot (in-place) into a right front rotating twist stance; pull your opponent's right shoulder
diagonally down and to his left; while executing a left lifting two-knuckle punch to his right ribs.
5. While in your right front twist stance, have your left hand grab your opponent’s right shoulder, to control his
Height Zones, as your right hand chambers below your right hip. Immediately pivot (in-place) counterclockwise
into a right neutral bow as you deliver a right hooking punch to and through your opponent's face so that your
right fist now chambers to the left of your chest.
6. With your left hand still checking, as well as controlling your opponent, execute a left front crossover toward
1:30 into a left front twist stance while delivering a right outward back knuckle strike to any available target.
Quickly have your right can grab and check your opponent’s right shoulder as you’ve chamber your left hand in
front of your chest.
7. As you pivot (in-place) counterclockwise into a left neutral bow, continue to grab and check your opponent’s
right shoulder with your right hand while executing a left heel palm thrust to his jaw hinge.
8. Left front crossover, and cover out twice towards 6:30.
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Broken Gift _________________________________________________________________________ No. 12
(Front: Handshake)
1. With your opponent squeezing your hand, step forward with your left foot toward 12 o’clock into a left neutral
bow (inside of his right leg). Simultaneous with your left step, turn your opponent’s right hand counterclockwise
with your right hand, as your left hand grabs your opponent’s right wrist (with your palm up, underneath his
wrist). Without hesitation execute a left upward flapping elbow strike under the joint of your opponent’s right elbow, while your right arm pulls down to cause an elbow break. (Your opponent should rise onto the tips of his
toes.
2. Step back with your left foot toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock). Coordinated with this
action have your left hand assist by grabbing your opponent’s right wrist as both of your hands twist your opponent’s right wrist and arm clockwise, violently jerking his arm diagonally down past your left hip. (Such action
can cause a shoulder dislocation.)
3. As your left foot settles into your right neutral bow, immediately execute a right outward back knuckle strike to
your opponent’s right temple. During this action retain your left grab on your opponent’s right wrist, while still
pulling your opponent’s right arm toward you. (This should daze your opponent.)
4. Slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 (Up the Circle) into a right neutral bow (facing 10:30) as you
deliver a right inward elbow strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw. Your left hand still controls your opponent’s Height Zones by forcing his right arm diagonally down. (Your opponent should drop to the ground.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. Follow through with your right inward elbow strike and like a figure 8 pattern flow into an outward downward
elbow strike to and through your opponents right jaw. Without disrupting your flow of action execute an upward
vertical elbow strike the underside of his chin.
6. Have your left hand, which is still grabbing your opponents right wrist, twist his arm clockwise so that his right
elbow now faces up, as you then execute a right inward downward hammerfist strike to the back of his right elbow to break it.
7. Immediately grab your opponents right wrist (or hand) with your right hand, slide your right foot back toward
4:30, as you rotate his right arm clockwise into a wrist lock (similar to “Spiraling Twig”). Follow-up with a left
front snapping ball kick to his solar plexus.
8. Plant your left foot (from its contact position) as you gauge it accordingly. Immediately execute a right thrusting
knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponents right knee.
9. From the contact position of your right kick execute a right front crossover toward 6 o’clock and pivot counterclockwise (in-place) into a left reverse heel scoop kick to your opponent’s chin.
10. From the contact position of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5 o’clock.
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Heavenly Ascent _____________________________________________________________________ No. 13
(Front: Two-hand choke, arms straight)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent applying a two-hand choke from the front, step forward with your
right foot toward 12 o’clock (inside your opponent’s right knee) as you clasp both of your hands together and
execute two upward forearm strike (which act as a wedge) to the inside of your opponent’s forearms to break
the choke.
2. Pivot slightly to your left (into a right fighting horse) and execute, a right upward elbow strike to your opponent’s
chin (hands still clasped). (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
3. As you commence to pivot clockwise into a right neutral bow, release your clasp and deliver a right downward
back knuckle strike to your opponent’s nose and face. Instantly follow with a left heel palm claw strike to your
opponent’s nose and face at the precise moment you settle into a right forward bow stance. (This should daze
your opponent.)
4. As you pivot back into a right neutral bow, deliver a right half-fist uppercut strike to your opponent’s throat.
While striking, simultaneously have your left hand slide down your opponent’s right arm, grabbing your opponent’s right wrist and pulling it past your left ribcage. Your pull and strike working in opposition to each other
should enhance the effectiveness of your strike. (Your opponent should feel nauseous.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
5. Immediately step back with your right foot toward six o’clock into a left neutral bow as both of your hands slide
(tracks) down your opponent’s arms and grabs both wrists. Your left hand grabs his right wrist and your right
hand his left wrist. Once securing both grabs, pull down on your opponent’s wrists as you force him to bend
over and toward you.
6. Without delay, while still holding your opponent’s wrists, execute a left front ball kick to your opponent’s groin,
followed by a right front ball kick to his solar plexus or sternum. (The delivery is similar to that of a chicken kick.)
7. As you plant your right foot forward (from its last contact position) execute a right stiff arm lifting back knuckle
strike to and through the underside of your opponent’s chin while still grabbing your opponent’s left hand. Reverse your motion and deliver a right downward vertical back knuckle strike (returning on the same path) to the
bridge of his nose. Immediately follow up your figure 8 pattern by first executing a right inside diagonal downward hammerfist strike to his left jaw as you then flow into a left rear crossover toward 1:30 while executing a
right outward downward diagonal back knuckle strike to and through your opponent’s right jaw. (These moves
are similar to those found in “Thrusting Lance”.)
8. While sliding your left foot toward 1:30 release your left hand, rotate it counterclockwise, and execute a left upward claw to his face. Have your right hand also circle counterclockwise during the same time period as it
sweeps and checks prior to execution. As you settle into a right reverse bow, buckle the inside of his left knee
while executing a right inward downward diagonal heel palm claw to and through his face. Follow through with
your right hand as the same heel palm claw strikes down to your opponent’s groin.
9. Grab your opponent’s testicles with your right hand (assuming he is a male) and as you execute a right front
crossover pull on them. Continue to cover out twice toward 7 o’clock.
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Capturing the Storm __________________________________________________________________ No. 14
(Front - Right step through overhead club)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward and to your left with your left foot toward 11 o'clock into a horse stance
(while facing 12 o'clock). Simultaneously deliver a cross block (with your right wrist crossed over and on top of
your left wrist) as it wedges against the right wrist of your opponent's attacking arm. At this point your cross
block should be angled off toward 1:30 so that your head and body are outside of your opponent's
Line of Attack with the block occurring off of your right shoulder and above the level of your head.
2. Immediately grab your opponent's right wrist with both of your hands, with your left hand facing you and your
right hand turned away from you.
3. While still holding onto your opponent's right wrist, control and guide your opponent's right arm down, in a clockwise motion, so that your opponent's club strikes against his right knee. Continue to circle your opponent's right
arm clockwise (while still holding onto your opponent's right wrist) as you step toward 10:30 with your right foot.
This motion is done while guiding your opponent's right arm and club up and over your left shoulder (above the
level of your head.).
4. Retain the grab with your left hand as your right hand grabs the free end of your opponent's club (palm down
and thumb toward you.)
5. Immediately circle your left foot counterclockwise as it plants (at a comfortable distance) toward 10:30 and
forms a right neutral bow (facing 4:30). All of this is done as your right hand forces the club out of your opponent's grasp by fulcruming the action against your opponent's thumb. This occurs when the end of the club that
your right hand is holding is held above the end held by the opponent. The action from here calls for the end
that your opponent is holding be used as a fulcrum in forcing the club clockwise (from your Point of View)
against his thumb. Without breaking the flow of your action have your right arm loop counterclockwise and have
the club, that you now control, strike to the back of your opponent's right elbow.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 12 o’clock.
6. Without delay have your club circle clockwise as it moves up your opponent's right arm, strikes the back of his
head, continues its clockwise arc, and strikes to and through the front of his right knee. (This entire action occurs within your clockwise circle).
7. Reverse the motion of your club so that while traveling in a counterclockwise circle it strikes the back of your
opponent's right knee, follows through toward 6 o'clock, and arcs just above the level of your head. Simultaneously with the follow through action of your right hand, execute a left front crossover leg sweep toward 5 o'clock
to the back of your opponent's right leg. At the precise moment that his right leg is being swept execute a clockwise circle with your right hand so that your club loops under, to, and through your opponent's nose. As your left
foot plants into a left front twist stance and settles from the sweep, execute a left outward downward heel palm
strike to your opponent's groin.
8. Immediately pivot clockwise (in-place) into a right neutral bow stance facing 11 o'clock as you execute a right
downward diagonal (striking from top to bottom and left to right) elbow strike to your opponent's right kidney.
9. Without delay shoot a right reverse bow toward 4:30 so that it travels behind and through your opponent's right
leg to buckle him. During your course of action, have your club follow the direction of your right reverse bow,
loop counterclockwise and, as you slide your left foot toward 9 o'clock (a very small adjustment), execute a right
looping diagonal downward club strike to and through the back of his head. (Be sure to have your left hand
check your opponent's right arm.)
10. With your club now below your right hip execute a right front crossover toward 1 o'clock into a right front twist
stance as you simultaneously execute an inward horizontal club strike (traveling from outside to in) to and
through the inner back portion of your opponent's left knee.
Step toward 1 o'clock with the left foot and cover out toward 1 o'clock.
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Conquering Shield ___________________________________________________________________ No. 15
(Front: Left stiff-arm lapel grab)
1. Pin your opponent's left grabbing hand to your chest with your left hand as you execute a right inward vertical
forearm strike against your opponent's left elbow to break it. Simultaneous with this action, thrust a right front
ball kick to the right inner knee cap of your opponent. (This should buckle your opponent's right knee, and nullify
his Height Zones, Width Zones and Depth Zones.)
2. As you proceed to plant your right foot forward toward 12 o'clock into a right neutral bow, have your right arm
glance up and then strike down with a right downward elbow strike to your opponent's left forearm thus forcing
your opponent's head forward and down.
3. With your feet firmly planted, deliver a right upward elbow strike under your opponent's chin as your left hand
positionally checks. (This should snap your opponent's head back.)
4. Follow up with a right downward heel palm claw, first to the bridge of the nose, and then to the eyes and face of
your opponent.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
5. As you follow through with the momentum of your right hand, quickly have it check your opponent’s left arm, as
you deliver a left vertical punch to your opponent's sternum. Immediately deliver a right stiff arm lifting forearm
strike toward 11 o’clock as it travels up and under your opponent’s chin, as your left hand checks in front of your
sternum.
6. Convert your right hand into an outward horizontal heel palm claw to the right side of your opponent’s face. As
this action turn his face to his left, execute a left knee strike to his groin.
7. Plant your left foot (from its contact position) toward 1:30 to buckle the inside of his left knee while delivering a
left stiff arm lifting forearm strike up and under your opponent’s chin.
8. As you execute a right rear crossover toward 10:30 into a right rear twist stance, deliver a right heel of palm
thrust to his face. Positionally check with your left hand.
9. Immediately shoot your left leg toward 11 o’clock into a left reverse bow to buckle your opponent’s right leg.
Without delay slide your left foot toward 3 o’clock, pivot counterclockwise into a left front rotating twist stance,
while executing a left outward knuckle rake (similar to a left vertical outward block) across the bridge of his
nose.
10. From out of your left front twist stance, execute a back to front switch (left foot to the back and right foot to the
front). As you step forward with your right foot, execute a right downward inward diagonal knuckle rake across
your opponent’s nose or cheek bone. Time your action so that you take advantage of your Body Momentum.
This should force your opponent back.
11. Follow up by delivering a left shovel kick as it strikes the knee, ribs, or face. From the contact position of your
left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5 o’clock.
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Taming the Mace _____________________________________________________________________ No. 16
(Front: Right step through punch with a wall behind you)
1. While Standing Naturally, step toward 11 o’clock with your left foot into a left neutral bow as you execute a left
inward parry on the outside of your opponent’s right punch. As you parry, deliver a right inward handsword to
the inside of your opponent’s right biceps.
2. Immediately have your left hand check and grab your opponent’s right hand, at the wrist, as you deliver a right
outward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right temple. (This should drive your opponent’s head back.)
3. Have your right hand grab your opponent’s right shoulder. Anchor your elbows, pulling your opponent down to
cancel his Height Zones, as you simultaneously bring him forward, hugging him up close to your body to nullify
his Depth Zones (Hugging Check).
4. With both of your hands grasping your opponent, keeping your arms in close to you, and with your elbows bent,
have your left foot step back toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow (facing 10:30). Immediately pivot counterclockwise. During this action bend your knees, and while gradually descending, slam your opponent against the wall.
5. As your opponent’s back slams against the wall, deliver a right knee kick to your opponent’s groin. Simultaneous with this action execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent’s throat thus sandwiching
your opponent against the wall. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
Replant your right foot back toward 12 o’clock. Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
6. From the contact position of your knee strike, plant your right foot back toward 12 o’clock as you execute a left
heel palm thrust to your opponent’s sternum. Quickly slide your left hand up to his throat and forcefully pin him
against the wall.
7. Execute and in-place back to front switch. This is done by first bringing your left foot back and toward you then
proceeding forward with your right foot into a right neutral bow. As your right foot steps forward, while taking
advantage of body momentum via depth, execute a right heel palm strike to your opponent’s chin. Quickly have
your right hand travel vertically up and passed his face. Reverse your motion as you then rip down and through
his face with the right five-finger claw. Continue your downward flow as you then execute a right horizontal inward elbow strike to your opponent’s left rib cage. Have your left hand positionally checked during the elbow
strike.
8. Immediately pivot into a right forward bow as you execute a right back knuckle strike to the right side of your
opponent’s face simultaneously with a left a vertical punch to his solar plexus.
9. As you pivot counterclockwise (in-place) into a right neutral bow, execute a right downward hammerfist strike to
your opponent’s groin while simultaneously delivering a left inward heel palm claw to and through the right side
of his face.
10. With your left hand now to the left side of your opponent’s face, have your left foot slide back toward 10 o’clock
as you execute a left outward heel palm claw to the left of his face, followed by a right outward back knuckle
strike to and through your opponent’s right temple. Have your left hand positionally check in front of your solar
plexus.
11. Grab the back of your opponent’s head with your right and left hands - with your right hand grabbing from the
left side of his head and your left hand grabbing from the right side of his head. Immediately drag your left foot
to your right foot, anchor your elbows as you pull his head down, and simultaneously execute a right upward
knee strike to his face.
12. From the contact position of your right knee strike, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward
12 o’clock.
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Twirling Sacrifice ____________________________________________________________________ No. 17
(Rear: Full Nelson)
1. With your opponent strongly applying a Full Nelson, stiffen your body and force your neck back against your
opponent’s hands. This is done for the purpose of having your opponent concentrate his efforts to force your
head forward. Take advantage of his forward force and immediately have your right foot step to your right toward 3 o’clock into a horse stance (facing 12 o’clock).
2. Immediately slide you left foot to your right foot (into a transitional left close cat stance). Without hesitation have
your left foot move around and back of your opponent’s right leg toward 7:30. As you bend over (borrowing the
force of your opponent) have both of your arms grab the back of your opponent’s knees. (Have your left arm
pass in front of your opponent’s legs before traveling to the back of your opponent’s left leg while your right arm
simply reaches behind his right leg) and lift your opponent’s legs off the ground.
3. Twirl counterclockwise (360 degrees) by first having your left foot step back toward 4:30. Continue your twirl
and have your right foot step toward 6 o’clock, then your left foot toward 7:30 to smash your opponent against a
wall, pole, etc. If your opponent is too big and heavy just drop your opponent on his back with the possibility of
having his head smash to the ground.
Left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 2:30.
4. Pull your opponent away from the wall and force him onto his back while holding his legs in the air with your
arms. Quickly slide both of your hands to his ankles, right to right and left to left (with your palms facing each
other) and grab both of his ankles. Immediately slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 12 o’clock, as you
flip your opponent counterclockwise and face down. At this point you should now be facing 6 o’clock.
5. While maintaining both grabs in the air, drag your left foot toward your right foot (gauging the distance accordingly - Gauging Leg) and execute a right front snap ball kick to your opponent’s solar plexus. From the contact
position of your right kick, track your right foot back down to the front of his body and execute a right thrusting
knife-edge kick to his jaw or face, depending on the position of his head.
6. Plant your right foot as you cross your opponent’s right leg over his left leg so that his right ankle is placed in
the back of his left knee. Immediately bend his left leg forward to pin it in position (similar to the likes of a figure
“4”). Maintain constant control of his legs as you now position him onto his stomach. (At this point your opponent’s head is pointing toward 6 o’clock).
7. Have your left foot step forward toward 4 o’clock as you drop into a left close kneel stance and force your right
knee on to his left leg. Exert enough pressure so that his left leg, that is folded over his right leg, will sprain or
dislocate at the knee.
8. Grab your opponent's left ankle with both your hands as you stand, shuffle back toward 11 o’clock, jerk and
straighten his left leg, before forcing it to the ground.
9. Immediately execute a left front crossover stomp on to his left ankle before you cover out twice toward 10:30.
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Cross of Death ______________________________________________________________________ No. 18
(Front: Two-hand cross choke)
1. With your opponent cross choking you (with his left hand over his right) have your right foot step forward into a
right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock), buckling the inside of your opponent’s right knee with your right knee. In
the process have your left hand pin your opponent’s hands to your chest (making sure that greater pressure is
on his left hand). Simultaneously deliver a right glancing inward vertical forearm strike against your opponent’s
left elbow to break it. Continue this action and end with a right vertical punch to your opponent’s face. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
2. Immediately pivot into a right forward bow as you deliver a left uppercut punch to your opponent’s stomach
while your right arm horizontally checks both arms of your opponent. (Your opponent should vend forward at
the waist.)
3. As your left foot slides toward 4:30, commence with a left extended outward hooking parry to the outside of your
opponent’s left elbow. Follow up with a right chopping punch to your opponent’s left kidney as your left foot
plants and your body settles into a right neutral bow (facing 10:30).
4. Adjust the orbit of your right arm by delivering a right vertical back knuckle thrust to your opponent’s left temple.
Your left hand continues to check your opponent’s arms. (Again your opponent’s head should snap back.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. Immediately execute a right roundhouse kick to and through your opponents left knee, and from the Chambered Position of your right kick deliver a right outward horizontal hooking heel kick to the inside of his left knee.
6. Quickly plant your right foot in front of you, drag your left foot toward your right foot (gauging the distance accordingly - Gauging Leg) and execute a right front snapping ball kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee
(to further spread his legs).
7. With both of your hands positionally checking plant your right foot in front of you and execute a left
rear crossover stomp (with the ball of your foot) to your opponents left foot as you simultaneously deliver the
right outward heel palm strike to your opponent’s right jaw. Have your left hand check off of your right rib cage.
8. Step toward 7 o’clock with your left foot as you then turn clockwise into a right neutral bow facing your opponent. From the contact position of your right hand, execute a five-finger claw down on your opponent’s face.
9. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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Securing the Storm ___________________________________________________________________ No. 19
(Front: Right step through roundhouse club)
1. While Standing Naturally, step to 12 o’clock with your left foot into a left neutral bow (finishing inside of your opponent’s right leg) as you deliver a left extended outward block to the inside of your opponent’s right wrist. Simultaneously deliver a right vertical punch to your opponent’s face. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)
2. Slide your right foot back (clockwise) toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 4:30) as you deliver a left uppercut forearm strike over and under your opponent’s right arm to break the elbow. (This should thrust your opponent’s torso forward.)
3. Shift your left foot back toward 11 o’clock, while still pinning your opponent’s right arm, and quickly circle your
right foot clockwise so that it travels around, and back of, your opponent’s right leg. As you continue to circle
your right foot, immediately thrust it toward 6 o’clock into a left forward bow as you simultaneously thrust a right
heel palm strike to your opponent’s jaw. In the process your right leg will buckle your opponent’s right leg. The
two forces (the buckle and the heel palm strike) work together in forcing your opponent to the ground. During
this action your left hand grabs and slides along your opponent’s right arm, ending at the wrist the moment your
opponent hits the ground.
Step back with your right foot toward 7:30; left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
4. Have your right hand circle clockwise as it reaches around and grabs the far end of the club, to guarantee proper leverage when disarming it from your opponent’s grip. Maintain the grab with your left hand.
5. Holding the club with your right hand, and your opponent’s right wrist with your left, settle in-place as you jab
the club down into your opponent solar plexus.
6. Now snake the club clockwise and around your opponent’s right arm so that you place the downward end on
the ground just above his left shoulder, and as you shuffle up (just a little) use your right knee to check his right
arm, while your right hand forces the club up against his jaw in order to break his neck or jaw. You now adjust
your left foot up near the top of his head as you swing your right foot back toward 10:30, while switching hands
on the club, keeping it across his throat, and now jerk back on the club with both hands to again attempting to
break his jaw or neck.
7. Maintain your grip on the club, with your left hand, and as you execute a left front crossover toward 7:30 (up the
side of the circle) loop the club clockwise over and down to strike the right side of his head at the temple.
8. From there, double cover out toward 9 o’clock.
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Intercepting the Ram _________________________________________________________________ No. 20
(Front: Tackle)
1. While Standing Naturally, hop to your left onto your left foot toward 11 o’clock and deliver a right knee kick to
your opponent’s solar plexus. Simultaneously deliver a right inward overhead hammerfist to your opponent’s
right kidney as your left hand checks your opponent’s right shoulder. (This should stun your opponent.)
2. With your opponent’s momentum forcing you back, drop back with your right foot toward 6 o’clock into a left
neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock) as you deliver a left inward overhead elbow strike to the upper spine of your opponent. During this action your right hand acts as a sliding check along your opponent's back to his shoulders to
keep his Height Zones in check. (This should begin to force your opponent to the ground.)
3. Immediately slide your left foot counterclockwise to 4:30 into a right neutral bow as you deliver a right inward
downward diagonal punch which converts into a forearm elbow smash to the left side of your opponent’s jaw.
Simultaneously have your left arm act as a sliding check on your opponent’s right shoulder. (This should drive
your opponent’s head toward the ground.
4. After striking your opponent’s jaw, continue to pivot to your left as you deliver right back scooping heel kick to
the right side of his jaw. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
Without planting your right foot, right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. With your right kicking leg still in the air, re-trace its path and immediately execute a right rear thrust kick to the
opponent’s body.
6. From the contact position of your right rear thrust kick, execute a right front crossover toward 6:30 and without
hesitation pivot counterclockwise into a left spinning back thrust kick to your opponent’s face.
7. Plant your left foot (gauging leg), toward 12 o’clock, into a left neutral bow (facing your opponent) and immediately execute a right inward diagonal slicing knife-edge kick (from 4:30 up to 10:30) to and through your opponent’s face. Without losing the counterclockwise circular flow of your right kick, execute a right knife-edge thrust
kick to the inside of your opponent’s right knee.
8. Without planting your right foot, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7 o’clock.
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Kneel of Compulsion _________________________________________________________________ No. 21
(Right flank: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, facing 12 o’clock, step forward and to your right toward 1:30 with your right foot as
you execute a double parry (left inward parry to the outside of your opponent’s right wrist, followed by a right
outward parry to the outside of your opponent’s right elbow).
2. Step toward 1:30 with your left foot as your right hand grabs your opponent’s right shoulder (while employing a
rolling check in the process). Pivot clockwise and have your left hand grab the back of your opponent’s left
shoulder.
3. Without hesitation step back toward 1:30 with your right foot into a left neutral bow as both of your arms pull
your opponent’s shoulders back, thus disturbing his balance.
4. Follow up with a right step through knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent’s left knee thus compelling him
to kneel on his left knee.
5. As you plant your right foot forward toward 7:30 into a right neutral bow between your opponent’s legs, execute
a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the right side of your opponent’s head. Simultaneously strike with a left
inward horizontal heel palm to the left side of his head, thus sandwiching your opponent’s head. (Your opponent
should fall to his knees.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 3 o’clock.
6. With your opponent on his knees have your right arm wrap around your opponent’s neck (from right to left) to
form a hammerlock with your left hand is assisting, as well as checking, your opponent’s action. This is done
while planting your right foot toward 7 o’clock to the left of your opponent’s left leg.
7. Immediately execute a left step through toward 7 o’clock (into a left neutral bow) as you pile drive your opponent’s head down into the floor.
8. As you continue your forward momentum, release both of your hands as you then have your left hand grab your
opponent’s left wrist. Immediately execute a push-drag shuffle toward 7 o’clock as you then force your opponent’s left arm toward his neck, drop into a left close kneel, and have your right knee pile drive your opponent’s
left arm to dislocate his left shoulder.
9. Have your left foot step back toward 1:30 and plant it alongside your opponent’s left hip (to act as a gauging leg) as you immediately execute a right looping outward downward crescent heel kick to the left side of your
opponent’s head.
10. Plant your right foot to the left of your opponent’s head and immediately execute a left front crossover so that
your left foot travels over your opponent’s body and plants to the right of his right hip, as your left knee is then
driven down onto your opponent’s spine.
11. Immediately rise from your knee drop and have your left foot step toward 8 o’clock and instantly drop into a left
close kneel stance while burying your right knee into your opponent’s neck.
12. Stand upright, execute a right scraping heel kick on top of your opponent’s head (like a heel stomp that sweeps
through) as you then flow into a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 9 o’clock.
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Clipping the Storm ___________________________________________________________________ No. 22
(Front: Right thrusting club)
1. While in a left neutral bow, step forward and to your left with your left foot toward 11 o’clock into a horse stance
(facing 1:30) as you deliver a left inward downward handsword to the outside of your opponent’s right forearm.
Simultaneously cock your right handsword near your right ear. (Your opponent should drop his club.)
2. Shift (in-place) to a left neutral bow as you deliver a right downward handsword strike to the outside of your opponent’s right wrist, as your left hand cocks (palm in) to your right ear. (This will help force your opponent to
drop his club if not already done so.)
3. Have your right foot step forward to the outside of your opponent’s right leg into a right 45 degree cat stance as
you thrust a left outward handsword (palm down) to your opponent’s throat. During this action your right hand
slides down your opponent’s right arm, check (palm up like a waiter carrying a tray) on top of his right arm. (This
should stun your opponent.)
4. Step forward and back of your opponent’s right leg with your right foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o’clock) as you deliver a right thrusting heel palm strike under your opponent’s chin. Your left hand should be
checking your opponent’s upper right arm. (This should drive your opponent’s head back.)
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
5. Immediately drop into a right close kneel stance as you execute a right outward diagonal back knuckle strike to
the back of your opponent’s right knee simultaneous with a left heel palm thrust to your opponent’s right shoulder - to cause him to fall back, over, and on top of your right knee.
6. While your opponent is still in the process of falling, continue the action of your right hand so that it circles counterclockwise into a right downward back knuckle strike to your opponent’s groin.
7. Immediately rise and execute a left front snap kick to your opponent’s right rib cage.
8. Plant your left foot near your opponent’s right hip and execute a right thrust heel stomp to his solar plexus. As
you pivot counterclockwise, and to your left, slide your right foot along your opponent’s chest, turn into a right
reverse bow stance which then converts into a slide heel stomp to his throat or chin (your weight settles on your
right foot at the time of the impact).
9. Slide your right foot alongside of your left foot, which is near your opponent’s right hip, as you properly gauge
your distance for the next move. Immediately execute a left outward downward looping crescent kick stomp as
it drops between your opponent’s legs and on to his groin.
10. Immediately deliver in a right step through stomp onto your opponent’s right ankle, slip your right foot to the
ground, and execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 3 o’clock.
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Glancing Wing _______________________________________________________________________ No. 23
(Front: Left uppercut punch)
1. While in a right neutral bow, simultaneously deliver a right inward block to the outside of your opponent’s left
uppercut while delivering a left vertical punch to your opponent’s face. (This should drive your opponent’s head
back.)
2. Immediately hook your left hand down and out (clockwise) outside of your opponent’s left arm as you deliver a
right chopping punch to your opponent’s left ribcage. (This should bend your opponent forward at the waist.)
3. Slide your left foot counterclockwise toward 4:30 into a right neutral bow (facing 10:30) as your left hand hooks
to the back of your opponent’s neck, thus forcing your opponent to bend forward. Simultaneously have your
right hand check your opponent’s left arm to his body.
4. With your opponent bent over, execute a right inward diagonal punch which converts into a forearm elbow strike
to the left side of your opponent’s jaw. Your left hand is in a Positional Check near your right ribcage.
Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
5. Instantly pull your right elbow back (like a right outward elbow that travels diagonally upward) so that your right
wrist is bent up to allow your right back knuckle to strike and hook to the right side of your opponent’s face.
6. Drag your left foot toward your right foot (gauging leg) and execute a right upward outward diagonal crescent
knee strike to your opponent’s left rib cage.
7. From the contact position of your right knee strike, have your right foot stomp the arch of your opponent’s left
foot, and immediately have your right foot bounce into a right side thrust bounce kick to the inside of your opponent’s right kneecap. (This will buckle his right leg, and cause his head to drop and bend forward).
8. Plant your right foot, drag your left foot toward it (gauging the distance - Gauging Leg) and immediately pivot
counterclockwise as you execute a right reverse scoop kick to your opponent’s head.
9. Instantly have your right foot bounce on the ground as it continues into a right inward downward diagonal looping roundhouse bounce kick to the back of your opponent’s left knee.
10. From the contact position of your right foot, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 5
o’clock.
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The Back Breaker ____________________________________________________________________ No. 24
(Right flank: Right step through punch)
1.

While Standing Naturally, facing 12 o’clock, step forward and to your right toward 1:30 with your right foot as your execute a double parry (left inward parry to the outside of your opponent’s right wrist, followed by a right outward parry to
the outside of your opponent’s right elbow).

2.

Step toward 1:30 with your left foot as your right hand grabs your opponent’s right shoulder (while employing a rolling check in the process). Pivot clockwise and have your left hand grab the back of your opponent’s left shoulder.

3.

Without hesitation step back toward 1:30 with your right foot into a left neutral bow as both of your arms pull your opponent’s shoulders back and toward you, thus disturbing his balance. Immediately deliver a right knee kick to your opponent’s lower spine while simultaneously pulling with both of your hands so that your elbows rest against your ribcage.

4.

Drop your right foot back toward 1:30 into a left neutral bow and increase your two-hand pull to force your opponent
onto your left knee (with your hands ending at the level of your hips), striking his upper spine (with your left knee).

5.

Grab your opponent’s chin with your right hand as your left hand moves to the right side of your opponent’s head (the
fingers of your left hand point to your left). Immediately twist your opponent’s head clockwise (breaking your opponent’s neck).

6.

Reverse the motion of your right hand as you execute a right inward downward handsword to the bridge of your opponent’s nose. (Counter Balance this action by having your left hand apply a sliding check to your opponent’s right shoulder.)

7.

While still in-place deliver two downward back knuckle strikes to the left and right humerus of the shoulder of your opponent (right to right and left to left). Your right hand travels counterclockwise striking from the outside in. Your left
hand travels clockwise and also strikes from the outside in.

8.

As soon as you feel the positive results of the above SANDWICH step back with your left foot, toward 1:30 into a right
close kneel stance as you execute two heel palm claws to your opponent’s face. Your opponent’s head and back
should hit the ground forcefully.

9.

Pivot (counterclockwise) into a right reverse close kneel stance. Utilize this momentum in striking your opponent’s right
jaw hinge with the right side of the heel of your right foot.

10. Follow up with a right back heel stomp to the nerve of your opponent’s right shoulder. (This is accomplished without
lifting your right foot from the ground.)
From your right reverse bow execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 1:30.
11. Slide your right foot slightly to the right (for proper alignment) of your left foot, and execute a left reverse inward looping
hooking heel kick to and through the right side of your opponent’s face. Immediately have your left foot plant into a reverse heel stomp on top of your opponent’s left collarbone. (During all of the above you’re still facing 2:30.
12. Pivot counterclockwise into a left neutral bow stance (facing your opponent) and immediately execute a low right front
shovel kick to and through your opponent’s left jaw. As your right foot follows through, drop down into a right front rotating twist stance, with your left knee dropping onto your opponent’s left rib cage. (You are facing 10 o’clock at this
point).
13. Using your opponent’s body as a springboard, from the above action, bounce up into the air and pivot counterclockwise as your left foot then lands were your right foot was (in-place change—back to front). Drop, using Marriage of Gravity, as you execute a right inward looping downward roundhouse kick to your opponent’s groin. (Facing 2
o’clock)
14. Leap up again, turning clockwise in the air, and as you land on your right foot execute a left looping downward roundhouse kick to the right kneecap, or right inner thigh, of your opponent (facing 12 o’clock).
15. From the contact position of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 12 o’clock, landing
on your left foot in a one legged stance, with your left hand covering high and your right hand covering low . You are
now looking toward six o’clock.
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1. GLANCING SPEAR ____________________________________ Front: Right direct wrist grab to left arm
2. THRUST INTO DARKNESS _____________________________________ Rear: Right step through punch
3. CIRCLING FANS _______________________________________ Front: Left & right punch combination
4. ROTATING DESTRUCTION ______________________ Front: Right thrust kick & left spinning back kick
5. FALCONS OF FORCE ______________________________ Flank: Left & right shoulder grabs / Two Men
6. THE BEAR AND THE RAM _______________ Front: Right punch & rear bear hug - arms free / Two Men
7. RAINING LANCE _______________________________ Front: Right step through overhead knife attack
8. DESPERATE FALCONS _______________________________________ Front: Two-hand grab to wrists
9. LEAP OF DEATH _____________________________________ Front: Right step through straight punch
10. PROTECTING FANS ___________________ Front: Left & right punch with opponent's left foot forward
11. DECEPTIVE PANTHER ___ Front: Combination right low front snap kick & right high roundhouse kick)
12. COURTING THE TIGER _______________________ Flank: Left & right arm & shoulder grabs / Two Men
13. GATHERING THE SNAKES ________________________ Front: Left punch & right rear punch / Two Men
14. GLANCING LANCE ___________________________________________ Front: Right shuffle knife thrust
15. DOMINATING CIRCLES __ Front: Offset right hand grab to right shoulder, slightly bent, right foot forward
16. DESTRUCTIVE FANS _____________________________________ Left flank: Right step through punch
17. UNFURLING CRANE ____________________ Front: Left & right punch with opponent's left leg forward
18. GRASPING EAGLES ____________________ Front: Right lapel grab / rear left shoulder grab / Two Men
19. PARTING OF THE SNAKES __________________________ Front: Right punch / rear attempt / Two Men
20. THRUSTING LANCE _____________________________________ Front: Right step through knife thrust
21. BLINDING SACRIFICE_________________________________________ Front: Two hand grab or choke
22. SNAKES OF WISDOM ______________________________ Flank: Left & right shoulder grabs / Two Men
23. ENTWINED LANCE ______________________________________ Front: Right step through knife thrust
24. FALLING FALCON ______________________________________________ Front: Right direct lapel grab
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Glancing Spear _______________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Front: Right direct wrist grab to left arm)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent's right hand grabbing your left wrist, drop back with your right foot
toward 6 o'clock into a transitory left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). Simultaneous with this action have your
right hand (palm down) circle clockwise under your opponent's right hand from your opponent's grasp. Have
your right arm pin your opponent's right wrist to your left arm, as your left hand turns palm up. In coordination
with this same action Counter Manipulate your opponent by pivoting into a left reverse bow, and yanking him
diagonally down past your right hip, remembering to keep both of your arms fused with your Body Rotation. As
you settle into your reverse bow, use a "grab of greater control" with your right hand. (This should not only free
you from your opponent's grasp, but also disturb his balance as well as give you Control Manipulation of your
opponent.)
2. Follow up by pivoting into a left neutral bow, facing 12 o'clock. As you settle into your neutral bow deliver a left
outward elbow strike to your opponent's right lower ribcage. Your right hand (open & palm down) travels forward as a detaining check on top of your opponent's right arm. (Your opponent should bend forward at the
waist.)
3. Without any loss of the flow of action, pivot into a left forward bow, facing 12 o'clock. As you pivot, your right
hand continues its Path of Travel, glancing off your opponent's right arm, to become a right horizontal finger
thrust to his eyes. Your left arm, still below your opponent's right arm, forms the other half of an
Open End Triangle to check his right arm. (This should snap your opponent's head back.)
4. Left front crossover in the direction of 4:30. In the process of crossing over, sweep your opponent's right leg, as
you maintain your arms checking in the Neutral Zone. (This should disturb your opponent's balance, and spread
his legs.
5. Immediately pivot clockwise as you execute a right spinning stiff-legged sweep to the back of your opponent's
right leg. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
6. With you having settled into a left forward bow, facing 11:30, and with your opponent on his back (with his head
toward 6 o'clock) deliver a right downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent's chest. (This should further stun your opponent.)
7. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 3:00.
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Thrust into Darkness __________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Rear: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, you sense your opponent attacking directly from the rear. Quickly move out of the
Line of Attack and create distance. Do this by having your right foot step toward 1:30 as you slide your left foot
toward your right foot into a left reverse cat stance. During this action look over your left shoulder, have your
right hand check over your left shoulder, and have your left hand check low to the outside of your left thigh.
2. Deliver a left thrusting back heel kick to your opponent's stomach. (This kick stops your opponent's forward momentum and forces him to bend forward at the waist.)
3. Immediately plant your left foot toward 7:30 as you pivot into a left neutral bow, facing your opponent. Be sure
to adjust your hands into an appropriate guarding position.
4. Execute a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent's chest, and after the kick plant forward into a right
neutral bow, facing 7:30. (This kick should snap your opponent's body diagonally upward and back.
5. With your opponent stumbling back, execute a left front crossover/right knife-edge kick to the outside of his right
knee (which is his forward leg). (This kick should buckle your opponent onto his right knee, as well as turn his
body counterclockwise to his left.)
6. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow toward 7:30 between your opponent's legs. Without loss of
momentum, pivot into a right transitory forward bow while executing a right outward back knuckle strike to your
opponent's left temple. Simultaneous "with" the back knuckle strike, deliver a left vertical punch to this spine. At
the completion of this whipping rotational action, you should return to a right neutral bow. (Your opponent
should drop to the ground.)
7.

Right front crossover, and cover out toward 1:30.

8. Survey.
9. Noticing that your opponent may still pose a threat, left rear crossover/right thrusting back heel kick to any available target.
10. From the Point of Contact of your kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of
1:30.
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Circling Fans _________________________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Left & right punch combination)
1. While Standing Naturally, your opponent attacks with a left straight punch toward your head. Immediately,
step back with your left foot toward 6 o'clock into a right neutral bow, facing 12 o'clock. As you step back, execute a right inward downward diagonal parry to the top and outside of your opponent's left arm.
2. As your opponent follows up with a right straight punch, further increase the distance by sliding your right foot
back into a 45-degree cat stance. While sliding your right foot back, execute a left inward downward diagonal
parry to the top and outside of your opponent's right arm. During this parry position your right hand (fist
clenched, palm up) at your right hip as a Point of Reference for your next move. (These parries should cancel
your opponent's Height Zones and Width Zones.)
3. Without any loss of motion, execute a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent's groin. (Your opponent
should bend forward at the waist.)
4. With your opponent bending forward at the waist, plant your right foot forward toward 12 o'clock into a right neutral bow. As you plant thrust a right uppercut punch to your opponent's forehead, simultaneous "with" a left horizontal forearm check of his arms. (Your opponent's head should snap back, as his entire body is driven back.)
5. Execute a left front crossover to again close the distance. As you crossover, deliver a left vertical punch to your
opponent's sternum. Simultaneous "with" this punch contour down your opponent's chest with a right sliding
horizontal forearm check. (This should maintain your control of the gap.)
6. Thread your right knee into your opponent's groin.
7. Diversify your Angle of Attack by contouring your right knee down the inside of your opponent's right thigh to
buckle his right knee outward. (This action should both turn your opponent's body clockwise to his right, and
bring his head down.) Utilizing Reverse Marriage of Gravity, deliver a right upward lifting forearm strike under
your opponent's chin. Simultaneous "with" these two actions utilize a left horizontal forearm check at waist level.
(Your opponent should be driven back and fall to the ground.)
8. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
9. Survey.
10. Notice that your opponent is still capable of retaliation, execute a left rear crossover / right back thrusting heel
kick to any available opening.
11. From the Point of Contact of your kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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Rotating Destruction __________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right thrust kick & left spinning back kick)
1. While in a right neutral bow, your right hand is hanging low near your right leg as your left hand checks high. As
your opponent delivers a right front thrust kick toward your abdomen, pivot into a right reverse
close kneel stance. While pivoting, execute a right inside downward, palm-down block, to the inside and under
your opponent's right leg. Continue the flow of your action by pivoting clockwise into a right neutral bow, as your
right hand converts into an extended outward block. This block should force your opponent to turn counterclockwise. His foot should plant toward 4:30, with his back toward you.
2. As your opponent follows up with a left spinning back kick, have your right foot drop back into a left front twist
stance (facing 12 o'clock). While dropping back into your stance, execute a right downward diagonal block to
the outside of your opponent's left leg. Your left hand should be checking at the solar plexus level. (Your opponent should be off balance and leaning forward at this point.)
3. Utilizing the Residual Torque from your previous move, pivot clockwise as you deliver a left roundhouse kick to
your opponent's head. (His head should be driven back.)
4. Plant your left foot (adjusting it accordingly), as you deliver a right spinning hooking heel kick to your opponent's
solar plexus, or other available targets. (Your opponent should drop to his knees.)
5. From the Point of Contact of your kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
6. Survey.
7. Return with a right hopping knife-edge kick to any available opening on your opponent.
8. From the Point of Contact, of your kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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Falcons of Force ______________________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Flank: Left & right shoulder grabs / Two Men)
1. While Standing Naturally, and flanked by two men grabbing your shoulders, have your right foot step toward 3
o'clock into a horse stance, toward your opponent at your right flank, (now referred to as opponent No. 1). As
you step, pin your opponent's left hand with your left hand. Simultaneous with this pin execute a right outward
handsword to his throat. (This strike should cause opponent No. 1 to stumble back and temporarily delay him.)
2. Immediately have your right foot step toward 11:30 into a right neutral bow, as your right hand checks the right
hand of opponent No. 2. Without pause in your action, pivot counterclockwise into a left neutral bow (facing
7:30) as your left hand executes a left outward handsword to the throat of opponent No. 2. (This strike should
cause opponent No. 2 to stumble back and temporarily delay him.)
3. As opponent No. 1 delivers a right step through punch, toward your head, have your left foot step back (counter
-clockwise) toward 10:30 into a right neutral bow (facing 4:30). While pivoting into your right neutral bow, execute a right inward block to the inside of his right arm. Your left hand positionally check at your solar plexus.
4. Execute a right front snap ball kick to the groin of opponent No. 1. (Your opponent should bend forward at the
waist.)
5. Plant your right foot forward, gauging the distance (Gauging Leg) between both of your opponents. Left
rear crossover and execute a right thrusting back heel kick to the solar plexus of opponent No. 2. (This kick
should stun your opponent as well as drive him away.)
6. From the Point of Contact of your kick execute a right front crossover toward 1:30. Change your Angle of Departure by switching into a left neutral bow facing 6 o'clock. (Your left rear foot moves to the front toward 1:30 (shallow step) before your right forward foot moves to the rear toward 12:00.
7. Survey.
8. With opponent No. 1 off balance, but still standing and within range, execute a right spinning stiff-legged sweep
of his right leg. Finish your sweeping action in a left neutral bow (facing 6 o'clock).
9. Survey.
10. Left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 10:30, completing your action Mid-Way Point between both opponents.
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The Bear and the Ram _________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Front: Right punch & rear bear hug - arms free / Two Men)
1. While opponent No. 1 approaches from the front, opponent No. 2 grabs you in a rear bear-hug, with your arms
free. As opponent No. 2 hugs, opponent No. 1 delivers a right step through punch toward your head. In response to these attacks, execute a right inward block to the inside of the right arm of opponent No. 1. Simultaneous with this block, drop your weight onto your left leg as you execute a right front thrusting ball kick to the
groin of opponent No. 1. (This should force him to bend forward at the waist, drive him away, and temporarily
delay him from taking action.) Your left hand positionally checks.
2. From the Point of Contact of your kick, plant your right foot toward 3 o'clock into a horse stance (facing 12
o'clock). As you drop into your horse stance, simultaneously strike down with both of your elbows against the
forearms of opponent No. 2. (The intent here is to cause pain to your opponent's arms and to loosen his grip.)
3. Have your left foot meet your right foot (close cat) as your left and right arms cock to the right side of your waist
(right palm up and left palm facing you).
4. Have your left foot then go around and behind your opponent's right leg (toward 7:30) and into a left reverse bow.
5. Pivot into a left neutral bow toward 7:30, while striking with a left outward elbow to your opponent's face. (This
move should force your opponent's head back and away from you.)
6. Continue to pivot counter-clockwise into a left forward bow, as you execute a right inward downward hammerfist
to your opponent's bladder. Your left arm continues through your opponent's head to pin your opponent's right
arm to your left side (between your left arm and your left hip). (The hammering action should crush and force
your opponent toward the ground.)
7. Continuing the flow of your action, execute a left rear crossover/right thrusting back heel kick to the sternum of
opponent No. 1. Be sure to allow for the proper angle change necessary to align your kick.
8. From the Point of Contact of your back kick, reverse the motion and deliver a right front snap ball kick to the
right ribcage of opponent No. 2, who is on the ground with his head pointing toward 4:30.
9. From the Point of Contact of your right front kick, execute a right front crossover toward 1:30, stepping out into
a right neutral bow.
10. Deliver a left front snap ball kick to the head of opponent No. 2 (who is still on his back.)
11. From the Point of Contact of your left front kick, execute a left front crossover/right knife-edge kick (toward
10:30) to any available opening on opponent No. 1.
12. From the Point of Contact of your right knife-edge kick, execute a right front crossover, stepping out, and then
back into a left neutral bow at 3 o'clock Mid-Way Point between both opponent's.
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Raining Lance ________________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Front: Right step through overhead knife attack)
1. While Standing Naturally (or while in a left neutral bow), have your left foot step toward 10:30 into a left neutral
bow to get out of the Line of Attack. Be sure to move completely out of your Ghost Image. While moving out of
the Line of Attack, execute a right outward parry to the outside of your opponent's right arm (at the wrist). Be
sure that your parry first meets your opponent's right arm before guiding it.
2. While the overhead attack is still in motion, pivot to your right into a horse stance as your left hand assists your
right in guiding and controlling the path of your opponent's weapon. While guiding the knife hand, and without
losing momentum, pivot clockwise into a left neutral bow, as you jam the knife into your opponent's right thigh.
3. Deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's sternum (shuffling forward if necessary). Your
left hand is now pinning your opponent's right hand to keep the knife in his thigh. (The pain from the knife
wound should take effect at this point.)
4. With your left hand still pressing the knife against the thigh, have your left hand convert into a palm up
"tiger's mouth". Have your left arm track up your opponent's right arm, pressing against it, on its way to choking
your opponent's Adam's Apple. Your right hand switches places, palm down, to continue pressing and checking
the knife into your opponent's thigh. (Your opponent should gasp for breath.)
5. Immediately switch both of your hands so that your left forearm now presses your opponent's right arm, as your
left hand grabs and squeezes your opponent's testicles. Simultaneously have your right hand circle counterclockwise in the shape of the of a crab hand pinch (palm facing your opponent). Have the crab hand pinch hook
and pinch your opponent's eyes. (Your opponent should feel nauseous from the effects of the squeeze to the
testicles, and your crab hand pinch should temporarily blind him.)
6. Your right foot steps forward into a cat stance (facing 12 o'clock) to the outside of your opponent's right leg. You
may need to adjust your left foot to allow your right foot freedom to move to the front. As you step forward into
your cat stance, your left hand contours up your opponent's right arm, to execute a left inner wrist strike to his
throat. Your right hand switches places to continue pressing the knife into his right thigh.
7. Without loss of momentum, have your right foot step forward as you drop into a right close kneel stance
(actually kneeling on the ground). As you step forward, have your left inner wrist switch into a left hooking wrist
(shape of the crane) whereby your left forearm utilizes your opponent's right shoulder as a fulcrum. This fulcrum
coordinated with the momentum of your body will force your opponent over your right knee. (This should sprain
or break your opponent's back.)
8. Deliver a right downward diagonal hammerfist to your opponent's heart. Be sure to have your left hand simultaneously check, pin, and control your opponent's body against your right leg and body. (Your opponent should
be totally stunned at this point.)
9. Deliver a left thrusting heel palm strike to the right side of your opponent's jaw (fingers pointed up) to injure and
force your opponent off your right knee. Have your right hand dislodge the knife from your opponent's thigh.
While dislodging the knife, convert your left heel palm strike into a Positional Check at your solar plexus. (Your
opponent should roll off your knee and onto his stomach.)
10. While still on your left knee, execute a right front crossover, and gradually ascend before you cover out twice
toward 7:30.
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Desperate Falcons ____________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Front: Two-hand grab to wrists)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you step
forward circle both of your arms clockwise having them travel under, around, and over your opponent's right
wrist. This explosive action should continue diagonally and down toward your right hip to loosen or release your
opponent's grasps, bring his arms and head down, and cancel your opponent's Height Zones and Width Zones.
2. Immediately pivot into a left forward bow (facing 12 o'clock). Without totally disengaging from your opponent's
arms, execute a left outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's face. Simultaneously deliver a right thrusting vertical punch to his right ribcage. The action of both strikes is accomplished by needling an
Open End Triangle along your opponent's right arm as they travel to their targets. (This should force your opponent back.)
3. Without hesitation step forward into a right 45-degree cat stance toward 12 o'clock and deliver a right vertical or
diagonal back knuckle strike to your opponent's right temple. With this action have your left hand check and
press down against your opponent's right arm. (This should cause intense pain.)
4. Without loss of forward momentum, step forward with your right foot into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock).
Your right leg should hug the inside of your opponent's right leg. While stepping forward execute a right inward
elbow strike to your opponent's face. Your left hand continues to check and press down against your opponent's right arm. (Your elbow strike should drive your opponent's head back.)
5. Pivot into a right reverse wide kneel to buckle the inside of your opponent's right leg. While pivoting, deliver a
right downward diagonal hammerfist to your opponent's right kidney. During these actions your left hand continues to press your opponent's right arm down and across his body. (The buckle should force your opponent's
right knee out and help to expose his kidney. The kidney strike should cause your opponent to drop toward the
ground.)
6. Execute a left rear crossover toward 1:30, and without loss of momentum plant your right leg into a right reverse bow, in sync with a universal body check, to buckle the inside of your opponent's left leg. (This should
force your opponent's left leg to spread.)
7. Execute a right knee strike to the inside of your opponent's right thigh. The Path of Travel of your right knee
strike and body is toward 7:30.
8. From the Point of Contact, of your right knee strike, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward
7:30.
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Leap of Death ________________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Front: Right step through straight punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, step back with your right foot toward 6 o'clock into a left transitional neutral bow
(facing 12 o'clock). As you step back execute a right outward parry to the outside of your opponent's right
punch. Continue to ride the force of your opponent's punch by pivoting into a left reverse bow. Simultaneous
with your pivot have your right hand grab your opponent's right wrist while delivering a left inward horizontal
heel palm strike under and to the outside of your opponent's right elbow. (This should sprain or break your opponent's right elbow.) The explosive flow of your action should guide your opponent diagonally and down past
your right hip.
2. Instantly reverse the flow of your action as you pivot counterclockwise into a left forward bow (facing 12
o'clock). As you pivot maintain control of your opponent's right wrist with your right hand while simultaneously
delivering a left outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's right lower ribcage. (Your opponent should bend
forward at the waist.)
3. Again reverse the flow of your action as you pivot clockwise into a left reverse bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you
pivot maintain control of your opponent's right wrist, while simultaneously delivering a left inward heel palm
strike to the back of his right shoulder. The explosive flow of your action should jerk your opponent diagonally
and down to the ground.
4. Leap into the air toward your opponent with both feet cocked under you and with both of your hands cocked to
the side of your chest (palm up in begging fashion).
5. Land in a diamond stance on your opponent so that the heels of both feet strike to your opponent's kidneys
(right heel to right kidney, left heel to left kidney). (Your opponent's head will snap up.)
6. Immediately slide both heels off your opponent's kidneys. Using Quarter Beat Timing take advantage of your
opponent's body reaction by executing simultaneous heel palm strikes to the back of your opponent's mastoids
(right heel palm to right mastoid, left heel palm to left mastoid). (This should stun your opponent as well as drive
his face into the ground.)
7. From the reaction of your opponent's face hitting the ground and bouncing (bounce) back up, slip both of your
hands along your opponent's face and under his chin.
8. Immediately switch into a concave stance as you pull up and toward you with both of your hands using your
knees to brace down and against your opponent's shoulder blades. (The intention here is to stretch your opponent's neck and throat to the limits.
9. Without disengaging from your opponent, twist his head and neck clockwise to snap his neck. This is accomplished by pulling up and against your opponent's chin with your right hand and pushing down on the back of
your opponent's head with your left hand.
10. With your right hand now cocked to your right ear (palm out) and your left hand pushing your opponent's head
down, immediately follow up by pivoting into a left close kneel stance as you deliver a right inward handsword to
the bridge of your opponent's nose. (This should break his nose.)
11. Switch into a right close kneel stance as you drop your left knee onto your opponent's upper spine. With this
action simultaneously execute a left hand push to the back of your opponent's head to again force his face to
the ground. (This should give your opponent his second concrete facial and respond by snapping his head up.)
12. Using your opponent's body as a springboard, bounce up, leap, and turn your body counterclockwise in mid-air.
Using the synchronization of your Rotational Force and Marriage of Gravity, land with your left foot to the right
of your opponent's body as you deliver a right downward looping round house kick to your opponent's head. Be
sure to bend your left knee deeply when executing your right roundhouse kick. (This should render your opponent unconscious.)
13. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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Protecting Fans ______________________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Front: Left & right punch with opponent's left foot forward)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your left foot step forward toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow, as you deliver a
left inward horizontal heel palm parry to the inside of your opponent's left punch.
2. As your opponent delivers a right punch, pivot into a left forward bow. While pivoting, execute a right extended outward block (done as a handsword) to the outside of your opponent's right arm. Your left hand cocks to
your left hip. (This action should temporarily check your opponent's width zones.)
3. Immediately pivot to your right, at the waist as you execute a left horizontal finger thrust to your opponent's
eyes. Simultaneous with this action deliver a right front snapping ball kick to his groin, as your right hand grabs
his right arm (sliding to the wrist) pulling it diagonally and down past your right hip.
4. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow to the inside of your opponent's right leg. As you plant, deliver a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's sternum or head depending on the circumstances.
Your left hand checks and pins your opponent's right arm.
5. With your left hand still checking, execute a right front scoop kick to your opponent's groin closely followed by a
right two-finger hook to his eyes (hooking from your right to left). As you hook, thrust a left heel palm strike to
his sternum.
6. Plant your right foot back to 7:30 into a left neural bow (facing 4:30). Left front crossover, and cover out twice
toward 7:30.
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Deceptive Panther ___________________________________________________________________ No. 11
(Front: Right front low snap kick & right high roundhouse kick)
1. While in a right neutral bow, quickly shift your left foot (up the circle) toward 4:30 into a right 45 degree
cat stance. Simultaneously deliver a left downward block to the inside of your opponent's right low kick and position a right inward block for his right high kick.
2. From your right 45 degree cat stance, deliver a right snapping knife-edge kick to your opponent's left inner
knee. (Your opponent should buckle out as well as bend forward.)
3. Plant your right foot forward into a right transitional neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you plant deliver a right
downward back knuckle strike to your opponent's right mastoid. Without loss of motion pivot clockwise into a
right front rotating twist stance, as you deliver left downward hammerfist to the right side of your opponent's
neck.
4. Using the power of a fully Accelerated Move, pivot counterclockwise out of your twist stance as you deliver a
right stiff-arm lifting back knuckle strike to your opponent's face. During your back knuckle strike have your left
hand check at your opponent's right shoulder. As you continue the Accelerated Move, deliver a right back kick
to his groin. This kick employs the grafting of thrusting and lifting methods of execution.
5. From the Point of Contact of your kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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Courting the Tiger ____________________________________________________________________ No. 12
(Flank: Left & right arm & shoulder grabs / Two Men)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your right foot cross behind your left foot toward 7:30 into a twist stance. As you
drop into your twist stance, counter grab the wrist of the opponent at your right flank (opponent No. 1) with your
right hand to pull him off balance. Simultaneous with this action push the opponent who is to your left (opponent
No. 2) away from you with your left arm (anchoring your left elbow down and into his right ribs).
2. Opponent No. 1 now has his weight on his left leg, his supporting leg. Immediately deliver a right knife-edge
kick to the outside of his left knee. (This should buckle his left leg and possibly drop him to the ground.)
3. Have your right foot crossover and in front of your left foot into a twist stance. Without loss of motion have your
left knee strike up and in back of opponent No. 2's right thigh. This is done to lift his right leg off the ground and
place all of your opponent's weight onto his left leg.
4. From the Point of Contact of your left knee strike, deliver a left knife-edge kick to the inside of the left knee of
opponent No. 2. (This should buckle him and drop him onto his knee.)
5. With opponent No. 1 leaning toward you and in pain, have your left foot crossover behind your right foot into a
twist stance as you deliver a right outward back knuckle strike to his head. Your left hand should positionally
check for retaliation by opponent No. 2. (This back knuckle strike should stun your opponent.)
6. From your twist stance execute a chicken kick (first the left foot, and then the right foot) to opponent No. 2. Your
left foot kicks his right lower ribs, and your right foot kicks him in the sternum. (These kicks should shock your
opponent).
7. Utilizing Marriage of Gravity, plant forward (toward 9 o'clock) into a right neutral bow. As you plant deliver a right
upward lifting stiff-arm back knuckle strike to the face of opponent No. 2. Your left hand should be checking low.
(This back knuckle strike should daze your opponent, and in combination with the previous chicken kick drive
your opponent away.)
8. Immediately deliver a right back kick under the chin of opponent No. 1. This is a grafted kick, which utilizes a
thrusting/lifting method of execution. (This kick should drive your opponent up and back.)
9. From the Point of Contact of your right back kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 6
o'clock, remaining Mid-Way Point between both opponents.
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Gathering the Snakes _________________________________________________________________ No. 13
(Front: Left punch & right rear punch / Two Men)
1. While in a right neutral bow, your front opponent (opponent No. 1) delivers a left punch. Have your right foot
step forward toward 1 o'clock into a right neutral bow. With this step, execute a right inward parry and left outward parry combination to the outside of your opponent's left arm. (Your left hand finishes palm up, like a waiter
carrying a tray, hooking on top of your opponent's left arm at his elbow.) Continue the counter-clockwise circling
motion of your right hand to deliver a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's left lower ribcage, as
you settle into your stance. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Shift your left foot toward 4:30 into a right forward bow (facing 10:30) as you execute a left inward horizontal
heel palm strike to your opponent's face. Counter Balance this action by having your right handsword cock at
your right ear. (Your opponent's head should snap back.)
3. While pivoting (in-place) into a right neutral bow (facing 10:30) have your left hand claw across your opponent's
face. As you settle into your right neutral bow, deliver a right inward handsword to the right side of your opponent's neck. (The interim use of the claw should obscure your opponent's vision as well as turn his head toward
you. Your right handsword should stun your opponent.)
4. Immediately have both of your hands grab his shoulders (right hand to right shoulder and left hand to left shoulder). Deliver a right knife-edge kick to the back of opponent No. 1's left knee. As you kick, Counter Balance your
kick by pulling your arms toward you. (This should buckle his knee and destroy his foundation.)
5. With opponent No. 1 beginning to buckle, plant your right foot into a right neutral bow toward 6 o'clock. As you
plant, push (with both hands) opponent No. 1 toward 6 o'clock into your second opponent. (Opponent No. 1
should fall to the ground and disturb the balance of opponent No. 2, as well as acting as a moving blockade
(direct blockade).
6. With opponent No. 2 occupied and bent forward, shift your right foot to your left into a right front twist stance.
Deliver a left roundhouse kick to the head of opponent No. 2, as your left hand cocks horizontally to your right
hip. (This kick should drive your opponent's head back.)
7. Have your right hand chamber at your right hip for the next two strikes, which stem out of the same action. Plant
your left foot forward into a left neutral bow (facing 6 o'clock), while delivering a left outward back knuckle strike
to the right ribcage of opponent No. 2. (This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
8. Have your right foot crossover and in front of your left foot into a twist stance. While your left hand checks the
right shoulder of opponent No. 2, deliver a right upward lifting stiff-arm back knuckle strike to the face of opponent No. 1, who is on his hands and knees. (This strike should snap your opponent's head back.) This should
be done using residual effect.
9. Immediately pivot counter-clockwise into a transitional right neutral bow (facing 6 o'clock). As you pivot, deliver
a right upward lifting stiff-arm back knuckle strike under the chin of opponent No. 2. (This strike should snap
your opponent's head back.)
10. Using Residual Torque, accelerate into a left spinning back heel kick to the solar plexus of opponent No. 2.
(This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
11. From the Point of Contact of your left back kick, deliver a left front thrusting ball kick to the jaw of opponent No.
1. (This kick should drive your opponent away.)
12. From the Point of Contact of your left front kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 3 o'clock, finishing Mid-Way Point between your two opponents. *Please be sure to have your hands in
the appropriate positions during your kicks of movements No. 9 through No. 12.
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Glancing Lance ______________________________________________________________________ No. 14
(Front: Right step-through knife thrust )
1. While Standing Naturally, with your arms hanging at your sides, have your right foot step toward 7:30 (up the
circle) into a left neutral bow. Be sure your entire body and limbs move from Point of Origin as you get out of the
Line of Attack. Accentuate upper body torque to insure getting out of the Line of Attack. As you step execute a
right outward handsword to the outside of your opponent's right wrist. Immediately after the strike grab his right
wrist with your right hand to complete the capture of his wrist. Simultaneously deliver a left inward horizontal
heel palm strike to the outside of his right elbow. (The intent of this action is to: divert, seize, control, and disarm
your opponent's weapon.)
2. Deliver a right front snapping ball kick to your opponent's groin. When kicking, be sure to have your hands controlling your opponent's right arm and knife hand.
3. While planting your right foot forward into a right neutral bow, have your right leg buckle and check the inside of
your opponent's right leg. Simultaneously with this action, execute a right two-finger inward hook to your opponent's eyes. Your left hand should check his right arm at or above the elbow.
4. Immediately hop onto your left foot toward 9 o'clock into a left one-leg stance. Your right arm circles counterclockwise as you execute a right outside downward parry. This parry hooks the outside of your opponent's right
elbow. As you parry, deliver a left inward heel palm strike to the outside of your opponent's right shoulder.
(These actions should favorably turn your opponent counterclockwise for your next movements.)
5. Execute a right knife-edge kick to the outside of your opponent's right knee. Be sure to maintain your hands in
the same guarding position. (This kick should buckle your opponent onto his right knee, as well as further turn
him to feed your next action.)
6. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow between your opponent's legs. This action places you to the
back side of your opponent. As you plant, execute a right inward horizontal heel palm claw to your opponent's
face. Your left hand slides from his shoulder to check his right arm. (This strike should daze your opponent.)
7. While your left hand is circling, anchor your right elbow using it and your forearm as a sliding check down his
back and arm. Continue to circle your left hand clockwise as you execute a left inward middle-knuckle strike to
your opponent's right mastoid (your palm is facing you). This middle-knuckle strike makes contact a fraction of a
second after your elbow begins sliding. (Your strike to the mastoid should cause intense pain.)
8. Have your right elbow continue to circle and execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to your opponent's
head (or other available targets). Your left hand is now checking your opponent's shoulders. (This strike should
knock your opponent to the ground.)
9. Right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 9 o'clock.
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Dominating Circles ___________________________________________________________________ No. 15
(Front offset: Rt. hand grab to rt. shoulder, right foot forward)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your right foot circle clockwise into a horse stance, planting it in back of and
down on your opponent's right leg to buckle it. As you circle your right leg, circle a right outward overhead elbow
strike. In sync with the planting of your right foot, have your elbow strike down and on top of your opponent's
right forearm. During this action have your left hand check your opponent's right shoulder.
2. This is a sophisticated transitional buckle that first travels downward, before rotating into a reverse bow that
trips your opponent. As you pivot into a right reverse bow, deliver a right thrusting heel palm strike to the right
side of your opponent's mandible toward 10:30. Your left hand is still checking your opponent's right arm. (This
should daze your opponent and begin to turn him counterclockwise.)
3. Have your right foot spring forward toward 10:30 into a right front twist stance. As you spring forward, deliver a
left outward handsword to your opponent's throat. Your right hand contours down his right arm, acting as a sliding check, until it grabs and controls his right wrist.
4. Have your left foot step out toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow. As you step out Control Manipulate your opponent by having your left hand hook around your opponent's neck. This should further turn his head and body
counter-clockwise (from your Point of View) so that he is face down near your left thigh. Simultaneous with
these actions, have your right hand assist in turning your opponent by applying a hammer lock on his right arm.
(Your opponent is falling toward the ground.)
5. Have your right foot slide clockwise toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow (facing your opponent at 3 o'clock). Be
sure that you are in Control Maintenance of your opponent. Without loss of momentum, push-drag reverse toward 10:30. As you push-drag, yank his right arm toward you to dislocate his shoulder. Your left hand assists
your right hand in the dislocation.
6. Drop into a left close kneel stance, having your right knee smashing and sandwiching our opponent's face and
head to the ground.
7. From the Point of Contact of your right knee strike, gradually ascend into a left front crossover, and cover out
twice toward 9 o'clock.
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Destructive Fans _____________________________________________________________________ No. 16
(Left flank: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your opponent attacking from 9 o'clock, have your left foot step toward 8 o'clock
into a horse stance (facing 11 o'clock). As you step, execute a right outward/left inward parry to his wrist and left
parry to his elbow. Your right hand continues its counterclockwise circle and as you settle into your
horse stance deliver a right hammerfist, palm up, to your opponent's solar plexus. Your left hand remains at his
right elbow as a Bracing Angle check. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Execute a left front crossover toward 1:30, in the process sweeping your opponent's right leg. Your left hand
completes its capture of your opponent's right arm by grabbing his wrist and pulling on his arm in coordination
with your sweep.
3. Execute a right spinning stiff-leg sweep of your opponent's right leg. Following is a detailed description of this
sweep: From your right rear twist stance, pivot clockwise into a right neutral bow, as you deliver a right outward
back knuckle strike to your opponent's right kidney. Without loss of momentum, convert your Rotational Force
into linear force, as you have your right foot step back toward 1:30 into a left forward bow (facing 7:30). Your
right leg buckles the back of your opponent's right leg with your calf meeting his calf. Your left hand still is
checking your opponent's right arm. Simultaneously with this action have your left heel palm strike diagonally
downward to your opponent's right jaw.
4. With your opponent falling toward the ground, execute a right uppercut punch to his head (push-drag forward if
necessary). Your left hand is still actively checking his right arm.
5. With your opponent now sitting on his butt, execute a right front thrusting ball kick to his chin or other available
opening.
6. From the Point of Contact of your front kick execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 2:30.
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Unfurling Crane ______________________________________________________________________ No. 17
(Front: Left & right punch with opponent's left leg forward)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your left foot step back into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you step
back, execute a right outward block to the inside of your opponent's left punch. Your left hand positionally
checks low.
2. Immediately shuffle forward (push-drag) as you execute a left outward block to the inside of your opponent's
right punch. Be sure to precede this block with a right inward block as part of a Double Factor. Continue the
motion of your right hand and convert it into a right hammerfist to your opponent's groin. This strike should be
synchronized as you settle into your new right neutral bow, as your left arm guards inside your opponent's left
arm. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. Follow-up with a left inward overhead claw to the bridge of your opponent's nose. Reverse the path of your right
hammerfist, and execute a right rolling back knuckle strike to your opponent's face, aided by the Object Obscurity of your left claw. (This should daze your opponent.)
4. Again strike down to your opponent's groin with a right downward hammerfist, as your left hand checks high, if
necessary, drag up with your left foot to properly gauge distance. (Your opponent should bend forward at the
waist.)
5. While in close to your opponent, strike under his jaw with a right obscure elbow. Continue your Path of Travel
and transform it into an upward five-finger claw to your opponent's face. (This should snap your opponent's
head back.)
6. Within the same flow of action as your obscure elbow/claw combination, execute a left thrusting heel palm strike
to your opponent's solar plexus, and a right front scoop kick to his groin. This is the "Unfurling Crane" and your
right hand should be positioned above your head at the moment of transition into a one-leg stance. (This should
stun and immobilize your opponent.)
7. Deliver a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent's right knee. As you deliver this kick, execute a
right inward handsword to the left side of his neck. This handsword should make contact a fraction of a moment
after your kick. (This should cancel your opponent's retaliatory abilities, and he should fall to the ground.)
8. From the Point of Contact of your kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of
7:30.
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Grasping Eagles _____________________________________________________________________ No. 18
(Front: Right lapel grab / rear left shoulder grab / Two Men)
1. You are in a natural position with grabs being applied by both opponents. Execute a right front snap ball kick to
the groin simultaneous with a left inward vertical forearm strike to the outside of the right elbow of your front
opponent (opponent No. 1). While employing these dual strikes to your front opponent, deliver a right back
thrusting hammerfist strike to the groin of your rear opponent (opponent No. 2). (Both opponents should bend
forward at the waist.) (These strikes should snap back the heads of both opponents.)
2. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow (using your right knee to buckle the inside of the right knee
of opponent No. 1, if feasible. As you plant, deliver a right thrusting heel palm strike to opponent No. 1's chin.
Simultaneous with this heel palm, deliver a left underhand heel palm strike to the chin of opponent No. 2.
3. Execute a left front thrusting ball kick to the groin of opponent No. 1. (This kick should force your opponent to
bend forward at the waist as well as drive him away.)
4. Plant your left foot back, as a Gauging Leg, as you deliver a right back thrusting heel kick to the stomach of opponent No. 2. (This kick should stun your opponent as well as drive him away.)
5. From the Point of Contact of your back kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 9 o'clock. Finish an equal distance from both opponents.
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(Front: Right punch / rear attempt / Two Men)
1. While in a left neutral bow, step slightly forward with your left foot as you duck under the right punch of your
front opponent (opponent No. 1). As you duck, execute a left upward claw to his face simultaneous with a right
underhand reverse handsword to his groin. (These strike should stun your opponent.)
2. Follow up with a right knee strike to his groin. Be sure to have your left hand actively check at the chest of opponent No. 1, as your right hand cocks, fist clenched, palm up, at your right hip. (Your opponent should bend
forward at the waist.
3. While your right knee is still buried in the groin of your first opponent, deliver a right back thrusting heel kick to
the solar plexus of your aggressively charging (Aggressive Offense) rear opponent (opponent No. 2). As you
deliver the back kick, simultaneously deliver a right thrusting vertical punch to the face of opponent No. 1. (This
is the "Parting of the Snakes".)
4. From the Point of Contact of your right back kick, plant your right foot toward opponent No. 2 (toward 6 o'clock).
Immediately have your left foot cross behind your right foot into a left rear twist stance/right outward back
knuckle strike to the face of opponent No. 2. Your left hand is checking in the Neutral Zone. (This strike should
further daze your rear opponent.)
5. From your twist stance execute a front chicken kick to opponent No. 1. This is accomplished by delivering a left
front snapping ball kick to his solar plexus/right front snapping ball kick to his chin.
6. As you plant forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock), deliver a right thrusting heel palm strike to the
chin of opponent No. 1. (The combined effects of the chicken kick and heel palm strike should drive opponent
No. 1 away.)
7. Follow up with a back chicken kick to opponent No. 2. This is accomplished by delivering a right back snapping
heel kick/left back snapping heel kick to any available openings on opponent No. 2. (This chicken kick should
drive away opponent No. 2.)
8. From the Point of Contact of your left back kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 3 o'clock. Be sure to position yourself an equal distance from both opponents.
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(Front: Right step through knife thrust)
1. From a right neutral bow, have your left foot Move Up the Circle toward 4:30 to get out of the Line of Attack. As
you Shorten the Circle, deliver a right inward handsword to the inside of your opponent's right arm, which is
thrusting the knife. Your chop should strike the radial nerve of your opponent's wrist. Your left hand hangs naturally at the side of your left thigh. Immediately have your right hand grab your opponent's right wrist to minimize
the Angle of Versatility of his knife. (The strike to the radial nerve should cause your opponent to drop his weapon, the grab is a back-up, as well as for subsequent Counter Manipulation.)
2. Having disarmed your opponent, push-drag forward as you deliver a left underhand heel palm strike and grab to
your opponent's groin. Your right hand is still controlling your opponent's right wrist. (In the event your opponent
did not drop the knife (after your first move) this second maneuver controls his weapon and adds to the surety
of disarming him.)
3. Have your right foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you step back,
Control Manipulate your opponent's right arm with a lock and twist (as applied in Spiraling Twig). Be sure to utilize small circles and to keep the knife blade (if your opponent is still in possession of the knife) pointing away
from you and toward your opponent. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist, and your lock and twist
should break his right wrist.)
4. Execute a front chicken kick. This is accomplished by delivering a left front snapping ball kick to your opponent's left ribcage/right front snapping ball kick to his sternum. (This should stun your opponent.)
5. As you plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock), deliver a right underhand stiffarm lifting back knuckle strike underneath your opponent's chin. During this strike have your left hand check
your opponent's right shoulder. (This should snap his head up.)
6. Your strike passes through and above your opponent's head. Immediately reverse the Path of Travel, and deliver a right downward back knuckle strike to the bridge of the nose of your opponent. Your left hand is still checking your opponent's right shoulder. (This should drive your opponent's head down.
7. Circle your right arm in a Figure 8 Pattern. First circle it counter-clockwise striking with a right back knuckle
punch to the left side of your opponent's face. Now circle it clockwise striking with a right back knuckle to the
right side of his face. (These strike should stun your opponent.)
8. With your opponent bending forward at the waist, step forward with your left foot into a left neutral bow (facing
12 o'clock). As you step forward, have your right hand hook over (shape of the crane) and under your opponent's right elbow, hooking his right arm out and away from you. Simultaneous with this action, execute a left
vertical elbow strike to the underside of your opponent's right armpit.
9. Moving toward 10:30, execute a right rear crossover/step out (or drag-step) into a left reverse bow, buckling the
inside of your opponent's right leg with your left leg. As you buckle, deliver a right downward hammerfist to your
opponent's mastoid. Simultaneous with these actions, deliver a left hammerfist to his right ribcage. (This is an
offensive use of the Universal Block that stuns your opponent and drives him away from you.)
10 Left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 4:30.
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(Front: two hand grab or choke)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward between your opponent's legs with your right foot into a right neutral bow
while thrusting both of your forearms forward, thus using them as wedges inside of your opponent's arms. (It is
the outer portion of your forearms that are used to wedge.) Continue the flow of your action as you convert the
movement of your arms into two rolling upward-outward claws (your left hand rolls counterclockwise and your
right clockwise) to your opponent's eyes. (This should stop your opponent's forward momentum and blur his
vision.) (Rolling Check with Strike)
2. Continue the flow of your hands converting them into twin outward handswords to the inside of your opponent's
forearms (right handsword to the left forearm and left handsword to the right forearm).
3. Without loss of motion, push-drag forward as you have your two hands circle down, converting them into two
underhand heel palm strikes/squeezes to your opponent's groin. Be sure to hug up close to your opponent's
body. (This should clear your opponent's arms back and away as well as force your opponent to bend forward
at the waist.)
4. From this Point of Contact push-drag reverse as you execute two hooking back knuckle strikes to the back of
your opponent's kidneys (right back knuckle to left kidney and left back knuckle to right kidney). (This should
snap your opponent's head up.)
5. Your push-drag reverse should take you directly into a right 45-degree cat stance. During this action your two
back knuckle strikes convert into two vertical outward blocks as Positional Checks.
6. Immediately push-drag forward as you have the fingers of both of your hands flick to your opponent's eyes followed by twin thumb scoops to his eyes. (This should blur your opponent's vision.)
7. Have both of your hands slap down on your opponent's shoulders, travel down his arms, catching and pulling
(Frictional Pull) your opponent's arms down to control his Height Zones.
8. Immediately re-circle your arms up, over, and in so that you strike your opponent's temples (or mastoid) with
two inverted back knuckles (right back knuckle to left temple and left back knuckle to right temple.) This should
cause intense pain.)
9. With both of your elbows raised, drop them down and in toward each other thus striking and sandwiching your
opponent's jaw hinges (right inside elbow striking to your opponent's left jaw hinge and your left inside elbow
striking to his right hinge). Your opponent should begin to collapse.)
10. Grab the back of your opponent's head with both of your hands and using your anchored elbows push his head
down into a right knee strike to his face. (This should further disorient your opponent.)
11. Form the point of Contact of your right knee strike, execute a right heel stomp to your opponent's right instep.
Be sure to still use your hands to cancel your opponent's Height Zones.
12. From the Point of Contact of your right stomp, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 7:30.
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Snakes of Wisdom ___________________________________________________________________ No. 22
(Flank: Left & right shoulder grabs / Two Men)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your right foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12
o'clock). As you step back, circle both of your arms in the fashion of Obscure Claws to first claw your opponents' face (right hand to face of opponent No. 1, who is to your right, and left hand to the face of opponent No.
2, who is to your left. (This should drive their heads back.)
2. Continue to circle your arms in the fashion of Obscure Claws as you now break your opponents' elbow (right
uppercut/forearm breaks the left elbow of opponent No. 1, and left uppercut/forearm breaks the right elbow of
opponent No. 2). (Your opponents should move forward toward 12 o'clock.)
3. Execute an outward back knuckle strike to the ribcage of each opponent (right back knuckle strike to the left
ribcage of opponent No. 1, and left back knuckle strike to the right ribcage of opponent No. 2). (Your opponents
should bend forward at the waist.)
4. Circle both of your hands back, around, and on top of the head of each opponent. Direct the momentum generated by the previous moves so that you smash their heads together. Simultaneous with this Directed Collision
deliver a left knee strike to their face. (This should daze your opponents.)
5. Replant your left foot back toward 6 o'clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you plant, have both
of your hands execute twin push-downs on your opponents' shoulder (right push-down on the left shoulder of
opponent No. 1, and left push-down on the right shoulder of opponent No. 2). These push-downs are to check
your opponents' Height Zones.
6. Have your hands follow the contour of your opponents' bodies, traveling down the inner thigh of their leg closest
to you. Your hands form hooks as they travel down to the ankle of both opponents (right hand to the left ankle
of opponent No. 1, and left hand to the right ankle of opponent No. 2). Grab their ankles and jerk them out from
under your opponents (pulling toward you).
7. While still maintaining both ankle grabs (at least try to maintain grabs), deliver a right front snap ball kick to the
groin of opponent No. 2. (He should fall to the ground.)
8. Plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow. As you plant, execute a left roundhouse kick to the sternum of opponent No. 1. (He should fall to the ground.)
9. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of
6 o'clock, keeping an equal distance between your opponents.
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Entwined Lance _____________________________________________________________________ No. 23
(Front: Right step through knife thrust)
1. While in a left neutral bow and as your opponent thrusts his knife, shift your left foot slightly toward 3 o'clock as
well as pivot into a left front rotating twist stance. As you move out of the Line of Attack and move Up the Circle,
have your left hand hook the inside of your opponent's right wrist (palm up like a waiter carrying a tray). Your
right hand cocks at your right hip as a Point of Reference for your next move.
2. Without loss of momentum have your right foot step forward toward 10:30 into a right fighting horse stance.
Your right knee should buckle the inside of your opponent's right knee. As you step, deliver a right thrusting
heel palm strike to the right side of your opponent's jaw (your fingertips are pointed toward 9 o'clock). Simultaneous with the buckle and heel palm, have your left hand grab your opponent's right wrist to limit the Angle of Versatility. (Your heel palm strike should daze your opponent, as the buckle weakens his foundation.
Your opponent should drop the knife.)
3. Execute a right front crossover sweep of your opponent's right leg. As you sweep, have your right hand travel
as a sliding check down your opponent's right arm to control his right wrist. Simultaneous with these actions
deliver a left two-finger eye poke to your opponent's eyes. At the time of contact of your left finger poke, you
should be in a left one-leg stance. (This should temporarily blind your opponent as well as function as a secondary move to disarm your opponent.)
4. From your one-leg stance, deliver a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent's left knee. (This should
destroy your opponent's foundation.)
5. As you plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow, convert your left finger poke to a left hand grab of
your opponent's right wrist (sliding and checking your opponent's right arm on the way). Simultaneously execute
a right outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's right lower ribcage. (This should stun your opponent, and
force him to bend forward at the waist.)
6. From your right back knuckle strike, deliver a right upward flapping elbow strike under your opponent's chin.
(This should snap his head back.)
7. The final two strikes of this technique employ a timing not normally used. Execute a right outward back knuckle
strike to your opponent's right maxillary hinge just prior to stepping back with your right foot. Have your right foot
step back toward 4:30 into a left neural bow (facing 10:30). As you step back, deliver a left inward hammerfist
strike to the back of your opponent's neck. The Residual Torque of your back knuckle strike accentuates your
hammerfist strike with occurs during the rotation of your step back.
8. Execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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Falling Falcon _______________________________________________________________________ No. 24
(Right front: Right direct lapel grab)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow to the outside of your opponent's right leg. As you step, have your left hand pin your opponent's right grabbing hand to your chest. Simultaneous with these actions, deliver a right thrusting forearm strike to your opponent's right shoulder at the head of
the humerus.
2. Immediately convert your forward momentum into rotational momentum, as you pivot into a right reverse bow.
This is a Strikedown that you Counter Balance by having your right leg act as a trip to your opponent's right leg.
(Your opponent should be in pain from the strike and stunned by the impact of the fall.)
3. Your opponent will fall on his back with his head toward 6 o'clock. As he is falling, continue to control his right
wrist with your left hand. Simultaneously have your right hand circle inside of his right arm (contouring with the
back of your hand). At the moment he makes contact with the ground, pivot into a left reverse bow. In sync with
your pivot have your right hand grab your opponent's right wrist, and twist it clockwise, applying great pressure
on his right wrist and shoulder. Simultaneous with these actions deliver a left underhand heel palm strike to
your opponent's right elbow. (This strike should break his right elbow and limit his retaliatory actions.)
4. Cock your left leg, as you have both of your hands grab your opponent's right arm. Deliver a left knife-edge kick
to the right side of your opponent's neck. As you kick, pull on your opponent's arm to cause a possible shoulder
dislocation. The two Opposing Forces will also enhance your kick to the side of your opponent's neck.
5. Have your left hand circle inside of your opponent' right arm (contouring with the back of your hand). Plant your
left foot toward 5 o'clock and immediately pivot into a left forward bow. In sync with your pivot have your left
hand grab your opponent's right wrist, and twist it counterclockwise, applying great pressure on his right wrist
and shoulder. (Your opponent's elbow at this point should be facing down and toward the ground).
6. While still maintaining your left hand grab, utilize the Residual Torque of your pivot to deliver a right kick using
the right side of your shin (the peroneus longus muscle) to strike the back of your opponent's right elbow (to
break it further).
7. From the Point of Contact of your right shin kick, deliver a right back scooping heel kick to your opponent's right
ribcage or right kidney. (This should snap your opponent's torso up.)
8. With your right foot passing through your opponent's ribs or kidney, and now cocked in the air, execute a right
downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent's solar plexus with the ball of your right foot. Your left
hand is still maintaining the grab of his right wrist. (This should shock your opponent.)
9. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, execute a right front crossover sweep of your opponent's right arm,
and cover out twice toward 4:30.
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1. FATAL CROSS _____________________________________________ Front: Two-hand low grab or push
2. TWIRLING HAMMERS _________________________________________ Front: Left step through punch
3. DEFENSIVE CROSS ______________________________________________ Front: Right snap ball kick
4. DANCE OF DARKNESS _____________________________ Front: Right kick followed by a right punch
5. MARRIAGE OF THE RAMS _________________________ Flank: Right & left shoulder grabs by two men
6. RAM AND THE EAGLE ______________________ Front: Right punch & rear shoulder grab by two men
7. ESCAPE FROM THE STORM __________________________________ Right Flank: Right overhead club
8. CIRCLING WINDMILLS ___________________________ Front: Two-hand push followed by right punch
9. DESTRUCTIVE KNEEL _______________________________________ Front: Right step through punch
10. BOWING TO BUDDHA _____________________________ Front: Right roundhouse kick (while kneeling)
11. REVERSING CIRCLES ______________________________ Front; Left roundhouse kick with left punch
12. REPRIMANDING THE BEARS ________ Front: Right punch & Rear: Bear hug (arms pinned - two men)
13. CIRCLING THE STORM _________________________________________ Front: Right club thrust (poke)
14. UNFLOLDING THE DARK _________________________________________ Right rear flank: Left punch
15. UNWINDING PENDULUM ____________________________ Front: Right kick followed by a right punch
16. PIERCING LANCE ______________________________ Front: Right knife thrust while your arms are up
17. ESCAPE FROM DARKNESS ____________________________ Left rear flank: Right step through punch
18. CAPTURING THE ROD ____________________________________________Front: Right pistol (holdup)
19. PRANCE OF THE TIGER _______________________________ Right flank: Right step through uppercut
20. BROKEN ROD ______________________________________________________ Rear: Right hand pistol
21. ENTWINED MACES _________________________ Front: Left & right straight punches - left neutral bow
22. DEFYING THE ROD _______________________________________________Front: Right pistol (holdup)
23. FATAL DEVIATION ______________________________ Front: Right & left punches - right neutral bow
24. TWISTED ROD ___________________________________________________Front: Right pistol (holdup)
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Fatal Cross __________________________________________________________________________ No. 1
(Front: Two-hand low grab or push)
1. While Standing Naturally, your opponent attempts a low two-hand grab or push slightly under the level of your
chest. Have your left foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock). As you settle
into your right neutral bow, have both of your hands (as they form the shape of the crane -- fingers down and
elbows anchored) hook to the inside of both of your opponent's wrists. Without any loss of action, jerk your opponent's arms toward you as they travel outside, down, and past your hips. (This will allow your opponent's momentum to continue toward you, while directing his weapons outside of your Outer Rim.
2. Immediately reverse the motion of both of your hands as you convert them into two snapping uppercut punches
(executed as middle knuckle strikes) to your opponent's floating ribs. (This should cause your opponent to bend
forward at the waist.)
3. As your hands recoil from punching, cross them (right hand over your left) so that your fists are positioned vertically. Without hesitation, execute two snapping outward back knuckle strikes to your opponent's temples (your
right hand to his right temple and your left hand to his left temple). Your arms and fists should function similar to
that of a pair of scissors. (Both strikes should momentarily keep your opponent in an upright position.)
4. With your hands still crossed and positioned vertically, execute two, two-finger eye pokes (your right hand to his
right eye and your left hand to his left eye). (This should temporarily blind and daze your opponent.)
5. With your hands still crossed, have them drop down onto your opponent's shoulders as they act as Gravitational Checks to control your opponent's Height Zones as well as Width Zones.
6. Execute a left step through knee kick to your opponent's groin. (Your opponent should begin to bend forward at
the waist.)
7. Immediately follow up with a right step through knee kick to his solar plexus. (This should knock the wind out of
your opponent.)
8. As you plant your right foot forward, have your left hand, which is still grabbing your opponent's left shoulder,
turn your opponent clockwise so that his back is toward you. Simultaneous with this action have your right hand
release your opponent's right shoulder and speedily convert it into a right inward elbow strike to the left side of
his jaw. Your right elbow strike should greatly enhance your left hand grab in turning your opponent clockwise.
9. With your opponent's back now toward you, have your right hand once again grab his right shoulder. Immediately have your right foot step back toward 4:30 into a left neutral bow, as you use both of your arms (with elbows anchored) to jerk your opponent off balance.
10. As your opponent begins to fall backwards, deliver a right knee kick to his lower spine.
11. As you plant your right foot back to its Point of Origin, execute a left knee kick to your opponent's right kidney.
12. From the Point of Contact of your left knee kick, execute a left thrusting knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent’s right knee. (Your opponent should drop to the ground.)
13. From the Point of Contact of your left thrusting knife-edge kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out
twice in the direction of 4:30.
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Twirling Hammers _____________________________________________________________________ No. 2
(Front: Left step through punch)
1. While standing in a left neutral bow stance, your opponent executes a left step through punch. Immediately shift
your left foot slightly to your right (toward 2 o'clock) into a left front twist stance and, while in-place rapidly transform into a rotating twist stance as you execute a left extended outward block to the outside of your opponent's
left arm (at or above your opponent's left elbow). Your right hand positionally checks near your solar plexus.
2. Without loss of momentum, have your right foot step forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) as you
execute a right looping overhead back knuckle strike to your opponent's right mastoid. Your left block remains
locked-out as a further defensive measure. (This should daze your opponent.)
3. Continue the looping action of your right hand and convert it into a right pressing check at your opponent's left
elbow. This is simultaneously done while pivoting into a right forward bow and delivering a left inward horizontal
elbow strike to your opponent's left lower ribcage. (This should stun your opponent.)
4. Without any loss of motion convert your left elbow strike into an upward hooking wrist check (hooking over his
left arm at his elbow like a waiter carrying a tray). Simultaneous with this action pivot into a right neutral bow as
you now loop (clockwise) a right inward hammerfist strike, diagonally and down, to your opponent's right kidney.
The reaction to the kidney strike should cause your opponent's upper torso to turn clockwise, thus exposing
more of his back toward you. (Your opponent should still be standing, but dazed.)
5. Have your right hand reach directly behind your opponent's back to grab his right wrist (palm in).
6.

Immediately step back with your right foot (while executing a left locked-out check with the heel of the palm at
the right shoulder blade) toward 4:30 into a left neutral bow while yanking your opponent off balance. (This
should further turn your opponent clockwise as well as bring him toward you.)

7. Immediately execute a right thrusting sweep kick to the shin of your opponent's right leg (which is now his lead
leg). As you execute the sweep, deliver a right thrusting vertical punch to your opponent's face while simultaneously delivering a left heel palm strike to the back of your opponent's head. This action should sandwich his
head between your left heel palm strike and right vertical punch. (This should create greater havoc throughout
his body.)
8. Have your right foot return to its Point of Origin. While stepping back, execute a left inward five-finger circular
claw across your opponent's face. Your left heel palm uses your opponent's head as a Pivot Point to contour
toward and across his face (windshield wiper principle). Your right hand should be positionally checking near
your solar plexus. (This should temporarily blind your opponent as well as continue to bring him toward you.)
9. Have your left foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a right neutral bow (while you are facing 12 o'clock). As you
settle into your right neutral bow, deliver a right two-finger poke to your opponent's eye (whichever eye is more
favorable). At this point your left hand should positionally check near your solar plexus. (This poke should cause
intense pain, as well as compel your opponent to drop to the ground.)
10. Execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 6 o'clock.
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Defensive Cross ______________________________________________________________________ No. 3
(Front: Right snap ball kick)
1. While Standing Naturally, raise your hands about chest level as if to say, "Hey, I don't want any trouble". As
your opponent kicks with his right foot, step back with your right foot (toward 6 o'clock as you settle into a left
forward bow stance (facing 12 o'clock). Simultaneously execute a solidly braced downward cross block (right
hand over left hand) on top of your opponent's right ankle.
2. Immediately have your left hand convert into the shape of a crane (fingers and palm out) as it hooks inside of,
and under your opponent's right foot. (Have your right hand remain on top of your opponent's right foot to act as
a check.) Without disrupting the flow of your hands, guide your opponent's kicking leg diagonally down, and
past your left hip. The result of your defensive action in thwarting your opponent's kick should accomplish the
following: Intercepting the Force, redirect it, disturb his balance, and pull his leg past your left hip.
3. With your opponent's balance disturbed, and his body moving toward you, continue the clockwise direction of
your orbiting hands to the left of your body. As you continue to orbit your hands, convert your right hand into an
outward overhead back knuckle strike to the right side of your opponent's face, with your left hand trailing close
behind. Have your right hand strike diagonally through your opponent's face as it travels down and past your
right hip (palm facing 12 o'clock). With your left hand trailing close behind (following the same corresponding
path) convert it into a left inward overhead heel palm strike to the right mastoid of your opponent. (This should
daze your opponent.)
4. Instantly convert your left heel palm strike into a grab to your opponent's hair or the back of his neck (your right
hand is still positioned past your right hip). While maintaining the hair grab (or your chosen alternative), execute
a right front snap ball kick to your opponent's groin. (Your opponent should feel intense pain and bend forward,
even further, at the waist).
5. As you replant your right foot back to its Point of Origin, simultaneously execute a right upward, lifting stiff-arm
back knuckle strike to your opponent's face to sandwich his head between your right back knuckle and left grab.
(This should stun your opponent, and he should begin to fall to the ground.)
6. Slide your left foot back into a left cat stance, and deliver a left front snap ball kick to your opponent's midsection. (This should take the wind out of your opponent.)
7. With your opponent falling toward the ground, replant your left foot back into a left cat stance, as you appropriately gauge your distance for your next move.
8. Shift your weight onto your left foot and execute a right outward crescent kick to the right side of your opponent's head. This kick should make contact on the down-side of your circular move, driving your opponent down
and to your right. Your hands should be strategically positioned to act as constant checks.
9. With your right crescent kick passing through your opponent's head, have your right foot touch the ground and
immediately bounce off of it (returning on a comparable orbit) as you execute a right looping downward roundhouse bounce kick to the left side of his face. At the moment of contact your opponent should be on the ground.
When executing the final kick be sure to use complete hip rotation for added reach, increased body momentum,
all of which helps to increase the power of your action. (This should neutralize your opponent from further action.)
10. From the Point of Contact of your last kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 7:30.
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Dance of Darkness ____________________________________________________________________ No. 4
(Front: Right kick followed by a right punch)
1. While standing in a right neutral bow, your opponent executes a right front kick toward your abdomen. Have
your right foot step back of your left foot toward 6 o'clock into a left front twist stance (facing 12 o'clock) as you
execute a right outside downward parry (open hand) to the outside of your opponent's right leg. Have your left
hand positionally check at your solar plexus.
2. As your opponent follows through with a right punch toward your head, step forward with your right foot (toward
11 o'clock) into a right neutral bow to the outside of your opponent's right leg (while looking at 12 o'clock). As
you step forward, execute a double parry to the outside of his right arm (left inward parry at the wrist or forearm,
followed by a right outward parry at or above the elbow).
3. Have your left foot step around as well as behind your opponent (between 10 and 11 o'clock) into a transitory
left neutral bow with your hands cocked (chambered in "cup and saucer" fashion at your left hip.) Continue the
flow of your action as you pivot clockwise into a right close kneel stance (facing 4:30). As you pivot into your
close kneel stance, execute a right outward back knuckle strike with a left vertical punch combination to your
opponent's right kidney and right ribs (or left kidney and spine, depending on opponent's response), respectively. (Your right hand is on the bottom to act as an immediate check if necessary.) (This should stun your opponent.)
4. Immediately have your left hand grab your opponent's right shoulder. As you firmly pull down on your opponent's right shoulder (to control his Height Zones) simultaneously thrust a right vertical back knuckle strike to
your opponent's right temple. (This should daze your opponent.)
5. Execute a left front crossover sweep (toward 4:30) to your opponent's right leg. As you sweep, drop your right
punching hand into a small counterclockwise loop and execute a right two-finger hook to your opponent's left
eye. Your left hand should be checking on top of or near his right shoulder. (This should temporarily blind your
opponent.)
6. Utilizing the principals of Object Obscurity circle your left checking hand around and under your right arm so
that is tracks along the outside of your right arm to strike as a left two-finger eye poke to your opponent's left
eye. This poke is executed at the moment your left foot plants from the crossover sweep. Your right hand
should now be positionally checking. (This poke should cause intense pain.)
7. From your right rear twist stance pivot clockwise and borrowing from the momentum of your rotation execute a
right leg sweep (again toward 4:30) and buckle the back of your opponent's right leg. Your right leg first strikes
his right leg while bent and then straightens to accentuate the force. (Your opponent should fall to the ground
with his head near 10:30, as you settle into a left forward bow facing your downed opponent.)
8. Execute a right "retarded ball kick" to your opponent's jaw. (This should further daze your opponent as you employ the principle of fitting.)
9. Retrieve your right foot (gauging leg) and plant it to the right side of your opponent's body (below his armpit),
and, while turning clockwise, execute a left side thrusting knife-edge kick to your opponent's face.
10. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover and double cover out toward 4:30.
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Marriage of the Rams __________________________________________________________________ No. 5
(Flank: Right & left shoulder grabs by two men)
1. While Standing Naturally, with opponent No. 1 grabbing your right shoulder from 3 o’clock with his left hand,
and opponent No. 2 grabbing your left shoulder from 9 o’clock with his right hand (both opponents are close to
you), have your right foot step back into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock). As you step back with your right
foot, execute two underhand back knuckle strikes to the groin of each of your opponents (right hand to opponent No. 1 and left hand to opponent No. 2). (Your opponents should bend forward at the waist.)
2. Have your back knuckle strikes follow through after making contact with both targets. As both of your arms continue their circular paths, guide both of your arms to the undersides of your opponent’s arm pits. Time the
course of your circular Path of Travel (toward 12 o’clock) so that the arm pits are contacted at the same moment your right foot plants forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock). Upon contact (to your opponent’s
arm pits), immediately have your arms hook over and on top of your opponent’s shoulders as you proceed to
pinch their arms with both of yours. As you settle into your right neutral bow, unite both of your arms (right over
left) and force your opponent’s heads to collide. (This should control their Height Zones, and daze your opponent’s.
3. Immediately deliver a left knee kick directly to the center point of your opponent’s clashing head, thus injuring
their faces, as well as forcing them apart.
4. Replant your left foot back (to Point of Origin) into a right neutral bow while applying downward pressure with
both of your arms to continue controlling your opponents’ Height Zones.
5. Now, while dropping into a wide kneel stance, have your hands contour your opponents’ bodies and legs, as
they travel down to your opponents’ inner thighs (right hand along the left leg and inner thigh of opponent No. 1
and your left hand along the right leg and inner thigh of opponent No. 2). As your hands continue to track down
your opponents legs and thighs, have them form the shape of the crane (outwardly) to further assist you in
hooking your opponents’ legs. Complete the travel of your hands toward your opponents’ ankles. Without hesitation, grab and jerk both of your opponent’s ankles up and slightly out so that both legs are then pulled out
from under them. All of this is synchronized as your right foot steps back toward 6 o’clock into a left neutral bow
(facing 12 o’clock). (This should not only disturb your opponents’ balance, but also force their feet above their
heads, thus placing your opponents on their hands.)
6. While still maintaining both ankle grabs (at least try to do this), deliver a right front snap ball kick to the groin of
opponent No. 2. (This should stun opponent No. 2.)
7. Plant your right foot into a right front twist stance (gauging your right foot - Gauging Leg - upon doing so). As
you plant and turn (clockwise), take advantage of the two types of momentum created through rotation and
Gravitational Marriage. (Applying both methods of obtaining momentum should add to your force when delivering a left roundhouse kick to the chest of opponent No. 1.) (This should stun opponent No. 1.)
8. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, release the ankles of both opponents (often referred to as Control Release), thus forcing your opponents to the ground, as you execute a left front crossover, and cover out
twice toward 6 o’clock. Position yourself so that you finish your cover-out Mid-Way Point between your opponents.
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The Ram and the Eagle ________________________________________________________________ No. 6
(Front: Right punch & rear shoulder grab by two men)
1.

While Standing Naturally, you are approached by opponent No. 1 from the front and grabbed from the rear by the left hand of
opponent No. 2 near the collar of your right shoulder. As opponent No. 1 executes a right punch, have your right foot step back
toward 6 o’clock into a left neutral bow (be sure to position yourself so that you can peripherally observe both opponents). As
you drop back into your left neutral bow, deliver a left inward block to the outside of opponent No. 1’s right punch. Simultaneous with this action position your right leg to the inside of opponent No. 2’s left (forward) leg, hopefully to buckle that leg. While
buckling, deliver a right over the shoulder back knuckle strike to the bridge of the nose of opponent No. 2. This initial move is
executed like the first move of Flashing Mace except it is being employed to take advantage of the gaseous state of motion.
(This should temporarily delay opponent No. 2.)

2.

Immediately step through with your right foot toward 10:30 into a transitional right neutral bow as you deliver a right inward
diagonal back knuckle take to opponent No. 1’s right cheek bone or temple. While striking, have your left hand act as a Positional Check. (This should drive the head of opponent No. 1 back, as well as increase the distance between you and opponent
No. 2.)

3.

Without hesitation, pivot counterclockwise 180 degrees and strike to opponent No. 1’s right lower ribcage with a left outward
horizontal back knuckle. In the same motion, have your right hand execute an inward heel palm detaining check to his right
upper arm. (Opponent No. 1 should bend forward at the waist, with opponent No. 2 clearly visible.)

4.

As opponent No. 2 re-enters the combat arena he delivers a right punch toward your head. Your right detaining check (on opponent No. 1) converts into a right thrusting inward block to the inside of opponent No. 2’s right arm.

5.

Follow up with a right front snap ball kick to the groin of opponent No. 2 (toward 4:30). (This should stun opponent No. 2.)

6.

Immediately continue to work on opponent No. 2 with the sequence of movement that stems from the Ideal Phase of Five
Swords.
a.

As you plant your right foot, while using your left hand to check high, strike to the right side of your opponent’s neck with a
right outward handsword. (This action should help to nullify the Height Zones, Width Zones and Depth Zones of your opponent.)

b.

Pivot into a right forward bow (facing 4:30) as you execute a left five-finger thrust (palm down) to your opponent’s eyes
while your right hand cocks to your right hip (fist clenched and palm up). (The effect of this poke should be to snap your
opponent’s head back and away from you.)

c.

Having caused your opponent’s head to move away from you will cause his midsection to jut forward. Take advantage of
this anticipated response by pivoting into a right neutral bow, as you strike with a right uppercut punch to your opponent’s
stomach. In the process your left hand becomes a Cocking Check that is guarding horizontally, palm down near your right
biceps. (This action should result in your opponent bending over at the waist.)

d.

With your opponent now bending over, immediately have your left foot slide counterclockwise (toward 9:30) into a right
forward bow (while now facing 3:30), as your left outward handsword strikes to the left side of your opponent’s neck. Your
right hand acts as a Positional Check against any potential danger from your opponent’s left arm.

e.

Without hesitation and while pivoting into a right neutral bow, execute a right inward handsword to the back of your opponent’s neck. Your left hand is an interim hook around the left side of your opponent’s neck, pulling his head down if necessary. At the time your handsword strikes, your left hand should be checking low. (Opponent No. 2 should be bent forward
at the waist, as you create an Angle of Desired Positioning for opponent No. 1.)

7.

From the final right handsword of your Five Swords sequence, have your right hand contour opponent No. 2’s neck and head
to become a right downward heel palm to the top of his head. This heel palm occurs as you step forward with your left foot into
a transitory left front twist stance. During this action your left hand is positionally checking in the Neutral Zone. (This should
keep opponent No. 2’s head below his waist, and therefore cancel his Height Zones, as well as create an Angle of Desired Positioning for opponent No. 1.)

8.

Now convert your forward momentum into rotational momentum by pivoting counterclockwise as you deliver a right roundhouse kick to the torso of opponent No. 1. (This should stun opponent No. 1 and cause him to fall to the ground.)

9.

From the Point of Contact of your right roundhouse kick, execute a right front crossover toward opponent No. 2 and deliver a
left thrusting back heel kick to any available opening on opponent No. 2, (This should incapacitate opponent No. 2 as well as
drive him away from you.)

10. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover and double cover out in the direction of 3 o’clock, so
that you conclude your technique midway (mid-Way) between both of your opponent’s.
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Escape from the Storm ________________________________________________________________ No. 7
(Right Flank: Right overhead club)
1. While Standing Naturally, your opponent attacks you from your right flank (3 o’clock). Have your right foot step
forward toward 1:30 into a right neutral bow. Simultaneously deliver a left inward parry to the outside of your
opponent’s right arm while striking to your opponent’s jaw with a right heel palm thrust (from your
Point of Origin). Your right arm should end under and inside of your opponent's right arm. (This should stop
your opponent’s forward Body Momentum, snap his head back, and temporarily check his depth zone.)
2. Step forward with your left foot into a left close kneel stance toward 1:30 as you strike down to your opponent’s
solar plexus (or right ribcage depending on the situation) with your right inner elbow (striking vertically, making
sure that you continue to check your opponent’s right arm with your left hand. (This should knock the wind out
of your opponent.)
3. While in your left close kneel stance, execute a right underhand heel palm strike to your opponent’s groin. Simultaneously continue to apply your left hand check to your opponent’s right arm. (This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
4. Without hesitation, pivot clockwise and have your right foot slide back toward 1:30 into a left neutral bow (facing
7:30). While moving, have your right hand pull your opponent’s right leg toward you (sliding your hand to his
right knee cap and to a level below that point) while simultaneously having your left hand push forward on your
opponent’s right hip. (Your opponent’s body is bent over at this point with his right leg in the air.
5. While controlling your opponent’s right hip and leg with your hands, execute a right front crossover toward 7:30
into a low right front twist stance. As you settle into your twist stance, drop your opponent’s right knee across
your right knee. It is important to create the correct angle with your right leg to insure an Angle of Incidence upon contact. (This should break his right knee.)
6. Execute a left inward heel palm (like a slap) to the inside of your opponent’s right thigh. (This is to clear his leg
off you your right knee.)
7. Immediately pivot counterclockwise into a right close kneel stance as you strike to your opponent’s groin with a
right underhand, palm up, shape of the crane strike (your left hand checks across his hips.)
8. Continue to pivot counterclockwise into a right reverse close kneel stance, as you loop your right hand (also
counterclockwise) striking again to your opponent’s groin with your right hand in the shape of a crane, palm up.
Your left hand should be positionally checking near your right hip.
9. Execute a left front crossover toward your opponent into a low left front twist stance. As you settle, deliver a left
underhand, palm up, shape of the crane strike to your opponent’s groin. Your right hand should be checking
across his hips.
10. Pivot clockwise from your twist stance executing a left upward lifting hooking heel kick to your opponent’s groin,
solar plexus, or head, depending upon your opponent’s position. Your hands should be checking positionally in
the Neutral Zone.
11. From the Point of Contact of your left kick execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of
1:30.
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Circling Windmills ____________________________________________________________________ No. 8
(Front: Two-hand push followed by right punch)
1.

While Standing Naturally, your opponent pushes you from the front. At this point raise your hands (to chest level) as if to
say, "Hey take it easy, I don't want any trouble". Your opponent then steps forward with his right foot and delivers a straight
right punch toward your head. When this occurs have your left foot step forward (toward 11:00 o'clock) into a left neutral
bow (facing 12 o'clock) as you deliver a combination right upward/right extended outward block to the outside of your opponent's right arm. Make sure that this block is executed slightly upward, on the outside, as well as under your opponent's right
arm. Simultaneous with this block, execute a left heel palm strike (with your fingers facing in) to your opponent's solar plexus. When striking with your left heel palm, execute this maneuver as if you would be dually employing a left forearm wedge,
under your opponent's right arm. (This should stun your opponent as well as further control his depth and forward momentum.)

2.

While still in a left neutral bow, windmill your left hand counterclockwise as you claw up, slightly out, and to your opponent's
face. Have your left arm remain in an upward block position to keep your opponent's right arm in check. With this action
simultaneously execute a right (clockwise) inward hammerfist strike to your opponent's left floating ribs. (The heel palm
strike converted into a claw should take the wind out of your opponent as well as temporarily blind him.)

3.

Now have your right hand circle clockwise in a windmill fashion. As it travels up and under your opponent's right arm it transitionally converts into a right upward /outward parry to expose the right side of your opponent's body. Simultaneously with
this parry, execute a left (counterclockwise) inward hammerfist to his right floating ribs or right kidney. (This should further
take the wind out of him.)

4.

As you step forward into a right neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) buckle the inside of your opponent's right knee with your right
knee. During this action have your left hand reverse its circle (clockwise) and check your opponent's right arm down and
diagonally toward his body while simultaneously delivering a right inward hammerfist strike diagonally down and across the
bridge of your opponent's nose. (This should daze your opponent.)

5.

While still in a right neutral bow, execute a right outward horizontal finger slice (palm down) to your opponent's eyes. Immediately follow up with a right inward horizontal finger slice (palm up) across his eyes, and then with another right outward
horizontal finger slice (palm down) across his eyes. While slicing with your right hand, continue to have your left hand press
your opponent's right arm against his body. (These slices should temporarily blind your opponent.)

6.

Pivot clockwise into a right front rotating twist stance (facing 12 o'clock). As you pivot in-place, execute a left inward raking
back knuckle strike to the bridge of your opponent's nose as your right hand now checks your opponent's right arm to his
body.

7.

Pivot back into a right neutral bow as you execute a left outward horizontal finger slice (palm down) to your opponent's eyes.
Continue to check your opponent's right arm with your right hand.

8.

Execute a right front crossover foot sweep (toward 7:30) to the inside of your opponent's right foot as you execute a left inward horizontal finger slice (palm up ) to your opponent's eyes. At the moment you settle into your twist stance (which is
also the moment your opponent replants his own right foot) execute a left outward horizontal finger slice to his eyes (with
your right hand continuing with the check). (The sweep should spread your opponent's legs, lower his Height Zones and turn
his body counterclockwise.)

9.

Have your left foot step toward 7:30 as you settle into a right neutral bow facing 12 o'clock. Upon doing so, have your left
hand grab your opponent's right wrist to counter manipulate him. This is done while simultaneously executing a right thrusting heel palm strike to his chin (fingers are pointed toward 3 o'clock). (This should drive your opponent's head back.)

10. Using your opponent's tip of the mandible (chin) as a Pivot Point (windshield wiper effect), execute a right
(counterclockwise) inward five-finger circular claw to his eyes, while simultaneously pivoting (counterclockwise) into a right
reverse bow.
11. With your left hand still maintaining its grab to your opponent's right wrist, have your right hand (in the shape of the crane)
hook to the right of, then to the back of, your opponent's neck. Pull your opponent's head down (while anchoring your right
elbow) into a right vertical hooking heel kick to his face. Your right arm acts as a brace and sandwich during this maneuver.
12. Plant your right foot to your Point of Origin to stabilize your base. Immediately execute a right front crossover toward 7:30,
as you execute a right underhand stiff-arm back knuckle strike to your opponent's face. Your left hand should be positionally
checking over your right shoulder.
13. Execute a left spinning back heel kick to any available target on your opponent.
14. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of 7:30.
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Destructive Kneel _____________________________________________________________________ No. 9
(Front: Right step through punch)
1. While Standing Naturally, step forward (toward 10:30) with your left foot into a left transitional neutral bow
(facing 12 o'clock) as you execute a right outward parry to the outside of your opponent's right punch. Continue
to ride the force of your opponent's right punch by immediately pivoting into a left reverse close kneel stance to
buckle the back of your opponent's right knee with your left knee. Simultaneous with your pivot have your right
hand grab your opponent's right wrist, twist your opponent's arm clockwise (at the wrist), to properly align your
opponent's right elbow, and deliver a left inward diagonal heel palm strike to your opponent's right elbow. Allow
your heel palm strike to pass under and through your opponent's right arm. (The explosive flow of your action
should buckle your opponent down onto his right knee, sprain or break your opponent's right elbow, plus form
an Open End Triangle.)
2. With your opponent on his right knee pivot counterclockwise into a left close kneel stance (facing 12 o'clock) as
you execute a left outward back knuckle strike to your opponent's right lower ribcage simultaneous with a right
inward heel palm claw across your opponent's face. Both of these strikes should pass through their targets creating an Angle of Desired Positioning for the next two strikes. Conclude this transition by dropping your right
knee on to your opponent's right ankle to possibly sprain or fracture it.
3. Pivot clockwise into a right close kneel stance (toward 4:30) as you deliver a right outward back knuckle strike
to your opponent's lower spine, simultaneous with a left vertical punch to his upper spine (left hand over right).
Your left knee should positionally check. Again your strikes should pass through their targets to create an Angle of Desired Positioning for the Returning Motion. (This should stun your opponent.)
4. Having your left hand (in the shape of the crane) hook around and to the right, as well as to the front of, your
opponent's neck. Without hesitation anchor your left elbow down (using your opponent's right shoulder and
back as a fulcrum to leverage your action) to force your opponent back and toward you. This action is simultaneously executed with a left knee strike to your opponent's spine (Borrowed Force is advantageously employed
during this maneuver). When employing this maneuver be sure to create an Angle of Incidence at the time of
the knee strike to increase the effect of your delivery. Your right hand should check his right shoulder or arm.
(This should disorient your opponent.)
5. From the Point of Contact of your left knee, plant your left foot toward 9 o'clock into a right neutral bow (facing 3
o'clock). As you plant your left foot deliver a right inward downward hammerfist to the left side of your opponent's jaw. Have your left hand check your opponent's right shoulder when executing your right hammerfist.
(Your opponent should drop onto his back with his head landing between 9 o'clock and 10:30.)
6. Execute a right downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent's sternum.
7. From the Point of Contact of your right foot execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 7:30.
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Bowing to Buddha ___________________________________________________________________ No. 10
(Front: Right roundhouse kick - while kneeling)
1. You are kneeling as well as resting on the insteps of your feet. As your opponent delivers a right roundhouse
kick, have your right foot step forward (toward 12 o'clock), and shift from your left instep to the ball of your left
foot. Simultaneously execute a right inward block with a left extended outward block to the inside of your opponent's right leg. Without hesitation flow from your right inward block into a right forearm parry. (This should force
your opponent's right leg to your left and land to his right.)
2. Shuffle forward (step with the right foot - drag with the left knee) as you execute a right upward elbow strike to
your opponent's groin. Your elbow strike should complete its Path of Travel as a positional right upward block
with the right clenched palm facing you. Simultaneous with this positional block, execute a left upward heel
palm strike to his groin. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
3. With your left hand still under your opponent's testicles, pull his testicles toward you, as you deliver a right
downward back knuckle strike (torquing your fist clockwise) to sandwich his testicles. (This should nauseate
your opponent.)
4. Immediately switch the positions of your feet, back (left) foot to the front and then your front (right) foot to the
rear. As your left (rear foot) slides to the front, have your left hand check your opponent's midsection, and your
right hand contour down and to the outside of your opponent's left leg, terminating at his left ankle. (This and
the following move are executed like the left side of the Dance of Death.)
5. Complete the switch while converting your left check into a left inward elbow strike to your opponent's solar
plexus. While striking have your right hand counter manipulate your opponent's left leg. This action involves a
jerk and pull with your right hand, combined with a strikedown with your left elbow. (Your opponent should be
stunned as you force him onto his back with his head positioned toward 12 o'clock.)
6. Slide your right hand over the top of the toes of your opponent's left foot, as your left hand grabs (traveling over
and on top of) the outer portion of the left heel of his foot. Have your left foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a
transitory right neutral bow. Taking advantage of your Body Momentum during this action, complete your move
by explosively pivoting counterclockwise into a right reverse bow (facing 1 o'clock). Through the proper use of
Body Momentum, coupled with fulcrum to flip your opponent onto his stomach, it is conceivable that you may
also fracture your opponent's ankle during this maneuver.
7. With your opponent now on his stomach, his right leg positioned between both of your legs, and both of your
hands still holding on to his left foot to control that leg, have your left foot move into the direction of 10 o’clock
as you execute a modified left front crossover. This modified left front crossover step should also require bending your right knee. Resembling a twist stance combination with a transitional close kneel stance should aid you
in checking the activity of your opponent’s right leg. Your left front crossover should also act as a gauging leg in
obtaining proper distance for your next move. Immediately have your right foot step over and to the inside of
your opponent’s right leg. Slide your right foot toward 10:30 and vigorously settle into a right reverse bow directly under your opponent’s left leg. As you settle into your right reverse bow, have your right leg straighten
against the underside of your opponent’s left leg -- specifically the knee. Simultaneous with the vigorous
straightening of your right leg, have both of your hands push down (toward 6 o’clock) on top of your opponent’s
left foot to force, lock, overextend, and fracture his left knee.
8. Execute a right inside downward parry (in the shape of the crane) to the inside of your opponent’s left leg. This
action should force and clear your opponent’s left leg a way from you (out and to your right). Have your left
hand check low along side of, but slightly away from, your left thigh when parrying your opponent’s left leg.
9. Execute a switch, right to rear and left to front (Back to Front Switch), making sure that this maneuver properly
gauges your distance as you immediately pivot your entire body (counter clockwise) 180 degrees and execute a
left back thrusting heel kick to your opponent’s groin. Your hands should now shift and check to the left of your
body with both hands checking in a Neutral Zone position.
10. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction of
6 o’clock.
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Reversing Circles ____________________________________________________________________ No. 11
(Front; Left roundhouse kick with left punch)
1. You are standing in a right neutral bow as your opponent delivers a left roundhouse kick toward your right kidney. In response to his kick execute a universal block (right downward with a left inward block) to the inside of
his left leg.
2. As your opponent plants his left foot and attempts to punch your head with his left hand, pivot into a right forward bow (facing 12 o'clock) while executing a right upward block under, as well as inside of, his left attacking
arm. Simultaneous with your right block deliver a left thrusting heel palm (fingers pointing toward 3 o'clock) to
his left ribs. (This should control your opponent's depth and Body Momentum in addition to knocking the wind
out of him.)
3. Pivot into a right neutral bow as you reverse the motion of your left hand and convert it into a left upward block
under your opponent's left arm. Simultaneous with this action reverse the motion of your right arm and convert it
into a right thrusting heel palm strike (fingers pointing toward 9 o'clock) to his right floating ribs. Upon completing your right heel palm strike, convert your left upward block into a grab (palm in and thumb up) to your opponent's left wrist. (This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)
4. While still grabbing your opponent's left wrist, execute a right front crossover toward 7:30 and jerk your opponent's left arm diagonally down and past your left hip. Take advantage of your Body Momentum when executing
your right front crossover and left hand jerk to fully disturb your opponent's balance. As you settle into what now
is a left rear twist stance (because of where your eyes are focused) deliver a right downward forearm strike to
your opponent's left elbow while simultaneously pulling up with your left hand. (This counter action should break
your opponent's left elbow.)
5. While still in control of your opponent’s left wrist with your left hand grab, execute a right knife-edge kick to the
inside of your opponent’s right thigh. This is simultaneously delivered with a right outward back knuckle strike to
your opponent’s left temple. (Your opponent should be dazed and begin to fall to the ground.)
6. Have your right foot plant back to your Point of Origin (into your left rear twist stance). As you plant your right
foot, have your right hand contour down and to the inside of your opponent’s left arm. Immediately have your
right hand assist your left hand (which is holding on to your opponent’s left wrist) in grabbing your opponent’s
left hand. Your right hand should be positioned so that your thumb is on the back of your opponent’s left hand
with your right fingers on the inside of his left palm. This should now be the embryonic stage of a wrist lock prior
to having the left wrist of your opponent sprained, dislocated, broken, or fractured.
7. Without hesitation have your left foot step even further toward 7:30 to form a left neutral bow facing 1:30. As
your right foot rotates clockwise and back toward 7:30, and with the manipulative help of both of your hands,
twist your opponent’s left wrist clockwise while using your right hip as a supporting brace. (This should sprain,
dislocate, break, or fracture your opponent’s left wrist as well as force him onto his back with his head positioned toward 4:30.)
8. Without loss of momentum, deliver a left downward looping roundhouse kick to your opponent’s solar plexus.
(This should stun your opponent.)
9. Clear your opponent’s left arm with your left foot while executing a left front crossover, and cover out twice toward 7:30.
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Reprimanding the Bears ______________________________________________________________ No. 12
(Front: Right punch & Rear: Bear hug - arms pinned - two men)
1. While Standing Naturally, opponent No. 2 (rear opponent) applies a rear Bear Hug with your arms pinned, while
opponent No. 1 prepares to punch you from the front. As opponent No. 1 delivers a right punch toward your
face, get out of the Line of Attack by having your left foot step toward 9 o’clock into a wide horse stance (facing
12 o’clock). Simultaneous with this action have your left hand pin the hands of opponent No. 2 , who is applying
a rear Bear Hug - arms pinned. The moment your left foot settles into your wide horse stance, execute a right
front thrusting ball kick to the groin of opponent No. 1 while simultaneously executing a right back hammerfist to
the groin of opponent No. 2. (Opponent No. 1 should bend over as well as be driven back.)
2. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, have your right foot plant back and toward 7:30 to the inside of opponent No. 2’s left leg. Immediately convert your plant into a right reverse bow to purposely buckle opponent
No. 2’s left leg. Simultaneous with your buckle, execute a right downward heel palm strike (which converts into
a squeeze) to the groin of opponent No. 2. (Opponent No. 2 should release his grip, as well as bend forward at
the waist.)
3. Execute a right over-the-shoulder back knuckle strike to the face of opponent No. 2, as you left hand continues
to check his hands. (Your opponent’s head should slightly snap back.)
4. Immediately have your right arm circle counterclockwise, so that it travels up, around, and to the right side of
opponent No. 2’s neck. Likewise have your left hand circle clockwise (over your right shoulder) so it travels up,
around, and to the left side of his neck. As both of your hands meet on the back of opponent No. 2’s neck, grab,
pull, and force his head down while simultaneously delivering a right knee kick to his face. The two Opposing Forces should add to your Borrowed Force. (This should daze opponent No. 2.)
5. From the Point of Contact of your right knee kick, step into a right front crossover and immediately execute a
left knife-edge kick to the lower abdomen of opponent No. 1, who is still positioned at 12 o’clock. (Opponent No.
1 should bend forward at the waist, as well as be forced back.)
6. From the Point of Contact of your left kick plant your left foot toward 12 o’clock into a transitional left neutral
bow.
7. Without any loss to your forward momentum, execute a right rear crossover while striking with a left outward
back knuckle strike to the head of opponent No. 1 as you settle into a right rear twist stance. (This should daze
opponent No. 1.)
8. From your right rear twist stance, execute a right thrusting ball kick to the sternum of opponent No. 2.
(Opponent No. 2 should move back.)
9. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, execute a right rear crossover followed by a left back thrusting heel
kick to the stomach of opponent No. 1. (This should drive opponent No. 1 away.)
10. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, execute a left front crossover and double cover out toward 9 o’clock,
making sure that you position yourself Mid-Way Point between your two opponents.
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Circling the Storm ____________________________________________________________________ No. 13
(Front: Right club thrust - poke)
1.

While Standing Naturally, and as your opponent commences to execute a right step-through thrusting club attack,
have your left foot step toward 10:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock). As you step forward, execute a
right chopping parry to the outside of the club and a left inward block to the outside of your opponent’s right arm,
that is thrusting the club. (This should get you out of the Line of Attack, as well as deflect his thrust.)

2.

Convert your left block into a Positional Check as your right foot steps through toward 11 o’clock while simultaneously executing a right horizontal inward elbow strike to your opponent’s right lower ribcage. As your right foot
plants into a transitional right neutral bow (inverted toe-heel line) continue your rotational momentum (without any
hesitation) by vigorously pivoting (in-place and counterclockwise) 180 degrees into a left neutral bow (facing 6
o’clock). As you settle into your left neutral bow, execute a left outward elbow strike to your opponent’s solar plexus while your right hand checks against your opponent’s right arm. (This should force your opponent to bend forward at the waist.)

3.

Hop back and toward 12 o’clock with your left foot into a left one-leg stance. This is simultaneously done with executing a right inward heel palm claw to your opponent’s face. As you execute your right claw, have your left hand
positionally check low. (This should bring your opponent’s head up and slightly back.)

4.

Immediately execute a right knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent’s left knee. (This should buckle your opponent’s left knee as well as act as a cross-check.)

5.

Have your right foot plant toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow. As you plant your right foot, continue the flow
of your right inward heel palm claw and convert it into a right downward outward heel palm claw to the back and
underside of your opponent’s groin. While striking your opponent’s groin from the back side, have your left hand
Positional Check across your opponent’s back with your fingers pointing to your right. (Your opponent should
bend forward at the waist.)

6.

Have your right hand re-circle counterclockwise (Path of Action) and once again strike your opponent’s face with
an inward heel palm claw. While clawing your opponent’s face have your left hand continue to positionally check.
(This should bring your opponent’s head up.)

7.

From the Point of Contact of your claw, have your right hand complete its Path of Action by dropping it to your
opponent’s back as a Positional Check against his arms. While dropping your right hand, have your left leg execute a left front crossover sweep to your opponent’s right leg. As you settle into your twist stance, deliver a left
underhand heel palm claw to the back as well as to the underside of your opponent’s groin. (This should disorient
your opponent.)

8.

Have your left hand circle counterclockwise, up, around, and to the right side of your opponent’s face to grab his
head at the jaw. This is done as your right hand continues to check his right shoulder. Immediately have your left
foot step back toward 10:30 into a right neutral bow (facing 4:30) as you pull your opponent’s head back (using his
shoulder and back as a fulcrum to leverage your action) to properly position his back. Follow up with a right knee
kick to his mid-spine while he is falling back and toward you to take advantage of Borrowed Force. (This action is
to be controlled so that you daze your opponent, not break his back.)

9.

Have your right foot plant to its Point of Origin as your left hand rips across your opponent’s face with a left outward claw. With your opponent falling back and toward you, execute a right upward lifting forearm strike to the
back of his neck. (Be sure to use the Marriage of Gravity provided by the left outward claw and the planting of
your right foot.)

10. With your left hand still on his face, pull and direct him toward you. Have you right hand retrace its orbital
(counterclockwise) path (while contouring and checking your opponent’s back and right arm) and convert into a
downward looping roundhouse punch to his left temple.
11. While utilizing the Residual Torque created from the above action, immediately flow into a right looping downward
ball kick to any available opening at the moment your opponent hits the ground. (Use the ground to help sandwich
your action.)
12. From the Point of Contact of your right kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward 10:30.
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Unfolding the Dark ___________________________________________________________________ No. 14
(Right rear flank: Left punch)
1. As your opponent executes a left step through punch from 4:30, hop toward 10:30 onto your left leg and as you
slightly rotate your body clockwise, deliver a right thrusting knife-edge kick to your opponent’s left knee while
looking at your opponent from over your right shoulder. (This should stop your opponent’s forward momentum,
as well a cause him to bend forward.)
2. Have your right foot plant toward 4:30 as you properly gauge the distance for your next move. Drag your left
foot to your right foot (to further adjust your distance) and execute a right back thrusting heel kick to your opponent’s left ribcage. (This should drive your opponent back.
3. Have your right foot again plant (flat footed) toward 4:30 into a modified right neutral bow. Immediately slide
your left foot counterclockwise (180 degrees) and execute a left spinning , stiff-leg sweep to the outside of your
opponent’s left leg. (This action should force your opponent to lean backwards as well as have his head directed between 7:30 and 10:30.)
4. Conclude your sweep by converting it into a transitional left reverse bow. Complete your final action by pivoting
into a left neutral bow (facing 4:30). This is done while simultaneously delivering a left outward back knuckle
strike to your opponent’s left kidney. Your right hand should be checking high. (This should force your opponent
to bend even further back (between 7:30 and 10:30, thereby angling the front of his body so that it is exposed
facing up.
5. Immediately drop into a left close kneel stance as you simultaneously deliver a right inward overhead hammerfist to your opponent’s sternum, while positionally checking your opponent’s left arm with your left arm. (The
strike should stun your opponent, as well as force him to the ground.)
6. With your opponent on his back (and his head between 10:30 and 7:30) deliver a right spinning back heel
stomp to your opponent’s face or any available opening.
7. From the Point of Contact of your right stomp kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice toward
1:30.
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Unwinding Pendulum _________________________________________________________________ No. 15
(Front: Right kick followed by a right punch)
1. While you are in a right neutral bow, your opponent executes a right kick toward your groin. Have your right foot
slide back toward 6 o'clock into a left front twist stance (facing 12 o'clock) as you execute a right downward
block to the outside of your opponent's right leg. Simultaneous with this block have your left hand cock slightly
above your solar plexus in preparation for a left inward block. (This should turn your opponent slightly to his
left.)
2. As your opponent follows up with a right punch, pivot clockwise (180 degrees) into a left neutral bow (facing 12
o'clock) while executing a left inward block to the outside of your opponent's right arm (preferably at the elbow).
Have your right arm hang naturally along your right hip and thigh during this maneuver. (This action, combined
with the previous block, should result in turning your opponent so that his back faces you.)
3. Immediately execute a right front crossover sweeping kick to the back of your opponent's left knee. (This should
buckle as well as force your opponent's left leg to spread apart from his right leg.)
4. Have your right foot plant forward into a right front twist stance as you execute a right underhand claw to your
opponent's groin from the rear. As you strike have your left hand horizontally check your opponent's arms at his
elbows. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
5. Pivot counterclockwise (180 degrees) and within the same flow of action execute a right back scoop kick to the
front of your opponent’s groin.
6. From the Point of Contact of your right scoop kick have your right foot plant back and toward 4:30 (between
your opponent’s legs) so that your right leg converts into a right reverse bow, to buckle the inside of his right
leg. Simultaneous with this buckle execute a right outward heel palm strike to your opponent’s left kidney. Your
left hand should positionally check the back of your opponent’s waistline. (This should snap your opponent’s
head back.
7. Now execute a switch by having your right leg slide alongside and to the right of your left leg. Immediately pivot
counterclockwise and have your left leg slide back into a left reverse bow (toward 1:30) to buckle the inside of
your opponent’s left knee. As you execute the buckle, execute a left outward elbow strike to the back of your
opponent’s head. Simultaneous with this action thrust a right inward heel palm strike to your opponent’s right
kidney. (This simultaneous strike should cause your opponent to fall backwards before the effects of your
strikes are felt.)
8. Execute a left front crossover toward 7:30 and rotate counterclockwise into a transitional twist stance as you
deliver a right inward inverted back knuckle strike to your opponent’s right temple. (This strike is used to further
disorient your opponent.) Note: This has been changed from “a left outward whipping inverted middle-knuckle
strike”.
9. Have your right foot step through toward the direction of 7:30 and double cover out in the same direction.
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Piercing Lance ______________________________________________________________________ No. 16
(Front: Right knife thrust while your arms are up)
1. While standing in a left neutral bow, with both of your hands raised slightly above your shoulders, your opponent initiates his attack with a right step through knife thrust toward your abdomen.
2. Immediately slide your right foot toward 7 o’clock while simultaneously executing a right hooking downward outward parry to the outside of your opponent’s right wrist. As your right parry directs the knife wielding hand toward 5 o’clock, execute a left heel palm parry to the outside of your opponent’s right elbow, before sliding your
left hand to the top of your opponent’s right wrist to grab it.
3. While maintaining the grab with your left hand, and without disrupting your flow of action, slide your right foot
clockwise (rotating your body 180 degrees) toward 1 o’clock. As you complete this maneuver (ending in a left
neutral bow) make every effort to buckle your opponent’s right leg with your right leg, while simultaneously executing a right back elbow strike to your opponent’s right or left ribcage, depending upon how you line up with
your opponent. Your position is back to back with your opponent while still maintaining your left hand grab on
your opponent’s right wrist.
4. Immediately slide your right foot (counterclockwise) to 8 o’clock (into a right neutral bow). During this action
have your right hand now take the place of your left hand as it grabs your opponent’s right wrist. Without delay
have your left hand form the shape of a crane and have it hook onto the left side of your opponent’s neck and
throat. Without any hesitation (as if it was a single move) pivot counterclockwise (facing 1 o’clock) as your left
forearm fulcrums on top of your opponent’s right shoulder (using the back also) and forces your opponent’s
neck, throat, and head back. During the course of leveraging (leverage) your opponent’s head back, drop down
into a left wide kneel stance while pulling your opponent down with both of your hands. Guide and force your
opponent’s right elbow onto your left knee with all intentions of causing an arm break.
5. Have your left hand again grab your opponent’s right wrist as it assists your right hand in twisting your opponent’s wrist counterclockwise while moving your left foot back to 9 o'clock. Immediately rotate counterclockwise
into another left wide kneel stance facing 9 o’clock while simultaneously having both of your hands twist and
force your opponent’s knife (if opponent is still holding on to the knife) into his own throat. If your opponent releases the knife on the arm break, maintain the hold on your opponent’s right wrist with your left hand as your
right hand grabs the knife and plunges it into your opponent’s throat.
6. Grab your opponent’s right wrist with your right hand. As you release your left hand grab, shift it so that it grabs
the back of your opponent’s right hand (reverse it clockwise with your left palm facing away from you). As your
left hand twists your opponent’s right hand clockwise, to possibly sprain or break his wrist, simultaneously wrap
your opponent’s left arm around your left leg. Continue to have your left hand rotate clockwise (if the clock is to
your left) and toward you while simultaneously pushing down on your opponent’s outer right elbow with your
right heel palm to cause your opponent’s right shoulder to dislocate.
7. Have your right hand now grab (clockwise with palm out) under your opponent’s right wrist as your left hand
releases its grab. Without delay, switch into a left reverse bow stance as your right hand maintains its grab to
your opponent’s right wrist. Continue to twist your opponent’s right arm clockwise to place greater pressure on
his right wrist and shoulder. Simultaneous with the twist have your left heel of palm strike your opponent’s right
elbow to cause a possible sprain or break.
8. Cock your left leg and deliver a left heel stomp to the right side of your opponent’s neck. This is done as both of
your hands grab and pull up (toward you) on your opponent’s right arm to cause further shoulder dislocation.
9. Force your opponent’s right arm to the ground, left front crossover stomp on top of his right wrist, and cover out
twice toward 5 o’clock.
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Escape from Darkness ________________________________________________________________ No. 17
(Left rear flank: Right step through punch)
1. Your opponent approaches from 7:30, and delivers a right step through punch toward your head. Hop toward
1:30 onto your right foot into a transitory right one-leg stance, as you immediately counter your opponent’s
punch with a left thrusting knife-edge kick to the outside of his right knee. Your hands are positionally checking
(to your left) in the Neutral Zone. (This should stop your opponent’s forward momentum, as well as force him to
bend forward.)
2. Plant your left foot toward 7:30 (gauging the leg (Gauging Leg) to obtain proper distance) and immediately
spin clockwise as you deliver a right spinning stiff-leg sweep to the back of your opponent’s right knee. (This
should cause his right knee to buckle to the ground.)
3. Pivot your upper body clockwise and plant your right foot forward into a right neutral bow (facing 7:30). Immediately have your left foot step forward (toward 7:30) into a left neutral bow as your right hand gravitationally
checks your opponent’s right shoulder, your left knee braces against his back, and you deliver a left vertical
punch to the right side of your opponent’s jaw. The force of your punch should carry your fist through, and in
front of his face.
4. With your left knee checking your opponent’s back, reverse the motion of your left hand and execute a left outward claw across the face of your opponent. During the same flow of motion, deliver a right inward downward
diagonal hammerfist strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw. This strike should conclude with your right
forearm dropping on, as well as to the back of, your opponent’s right shoulder to keep him in check.
5. Have your right foot slide clockwise and back toward 4:30 into a left neutral bow (facing 10:30). With this action
have your right hand (which is still to the left of your opponent’s face) grab under your opponent’s jaw. As you
pull with your right hand, execute a left heel palm strike to your opponent’s right mastoid (as in Leap of Death).
The simultaneous pull and strike is for the purposes of snapping your opponent’s neck.
6. Left front crossover, and cover out toward 4:30.
7. With your opponent still on his knees execute a right rear crossover followed by a left (counterclockwise) hooking heel kick to your opponent’s face. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
8. From the Point of Contact of your kick, again execute a left front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 4:30.
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Capturing the Rod ___________________________________________________________________ No. 18
(Front: Right pistol (holdup)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your hands down, have your right foot step forward (toward 12 o'clock) into a
right neutral bow while pivoting you upper body counterclockwise (facing 9 o'clock) to insure getting out of the
Line of Attack. With this maneuver execute a left outward parry (to deflect the barrel of the pistol) while simultaneously grabbing the pistol (at the chamber or hammer) with your right hand.
2. With your right hand controlling the pistol, execute a left two-finger poke to your opponent's eyes. Snap your left
poke forward and back and without loss of motion have your left hand assist your right hand by grabbing under
the barrel and trigger guard of the pistol. (The poke should cause pain and temporarily blind your opponent.)
3. Have your right foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o'clock) as both your hands
twist your opponent's wrist and pistol clockwise. Complete the twist with a lock as you force the handle of the
pistol toward you with the barrel pointed toward your opponent's head or body.
4. Without hesitation pivot (from your left neutral bow) into a left forward bow. Upon doing so have your right hand
yank the gun from your opponent's grip (forcing his trigger finger against the trigger guard in order to break it).
Have the gun travel back, toward, and past your right hip (with your left hand still checking the pistol hand) while
simultaneously executing a right front snap ball kick to your opponent's groin. (This should disarm your opponent and force him to bend forward at the waist.)
5. Have your right foot plant forward into a right neutral bow facing 12 o'clock). As you plant you right foot, execute
a right stiff-arm lifting strike with the butt of the pistol to the right side of your opponent's jaw. Strike up and diagonally to your right. During this strike have your left hand check your opponent's right arm. (This should daze
your opponent as well as lift his head.
6. With the pistol having passed through, to the left of, and above your opponent's head, reverse the motion and
strike the left side of your opponent's jaw with the pistol. The path of this strike travels diagonally down, through,
and to the right of your opponent's jaw.
7. As you begin to step back (toward 6 o'clock) with your right foot, strike the right side of your opponent's jaw with
the pistol. Have the path of this strike loop outward and diagonally down. Conclude your step back by planting
your right foot as you settle into a left neutral bow. Combination of these last two strikes (No. 6 and No. 7) follows the pattern of a Figure Eight. (Your opponent should fall to the ground.)
8. As you proceed to execute a left front crossover toward 4:30, grab the barrel of the pistol with your left hand,
and transfer the handle of the pistol into the palm of your right hand. As you execute a right reverse
step through, drop your left hand down and under the pistol (position your left hand to the right of your right
hand, fingers vertical and palm out).
9. Now that you are clear, settle into a left neutral bow, rest your right wrist on top of your left wrist, and aim the
pistol at your opponent. (Do not let your left hand exceed the end of the barrel.)
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Prance of the Tiger ___________________________________________________________________ No. 19
(Right flank: Right step through uppercut)
1. While Standing Naturally, your opponent attacks from your right flank with a right step through upper cut punch.
Have your right foot step back toward 6 o'clock into a left 45-degree cat stance (facing 12 o'clock). As you drop
back into your cat stance, execute a left outside downward, hooking parry to the inside of your opponent's right
elbow. Follow up this block with a right sweeping inside downward block (palm up) to the inside of your opponent's right arm (near his hand).
2. As your right hand follows through (cocking palm up near your left hip), position you left hand in the front of, as
well as to the right of, your solar plexus (Positional Check). Immediately execute a left thrusting sweep kick to
the shin of your opponent's right leg while continuing to check with your left hand should your opponent wish to
re-activate his right arm. (The sweep kick should help stop your opponent's forward momentum.)
3. Continue the flow of your action by delivering a right knife-edge kick to the inside of your opponent's left knee.
(The kick combination is actually a side chicken kick.) Simultaneous with your right kick, execute a right outward
back knuckle strike to your opponent's right temple. Your left hand should continue to check. (This should buckle your opponent's left knee, as well as daze him.)
4. From the Point of Contact of your right kick execute a right front crossover sweep of your opponent's right foot.
As your right foot settles into a twist stance deliver a right outward two-finger eye hook to your opponent's right
eye. Your left hand is still checking your opponent's right arm. (The sweep should spread his legs and 1/4 beat
later the eye hook should temporarily blind him.)
5. Vigorously pivot counterclockwise into a left reverse bow and convert it into a left spinning stiff-leg sweep
(toward 1:30) to the inside of your opponent's right knee. As you settle into your left reverse bow have your left
hand continue to check your opponent's arms. (Your opponent should bend forward.)
6. While remaining in-place, continue to pivot counterclockwise and transitionally shift into a left neutral bow
(facing 4:30), followed by a right knee kick to your opponent's solar plexus. Simultaneous with your knee kick
deliver a right inward overhead hammerfist strike to the back of your opponent's neck as your left hand checks
your opponent's right shoulder. (This should stun your opponent and continue his descent toward the ground.)
7. Immediately switch your hands so that your right hand now checks his right shoulder as your left executes an
inward overhead hammerfist strike down to he back of his head simultaneous with a left knee kick to the underside of your opponent's chin. (Your opponent at this point should continue to fall toward the ground.)
8. From the Point of Contact of your left knee kick drop into a left front crossover toward 7:30 while executing a left
thrusting heel palm strike to the back of your opponent's head. (This should force him to the ground.)
9. Complete your crossover and double cover out in the direction of 7:30.
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Broken Rod _________________________________________________________________________ No. 20
(Rear: Right hand pistol)
1.

While Standing Naturally, your opponent approaches from the rear and presses a pistol in your back. Immediately
pivot clockwise (180 degrees) into a transitory right front rotating twist stance (have your right foot move toward 4:30
with your head focused toward 7:30). To insure getting out of the Line of Attack, pivot clockwise on the ball of your left
foot while slightly lifting your right foot off of the ground. As you rotate into your right front twist stance plant your right
foot more toward 4:30 while simultaneously executing a right outward hooking parry (like a waiter carrying a tray) to
the outside and on top of your opponent's right wrist.

2.

Without loss of momentum have your left foot step toward 7:30 into a left neutral bow, making sure that your left leg
checks the inside of your opponent's right knee. As your left foot steps toward 7:30 (into a left neutral bow), have your
right hand grab your opponent's right hand including the pistol while simultaneously executing a left uppercut strike to
the underside of your opponent's left elbow. Both left uppercut and right grab are to apply Opposing Forces to successfully fracture your opponent's right elbow. This action should not only control your opponent's Line of Attack, but
force your opponent to release the pistol as well.

3.

Immediately switch your legs by having your left foot slide slightly back (toward 1 o'clock) as your right foot steps forward (toward 5 o'clock) into a right forward bow to aid you in buckling the inside of your opponent's right knee. As you
step forward with your right foot have your left hand gravitationally check your opponent's right shoulder while dropping into a right forward bow and yanking the pistol out of your opponent's right hand with your right hand (if the gun
has not been released already).

4.

Immediately deliver a right vertical lifting upward strike under your opponent's chin with the butt of the pistol. In the
same motion loop the pistol clockwise and strike (diagonally down and to your left) to the left side of your opponent's
temple with the barrel of the pistol (making sure that the barrel points away from you at all times). (This should shock
your opponent and force his upper body back.)

5.

Now hop onto your left leg into a one-leg stance (in the direction of 4:30) to the outside of your opponent's right leg
while simultaneously looping the pistol counterclockwise in an outward downward hammering manner to strike to the
back of your opponent's right elbow with the barrel of the pistol. During this action your left hand should still be checking on or near your opponent's right shoulder.

6.

While still in a left one-leg stance, execute a right thrusting knife-edge kick to the back of your opponent's left or right
knee, whichever is closest. Your hands are checking in the Neutral Zone. (This should buckle your opponent's left or
right knee to the ground, again depending upon whichever leg is closest.)

7.

Have your right foot plant between your opponent's legs (toward 10 o'clock) into a right neutral bow. As you plant your
right foot, execute a right inward upward rake with the butt of the pistol to your opponent's right lower ribcage. (The
path of the rake is inward and diagonally upward.)

8.

Immediately pivot clockwise (in-place) into a right front rotating twist stance. As you pivot, strike outward and diagonally down (from left to right) to the back of your opponent's neck with the barrel of the pistol. Follow through with your
strike and while utilizing the same Rotational Force, deliver a left inward downward heel palm strike to the back of
your opponent's neck. Have the same strike contour your opponent's neck to act as a check on top of your opponent's right shoulder. (Your opponent should bend forward.)

9.

With your right hand hanging near your right side, pivot counterclockwise into a transitory right neutral bow as you
execute a right upward diagonal strike (from right to left) with the butt of the pistol to the right side of your opponent's
face. Without loss of momentum continue to rotate your body counterclockwise, step toward 3 o'clock with your right
foot, and pivot (180 degrees) into a left neutral bow (facing 9 o'clock).

10. After briefly surveying your opponent, execute a left front crossover toward 3 o'clock and grab the barrel of the pistol
with your left hand. As you step out with your right foot toward 3 o'clock point the barrel of the gun away from you and
place the handle of the pistol in your right hand (in the proper firing position). Drop your left hand down and under the
pistol (position your left hand to the right of your right hand, fingers vertical and palm out).
11. Now that you are clear, settle into a left neutral bow, rest your right wrist on top of your left wrist, and aim the pistol at
your opponent. (Do not let your left hand exceed the end of the barrel.)
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Entwined Maces _____________________________________________________________________ No. 21
(Front: Left & right straight punches - left neutral bow)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your left foot step back toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o’clock) while simultaneously having your right hand execute a looping figure eight pattern that follows a path
and not a line. Begin the figure eight pattern with a right inward handsword parry to the outside and top of your
opponent’s left arm (striking diagonally down and to your left). Without losing continuity, flow into a right extended outward, downward, handsword to the outside of your opponent’s right arm (striking diagonally down and to
your right). By consistently crisscrossing your opponent’s arms diagonally and down your opponent’s
Height zones and Width Zones are kept in check. During this action your left hand checks at your solar plexus.
2. Just before your right hand completes the second block (when it crisscrosses diagonally and down to your right)
grab your opponent’s right wrist (start the grab at the arm and work its way to the wrist). Immediately push-drag
forward, pivot into a right forward bow, and deliver a left vertical punch to your opponent’s face while pulling
your opponent’s right arm diagonally down and past your right hip. Your forward Body Momentum, resulting
from your push-drag shuffle, coupled with your right hand pull, all contribute to Borrowed Force. (This should
stop your opponent’s forward momentum.
3. Pivot (in-place) into a right neutral bow as you deliver a right thrusting inward handsword to the left side of your
opponent’s jugular vein. Convert your left hand into a Positional Check against your opponent’s right arm. (This
should force your opponent’s head back.)
4. Using a jousting motion execute a locked-out heel palm check to his left jaw hinge, while dropping into a left
rear crossover and have your right foot step out (toward 1:30) into a right reverse bow as you buckle the inside
of your opponent’s left knee. Simultaneous with the buckle deliver a right downward hammerfist to your opponent’s groin. Have your left hand positionally check over your right shoulder. (Your opponent should bend forward at the waist.)
5. From your right reverse bow, pivot clockwise (in-place) into a right front rotating twist stance (facing 12 o'clock).
As you pivot, deliver a right raking vertical outward back knuckle strike to the right side of your opponent’s face.
In this same torquing action, follow up with a left thrusting heel palm strike to your opponent’s sternum along
with a left knee kick to his groin (employ Threading). At the conclusion of your heel palm strike and knee kick,
cock your right hand alongside of your right ear (fist clenched and palm facing out). (Your opponent should be
slightly bent forward, and temporarily frozen in-place.
6. Have your left foot (from the last position of the knee kick) plant back and toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral
bow, (facing 12 o’clock) as you deliver a right inward downward hammerfist to your opponent’s left collar bone.
This strike employs a Grafted Principle combining both thrusting and hammering methods to complete the maneuver. Have your left hand positionally check near your solar plexus. (The force of your strike should drive
your opponent down as well as back.
7. Immediately execute a left rear crossover and execute a right back thrusting heel kick to your opponent’s solar
plexus. (This should drive your opponent back as well as drop him to the ground.)
8. Execute a right front crossover from the last position of your right kick and cover out twice toward 6 o’clock.
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Defying the Rod _____________________________________________________________________ No. 22
(Front: Right pistol - holdup)
1.

While Standing Naturally, with your hands at your sides, have your left foot slide toward 1:30 as you pivot (in-place)
counterclockwise into a left front rotating twist stance. As you rotate your body to get out of the Line of Attack, execute a left outward hooking parry (like a waiter carrying a tray) to the inside of, and top of, your opponent’s right hand.
Your right hand is positioned in front of your solar plexus.

2.

Immediately convert your left parry to a grab to your opponent’s right hand (at the pistol), as you execute a right front
snapping ball kick to your opponent’s groin simultaneous with a right two-finger eye poke to your opponent’s eyes.
(This should temporarily blind your opponent, as well as nauseate him.

3.

Have your right foot plant forward (toward 11 o’clock) into a right neutral bow as you buckle the inside of your opponent’s right knee and execute a right inward strike to your opponent’s right biceps to force his upper body forward.
During this maneuver have your left hand assist the momentum of your right inward block by yanking your opponent’s
right arm further down and to your left. Simultaneous with this action execute a right upward flapping elbow strike to
the underside of his chin. (Your opponent’s head should snap back.)

4.

Have your right hand grab and dislodge the pistol from your opponent’s right hand as you maintain the grab with your
left hand. Immediately have your right foot step back toward 6 o’clock into a left neutral bow (facing 12 o’clock). During the step back, execute a right outward downward diagonal strike with the butt of the pistol to the back and left side
of your opponent’s neck. This should stun your opponent and begin to force his head to bend forward.

5.

With the pistol and your right hand forming an Open End Triangle, anchor your elbow and further force your opponent’s head down and to you. Simultaneously execute a right front knee kick to your opponent’s sternum, utilizing
Borrowed Force. With the knee kick still in position, continue to circle your right hand counterclockwise and execute a
right inward overhead hammering strike with the butt of the pistol to the back of your opponent’s spine (directly opposite the sternum) thus causing a sandwiching effect. Your left hand should be checking your opponent’s right shoulder
during this action. (This should stun your opponent even more, as well as momentarily freeze his action.)

6.

With your right knee still embedded in your opponent’s sternum, and your left hand still maintaining its check, execute
a right front snapping instep kick to your opponent’s groin. (Your opponent should further bend forward at the waist.)

7.

From the Point of Contact of your right instep kick execute a right side snapping knife-edge kick to the inside of your
opponent’s left knee. (This should buckle your opponent’s left knee outward and cause him to start to fall.)

8.

From the Point of Contact of your right kick execute a right front crossover toward 7:30. With your right foot still in
motion have your right hand circle counterclockwise as you then strike with the butt of the pistol, down and to the outside as well as underside of your opponent’s right elbow. Both the butt of the pistol and your right hand again act as
an Open End Triangle. Your left hand should now be checking (Positional Check). (This should clear your opponent’s
right arm and pin it against his right ribcage.)

9.

Retrieve your right hand to your left chest and at the very moment your right foot plants into a left rear twist stance
(facing your opponent), execute a right outward downward strike with the butt of the pistol to your opponent’s head.
Your left hand should remain checking high. (Your opponent should begin to fall to the ground.)

10. Before your opponent falls to the ground, pivot your entire body counterclockwise (180 degrees) and execute a left
spinning back heel kick to any available opening on your opponent. (This should knock your opponent onto his back.)
11. From the Point of Contact of your left kick, take the pistol by the bottom of its barrel with your left hand and left front
crossover toward 6 o’clock as your switch the handle of the pistol and place it in your right hand. Complete the step
out with your right foot toward 6 o’clock and drop your left hand down and under the pistol (position your left hand to
the right of your right hand, fingers vertical and palm out). Be sure to slip your left hand beside and below in the
checking position (taking care so as not to have your hand go in front of the barrel),
12. Now that you are clear, settle into a left neutral bow, rest your right wrist on top of your left wrist, and aim the pistol at
your opponent. (Do not let your left hand exceed the end of the barrel.)
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Fatal Deviation ______________________________________________________________________ No. 23
(Front: Right & left punches - right neutral bow)
1. While Standing Naturally, have your left foot step back toward 6 o’clock into a right neutral bow (facing 12
o’clock) as you execute a right inward block to the inside of your opponent’s right punching arm. Have your left
hand positionally check in front of your solar plexus.
2. As your opponent delivers a left roundhouse punch, shuffle forward into a right forward bow, while delivering a
right extended outward block to the inside of your opponent’s left punching arm. Simultaneous with your shuffle
and block, execute a left thrusting vertical punch to your opponent’s face, (This should snap your opponent’s
head back and keep his depth zone in check.)
3. Immediately pivot (counterclockwise) into a right neutral bow, as you execute a right thrusting inward
handsword to the left side of your opponent’s neck. Again have your left hand positionally check in front of your
solar plexus. (This stun your opponent.)
4. Without hesitation execute a left front crossover and while in a left front twist stance have your right hand circle
counterclockwise and diagonally down, to force your opponent’s right arm against the right side of his body and
hip. Your right elbow should positionally check your opponent’s left arm at the same time. Simultaneous with
this action have your left hand circle clockwise and execute a left inward horizontal heel palm strike (finger tips
pointing out with your left elbow anchored) to the right side of your opponent’s jaw.
5. Have your right foot step out into a right neutral bow (toward 11:00 while facing 12 o’clock) to buckle the inside
of your opponent’s right knee. With your left heel palm still braced against your opponent’s right jaw have your
right arm circle counterclockwise and execute a right inward horizontal elbow strike to the left side of your opponent’s jaw. (This action should sandwich your opponent’s jaws and cause him to pass out.)
6. Immediately pivot counterclockwise (in-place) into a right reverse bow to further buckle the inside of your opponent’s right leg and expose his groin. While employing your right reverser bow, execute a right back hammerfist
to your opponent’s groin. Your left hand should be checking over your right shoulder. (Your opponent should
bend forward at the waist.)
7. Right front crossover, and cover out toward 7:30.
8. Survey the outcome of your action.
9. Return be executing a left rear crossover followed by a right thrusting back heel kick to your opponent’s stomach. (Your opponent should fall to the ground at this point.)
10. From the Point of Contact of you right kick, execute a right front crossover, and cover out twice in the direction
of 6 o’clock.
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Twisted Rod ________________________________________________________________________ No. 24
(Front: Right pistol - holdup)
1. While Standing Naturally, with your hands down, and the pistol pointed midway toward your chest, have your
left foot step forward (toward 11 o'clock) and to the outside of your opponent's right arm into a left neutral bow.
This maneuver is done to get you out of the Line of Attack as well as positionally check your opponent's right
leg with your left knee. (Be conscious of the Line of Entry at all times.) As you step forward into your left neutral
bow, execute a right outward hooking parry (like a waiter carrying a tray) to the outside and on top of your opponent's right hand at the pistol while simultaneously having your left hand reach and grab on top of your opponent's right hand at the pistol.
2. Have your right foot step forward (between your left leg and your opponent's right leg) into a right neutral bow.
Position yourself outside and behind of your opponent's right leg. As you step forward have your right forearm
(now perpendicular to your opponent's right arm) strike, pin and press against the back of your opponent's right
hand. During this action pull in with your left hand which acts as a fulcrum) and push forward with your right
forearm (opposing force) in forcing your opponent's right hand and barrel of the pistol to point toward his face.
3. Pivot counterclockwise into a left forward bow (facing 6 o'clock) as your left hand and right forearm assist each
other in twisting your opponent's right wrist counterclockwise in order to break his wrist. Follow through by forcing your opponent onto his back with his head toward 4:30 and his feet in the direction of 10:30. It is your right
leg that is used as a trip in forcing your opponent to the ground.
4. Immediately execute a right shovel kick (first the ball of your foot then the heel -- all in the same motion) to your
opponent's right ribcage.
5. Follow through (ascending to a greater height) with your shovel kick and come down with a right thrusting heel
stomp to the head of the humerus of your opponent's left shoulder.
6. Plant your right foot slightly above and to the right of your opponent's left shoulder. Quickly pivot counterclockwise into a left close kneel stance and without disturbing your momentum have your right knee drop down onto
your opponent's throat. Simultaneous with this action execute a right two-finger eye poke to your opponent's
eyes. Your left hand is still holding onto your opponent's pistol and right hand. (The barrel is pointed away from
you.)
7. Now take the pistol with your right hand and strike down, back, (toward your right leg) as well as through the
right side of your opponent's jaw with the butt of the pistol.
8. Then reverse the motion of your right hand and strike again with the butt of the gun forward and through the left
side of your opponent's face. Continue with the same action and strike your opponent's right arm.
9. From the flow of your last strike execute a right knife-edge kick to your opponent's right arm.
10. Have your right foot plant toward 4:30 (just below your opponent's right arm) into a right neutral bow.
11. As you execute a left front crossover toward 3 o'clock take the pistol by the barrel with your left hand and switch
it to the palm of your right hand (in the proper manner). As you step out with your right foot toward 3 o'clock turn
counterclockwise (facing 9 o'clock) into a left neutral bow and drop your left hand down and under the pistol
(position your left hand to the right of your right hand, fingers vertical and palm out). Be sure to slip your left
hand beside and below in the checking position (taking care so as not to have your hand go in front of the barrel).
12. Now that you are clear, settle into you left neutral bow, rest your right wrist on top of your left wrist, and aim the
pistol at your opponent. ( Do not let your left hand exceed the end of the barrel.)
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